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Abstract
The discovery of semiconduction in the polyacetelyne polymer by Shirakawa
Heeger and McDiarmid back in 1977 has opened the road for new types of electronic
and opto-electronic devices made of what is essentially plastic. This new field of
scientific research has been showing signs of technological maturity with the
introduction of prototype flat screen displays by leading electronics companies and
increasing sun power harvesting capabilities of organic based solar cell devices. The
great achievements in organic chemistry synthesis of the 20th century and the
beginning of the 21st are now at the disposal of scientists and engineers seeking to
exploit this versatility in the evolving frontier of organic-polymeric electro-optical
devices.
Although there are many parallels between conventional inorganic crystallinebased devices and amorphous organic based devices, there are major differences
between the two. Therefore, straightforward application of conventional transport
equations and concepts is not always suitable for describing electro-optical
phenomena in organic devices. Using the unique electrical characteristics of organic
materials, we have been able to show in the first part of our work the relation between
the power dependence of the photocurrent quantum efficiency and the slower-carrier
mobility in organic photocell and light detector devices. This dependence was
explored both experimentally and theoretically and we provide a simple technique for
extracting the slower-carrier mobility from the quantum efficiency measurements.
Following photocurrent transient experiments we conducted on thin organic
film photocell devices that showed intriguing and puzzling characteristics, we were
led to develop a completely new and unconventional description of transport in
organic and amorphous thin semiconducting layers that bears both physical and
engineering significance. The core idea behind this new description is that thin
amorphous semiconducting layers cannot be described appropriately by attributing a
single well-defined mobilty value for charge carriers in the layer but rather should be
described as constituting a manifold of parallel pathways of different mobilities. The
basis for our claim, we argue, is that due to the short distance a carrier travels from
one side of the thin amorphous film to the opposite side, there is a lack of statistical
convergence of the characteristic properties of the environments. We therefore
1

suggest and show experimentally that a mobility distribution function is the right way
to characterize such thin amorphous films. We also present the mathematical tools for
extracting such a distribution function from a transient measurement. Theoretical
analysis of thin film disordered environments using direct solutions of the master
equation provided additional basic-principle support to our approach.
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Preface
The work presented in these pages is a compilation that draws from both
research and teaching activities. Extensive effort was put into preparing teaching
material for a course on organic semiconducting materials and devices. Most of the
effort was invested in inventing new ways of presenting the material to students as
well as organizing the material into a structured course. It therefore seemed
appropriate to include highlights from this work as part of the background material
presented in this thesis. As well as providing extensive background to the reader of
this thesis. Including these highlights was also intended as a means to preserving the
material for future courses.
In a nutshell, the essence of the research we conducted can be conveyed using
the central limit theorem. At the core of the central limit theorem lies the fact that the
average sum of N independent and identical random variables with average  and
standard deviation  is itself a random variable with average  and standard deviation



N . The central limit theorem goes further to stating that in the limit of large N

this random variable has a normal probability density function. This implies that as
ensembles grow larger they exhibit more robust averaging characteristics. As we are
dealing with thin film devices that in addition are disordered, we argue that statistical
convergence issues, or rather the lack of robust convergence due to small ensembles,
are important in analyzing and understanding transport. As we explain in our work,
the hopping mechanism by which carriers move through disordered materials does not
comply with the demand of the central limit theorem for statistical independence
between the random constituents. Nevertheless, presenting the case using the wellknown central limit theorem maintains the spirit that was the impetus for this work.
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Introduction
Chapter 1 through Chapter 7 constitute the introductory part of the thesis. As
mentioned in the preface, the thesis includes highlights from teaching material
prepared for a course on organic semiconducting materials and devices. Therefore,
these chapters are rather broad in coverage and not all of the background material
included is directly related to the actual research presented in the following chapters.
Since most engineers and physicists are more familiar with ‗ordinary‘ well-ordered
crystalline inorganic semiconductors, Chapter 1 and Chapter 2 are aimed at bridging
the gap between these ‗ordinary‘ semiconductors and the disordered organic
semicoducting materials dealt with in this thesis that are more molecular in nature.
One may choose to bridge this gap by taking a bottom-up approach whereby the
material is viewed as a collection of randomly distributed individual molecules that
interact spatially through wavefunction overlaps to form a disordered solid-state
semiconductor. Whereas the bottom-up approach might be more suitable to chemists
who usually deal with molecules on a daily basis, a second approach that is perhaps
more natural to the electrical engineer might be a top-down approach whereby the
discussion starts with the well-ordered crystal as the basic entity that is then disturbed
by trap-inducing disorder and imperfections. By taking the second approach the
vocabulary and terminology, already familiar to the device engineer, are still
maintained while new concepts are being introduced.
Following the second approach, Chapter 1 provides a review of some familiar
solid-state device concepts of relevance to this thesis. In particular, emphasis is put on
wide bandgap semiconductors that lack thermal free carriers in equilibrium. This topic
is of strong relevance to this thesis as it leads to the concept of space-charge-limited
current that is widely employed in our research (Chapter 8). Treating the issue of an
insulator with traps is the main deflection of this chapter from the more common
issues covered in undergraduate courses, hinting at the effects of disorder and
imperfections in the crystal structure on carrier transport properties. In Chapter 2, both
the bottom-up and the top-down approaches are used to convey a more thorough
explanation of the nature of the quantum states and semiconduction in molecular
disordered materials. Chapter 2 also contains explanations for the nature of the spectra
commonly encountered in molecular organic materials.
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Chapter 3 is an introduction to energy and carrier transfer mechanisms in
molecular materials. Much of the topics discussed in this chapter were not put to use
in the research but are, nevertheless, important in understanding fundamental
processes taking place in molecular materials. The chapter also includes a rather
elaborate discussion of the Marcus theory for charge transfer between molecules.
Besides for its elegance and use in chemistry, this theory is of importance to this
thesis as its concepts are many times used to model carrier transfer rates in the context
of transport, as mentioned in Chapter 5.
Chapter 4 provides a short review of common recombination processes. Of all
the mechanisms discussed, the Langevin type recombination is of particular interest to
our work as it is a dominant recombination process in molecular disordered materials
and we make extensive use of its concepts and relevant expressions in our work on
the power dependence of the photocurrent quantum efficiency presented in Chapter 8.
Chapter 5 reviews the necessary background for understanding transport in
disordered materials where the carrier states are localized. Although there are
macroscopic transport concepts that ordered and disordered materials share, such as
the concept of drift, diffusion and the Einstien relation, there are characteristics
unique to disordered materials. Transient measurements such as time-of-flight
experiments serve many times as common grounds on which these unique phenomena
come about. Under certain conditions, the concepts of mobility and diffusion may
even become ill defined in disordered materials. This is because transit times may not
necessarily be linear functions of travel distance, therefore mobility can no longer be
considered an intrinsic material property. Beyond discussing general properties of
transport in disordered media, Chapter 5 also includes a review of techniques for
analyzing and simulating transport in disordered materials. Specifically, under the
topic of ‗Direct Solution of the Linear Master Equation‘ we discuss the technique that
we later employ in Chapter 10 for simulating carrier transport in thin molecular films.
Since the primary device of interest that motivated the work in this thesis is
the solar cell, Chapter 6 outlines basic concepts in photonic light detectors and solar
cells. Starting with the more familiar examples of inorganic devices, we then go on to
describing examples and concepts that are unique to organic molecular detectors and
solar cells.
Chapter 7 reviews basic optical characterization techniques, some of which we
commonly used in characterizing our materials and in extracting relevant design and
10

analysis parameters. We used absorption measurements routinely in order to
characterize typical optical absorption depths in the materials from which our organic
photodetectors were constructed. Modeling of the photocurrent transients, discussed
in Chapter 9, as well as general device performance is dependent on the knowledge of
this parameter. Photoluminescence and photoluminescence quantum efficiency
measurements (PLQE) are also important techniques in probing material properties.
For example, for an organic material to be potentially suitable as an active layer in a
photodetector or a solar cell device, it would typically be required to have a low
PLQE. High PLQE is indicative of poor exciton dissociation into charge carriers,
which in turn means poor photocurrent quantum efficiency. In our research, however,
we did not put much concern into optimizing the material for best device
performance, as we were more concerned with basic physical phenomena.
Nevertheless, as much effort was put into setting up the optical system and
methodologies to perform the various measurements and due to the importance of this
measurement in characterizing organic materials for photonic and other applications
we include this topic in the thesis as well as in the course material.
Time resolved optical techniques are very powerful in probing material
properties as well. Again, we did not make much use of this class of techniques in our
research but due to its importance and for completeness, we give a short and limited
description of this topic in Chapter 7.
Chapter 7 is concluded with a short description of ellipsometry. This exciting
spectral technique is vastly employed in thin film characterization, primarily for
thickness and refraction index determination. Ellipsometry was not directly used in
our research; rather, it was operated as a background activity that produced a new
optical setup accompanied by new analysis software. Spin-coating tends to produce
anisotropic films due to stretching in the direction parallel to the substrate surface,
therefore, analysis of such films tends to be more complex. This problem is
compounded by the fact that our thin polymeric films are relatively thin and have low
dielectric constants. This motivated us to adapt our spectroscopic reflection
ellipsometry system into a system able to conduct transmission ellipsometry as well
thus allowing us to carry out a larger number of independent measurements, helping
to stabilize the analysis. The majority of the software development was conducted as a
supervised undergraduate project. The hardware we developed with the financial
support of the Wolfson microelectronics research center at the Technion. More about
11

ellipsometry and the methodologies we developed can be found in the Appendix and
in the attached CD where the project book and the analysis software are saved.
Chapter 8 through Chapter 11 give a complete description of our research
activities and their results. These chapters follow the chronological evolvement of our
work and ideas and are therefore intimately linked. Chapter 8 outlines experimental
and theoretical techniques that we have developed for harnessing the power
dependence of the photocurrent quantum efficiency of organic photodetectors and
solar cells for the purpose of probing the mobility of the slower carrier type within a
given material. Along with numerical analyses of device performance under different
excitation power conditions, we give two seemingly independent analytical
approaches for theoretically elucidating the functional behavior of the photocurrent
quantum efficiency with increasing excitation power. Both theoretical approaches are
later shown to be linked.
The work presented in Chapter 9 started out as an attempt to provide
independent corroboration to our arguments and work on the excitation dependence of
the photocurrent quantum efficiency by performing transient measurements. The idea
was to perform step-illumination (light turn-on) transient measurements on the same
photodetector devices used in the work of Chapter 8 so that the mobility may be
inferred from the expectantly apparent transit time. Comparison of the mobility values
as measured using both independent techniques was to provide for an independent
confirmation for the theories and arguments proposed in Chapter 8. As it turned out,
the transients, when considered with conventional concepts in mind, were anomalous
in the sense that no clear transit times could have been discerned. After producing
several new samples, taking extra care of the fine details so as to eliminate any
artifacts, we were convinced that the anomalous transients were a manifestation of a
true physical phenomenon. To solve this mystery we were led to devise a completely
new and unconventional description of transport in organic and amorphous thin
semiconducting layers that bears both physical and engineering significance. The new
concepts are based on what we coined the ‗mobility distribution function‘ that depicts
transport in thin films as a distribution of parallel pathways with different transport
properties. In Chapter 9 we show and discuss the above anomalies, then, after laying
out and physically justifying our newly devised theories, we show how to effectively
implement these new concepts.
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In Chapter 10 we give basic-principle validation to our new description of
transport through thin films as presented in Chapter 9. We do so by performing
extensive numerical simulations of hopping transport through thin films. The
simulations were carried out by numerically solving the linearized master equation for
a large collection of randomized thin film environments. These environments form
ensembles of different film thicknesses and of different energetic disorder. After
defining and coining the term the ‗thickness effect ratio‘ we show from basicprinciples how the physical phenomena discussed in Chapter 9 are a manifestation of
the the fact that the films are thin (what we termed as the ‗thin film effect‘).
We conclude this work by summarizing in Chapter 11 suggestions for further
theoretical and experimental investigations. More than a list of suggestions, in some
circumstances we even give preliminary leads on how we believe one can get
effectively started in exploring new aspects of the concepts put forward in this thesis.
For example, we give a preliminary simplified physical model accompanied by a
mathematical analysis aimed at deriving an analytical expression to complement the
statistical investigations given in Chapter 10.
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Chapter 1: Theoretical Background I – Current
Through Insulators and Space Charge Effects
1.1 Introduction
There are three main reasons as to why we should choose to begin our
discussion about semiconducting molecular materials and semiconducting polymers
with a review on insulators and space-charge effects. The first reason is that generally,
due to the type of bonds involved, semiconducting conjugated polymers and organic
molecular semiconductors have a ―bandgap‖ energy corresponding mostly to the
visible spectral range (with some materials reaching down to 800nm and some in the
near UV). Therefore, since we are primarily interested in photovoltaic devices, our
semiconducting molecular materials of choice will be those with a Homo-Lumo
energy difference corresponding to the visible spectral range as well. This energy
difference is rather large in the sense that the thermal generation of carriers is low.
Therefore, for intrinsic materials (as are normally used for photovoltaic and light
detection applications) the carrier concentration relies mainly on the number of
carriers injected that in turn is greatly influence by space charge effects.
The second reason is the low mobility inherent to these classes of materials
primarily due to their structural and energetic disorder. This disorder results in
localized rather than de-localized wave functions for the generated carriers dictating a
hopping transport mechanism. This low mobility causes, in the case of unipolar
injection, space-charge effects to start influencing the current-voltage characteristics
at much lower injection levels than would be the case for high mobility single crystals
for instance (this will be explained later in this chapter). In most materials this holds
for bipolar injection as well since there is usually a large difference in electron and
hole mobilities in these materials so that devices, and especially photovoltaic devices,
are populated primarily by the slower carrier.
The third reason is the relative ease by which explaining some basic electrical
phenomena occurring in disordered molecular and polymeric semiconducting
materials is achieved by considering the usually more familiar perfect trap-free
insulator first and then destroying this ideal picture.
Most of the discussions in this chapter are based on what appears in [1].
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1.2 What is an Insulator?
We may define an insulator for our purposes as a material or space devoid of
free charge carriers. Introducing carriers into the material may be achieved by either
optical or electrical injection. Once charge is injected into the material or space, a
carrier may encounter two different scenarios controlling its transport. The first is the
perfect trap-free insulator where the carrier may or may not undergo scattering while
traversing the medium but will never get trapped in a local immobilizing state. The
second scenario is that of the insulator with traps where the carrier may transfer along
its path into localized lower energy states and linger there for varying periods of time.
A single crystal diamond is an example of a perfect trap-free insulator. Strictly
speaking, the diamond should be classified as a semiconductor, however, the large
bandgap of the diamond (5.47eV at 300oK) results (when intrinsic) in a negligible
concentration of free carriers in thermal equilibrium. The valance band of diamond is
therefore fully occupied and any electron charge one injects into the material remains
in the conduction band and creates space charge. Another example of a perfect trapfree insulator is vacuum. Again, it is charge-free when no injection takes place and
any injected charges freely transfer through the medium.
Destroying the single crystallinity and/or purity of a semiconductor by
introducing disorder or contamination into the material may result in the introduction
of energy states into the forbidden valance-conduction bandgap. These energy states
are usually accompanied by a wavefunction with a localized nature i.e. traps. More
insight as to how disorder results in the creation of localized states is given in Chapter
2.
The main issues that remain before being able to give a suitable framework for
understanding the current-voltage characteristics of such systems are how to
electrically inject the charges into the material, how to quantify the injection and how
to incorporate the traps into the picture.

1.3 The Schottky Contact
Under suitable circumstances, metals can be viewed upon as free carrier
reservoirs. One can therefore use metals as a source for injecting free carriers into
semiconductors or receiving free carriers from semiconductors. The ability and
efficiency of injecting carriers from the metal into the semiconductor for example is
16

dependent on the energy barrier that might exist for the carriers in the metal to
transfer into the semiconductor. Examining the case where electrons are being
injected from a metal having a workfunction  m into a semiconductor with affinity

 s where m   s , the energy band diagram takes on the form shown in Figure 1.
Vi
m

Vd

b

s

Surface states

Ec
EF

semiconductor

metal

x

Ev
Figure 1: Metal semiconductor contact.

As shown in Figure 1, the electrons must overcome a barrier of height  b in order to
transfer into the semiconductor. Ideally, the barrier height should be derived by the
relation presented in equation (1). However, surface states at the interface may cause
this relation to deviate.
(1)

b   m   s

In the figure is an illustration of the effect of surface states at the interface.
Surface states are formed due to defects at the interface or inherently due to the abrupt
termination of the crystal periodicity leaving crystal atoms with dangling and
unpaired bonds, surface states in the semiconductor can also be induced by the metal.
These surface states can act as traps (for either electrons or holes in the general case)
and be partially or totally filled with charge. The manifestation of this layer of charge
is the creation of a dipole layer across the interface that creates a potential change,
much like a charged two-plate capacitor. Whether the interface is considered as a true
insulating layer with charges on both sides or whether it is analyzed more
microscopically on the atomic level, it is always considered as being very thin so that
carriers can easily tunnel through it. The signature of the dipole is introduced through
its effect on the barrier height that is now reduced by the potential difference Vi as
expressed in equation (2).
(2)

b  m   s  Vi
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For a full discussion about metal-semiconductor contacts and further developments of
the above concepts, the reader is referred to [2].
In order to describe the current-voltage relation under an applied bias, more
assumptions and insights must be introduced.

b Vapp 

qVapp

Ec
EF
x

semiconductor
metal

Ev

Figure 2: Metal-semiconductor contact under forward bias. Vapp is the applied bias.

Figure 2 depicts the band diagram model for describing the contact under forward
bias. In this depiction the quasi fermi level is assumed flat in each material with an
abrupt step of the applied voltage magnitude at the interface. This picture is correct
when the semiconductor has a relatively large diffusion coefficient whereby the
current limiting factor is the barrier at the interface rather than the diffusion through
the semiconductor.
Moving on to describing the current-voltage relation based on the more
simplified circumstances as presented in Figure 2, the key point to understand is that
if tunneling through the barrier is neglected (low enough voltage – wide enough
barrier), electrons can cross the barrier only if they occupy energy states above the
barrier. In equilibrium, there is an equal number of electrons crossing from the
semiconductor to the metal as there are crossing from the metal to the semiconductor
thus the overall current is zero. Applying an external voltage compromises this picture
by changing the electron concentration at the interface on the semiconductor side. The
effect of applying a forward bias can be modeled within the band diagram framework
as a reduction in the semiconductor band bending due to the now lowered potential
difference thus increasing the electron concentration on the semiconductor side
exponentially with the applied bias. Shaping the above thermionic emission process
into a mathematical formula we need to integrate over the -x velocity component of
the semiconductor electrons at the contact with energy above the barrier multiplied by
the electron concentration relating to that velocity. Assuming the parabolic
18

approximation to be valid as well as spherical symmetry for the E(k) diagram one gets
the current density from the semiconductor to the metal to be [2, 3]:


q Vapp b

J SM  A  T  e
*

(3)
*

where

A

2



kT

 * m*  k 2 
A

is the Richardson constant  A  2 3  2 o 2   , T is the
    cm  k  


temperature in o k , m* is the effective mass, k is Boltzman‘s constant and Vapp is the
applied voltage.
On the other hand, if we assume that the barrier height  b doesn‘t change with
the applied bias, the electron current from the metal into the semiconductor is constant
with the applied voltage and can be deduced from its counterpart J SM current at
equilibrium:

J MS  J SM Vapp  0    A  T  e
*

(4)

2

 qb
kT

The overall current is thus:
(5)

 qb
 qVapp

J  J SM  J MS  J SS   e k T  1 , with J SS  A*  T 2  e k T





When a backward bias is applied, the semiconductor side of the contact gets more
depleted and J SM shrinks down towards zero leaving only the constant low J MS
current.
The important point to understand from the above discussion is that the
injection of charge carriers from the metal into the semiconductor is very limited
when there is a barrier involved.
The above discussion assumed a high enough diffusion coefficient which in
this context means that we can modify the Fermi level at the semiconductor close to
the metal interface at will (abrupt change in the quasi Fermi level at the interface
equal to qVapp). When the diffusion coefficient is relatively small the current that we
can supply (extract) to the interface region is very small compared to J MS Vapp  0
and is incapable of altering the equilibrium between the metal and the semiconductor
(i.e. the Fermi level is continuous at the interface). In this case the overall current is a
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small perturbation to J MS Vapp  0 and it does not follow equation (5). For a
thorough examination and analysis of metal contacts to organic and molecular
materials the reader is referred to [4].

1.4 The Ohmic Contact
In a broad sense an ohmic contact is a contact that has very little to no
influence on the I-V characteristics of the device. The I-V characteristics are therefore
determined by the bulk material through its physical and geometric properties alone.
This situation is termed bulk-limited as opposed to contact-limited. The contact itself
may have nonlinear characteristics provided that it has a low resistance compared to
the bulk. Another condition that must be fulfilled is that the contact be injecting
majority carriers into the semiconductor, otherwise the current will be mainly
controlled by the diffusion regime within the bulk and that in turn will render the
contact injection an issue again. Another general definition for an ohmic contact
would say that for ohmic contacts there exist equilibrium conditions at the contact
interface even when voltage is applied across the device.
From the above we see that a low barrier for injection of the majority type
carriers will result in an ohmic contact. Other ways of creating ohmic contacts or
circumventing electrical injection problems include heavily doping the semiconductor
in the vicinity of the contact (with the majority carrier dopant within the
semiconductor) so that the barrier becomes very narrow and the carriers can easily
tunnel through. Another approach is by using optical injection for creating free
carriers (in this case contacts with large barriers for injection can act efficiently as
sinks to the optically injected carriers) and a third possible approach may be by
electrically injecting carriers using high energy electron guns. High voltages can also
turn the device from contact limited to bulk limited by making the barrier narrow
enough for carriers to easily tunnel through.

1.5 Space-Charge Limited Current Through a Perfect Insulator
The physical topic we wish to introduce in this and the following subsections
is that of the insulator with ohmic contacts and its electrical characteristics. In
contrast, the dielectric in a capacitor is not electronically functional and the
construction of this elementary passive device is by using an insulating material
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sandwiched between two blocking contacts (the insulator being a dielectric or in other
words for our matter – a wide bandgap material such as mica, other ceramics and
plastics). The foregoing discussion about the Schottky contact can now be invoked to
explain that the blocking contacts are contacts with large barriers for the injection of
carriers (blocking both carriers for both contacts in the capacitor example). When
voltage is applied across a capacitor, equal opposite charges accumulate at both
contacts creating a constant electric field inside the dielectric, however, due to the
barrier no charge is injected into the insulator. The amount of charge accumulating on
each side can be shown using static electromagnetics to be given by:
(6)

Q  VC 0

where Q is in coulomb cm 2  , V is the applied voltage in [volts] and C0 is the
capacitance in  farad cm 2  and is related to the two plate capacitor by:

(7)

C0  

L

Where  is the static dielectric constant of the insulator    0 r  and L is the
distance between the plates.
If we assume that one of the barriers is removed (by using a suitable metal for
the contact for example), for instance the one that would result in the injection of
electrons and form a cathode, then electrons will fill up the insulator. Since the
insulator is trap free and has a wide bandgap and therefore an almost full valance
band, the electrons will all act as free carriers and will not recombine. All of the
injected electrons create a net charge that is spread throughout the insulator and is
called space charge. If we examine this scenario phenomenologically, the amount of
electrons that ―spill‖ into the insulator should be proportional to the amount of
electrons that were previously concentrated at the contact i.e. proportional to the
applied voltage ( Q  VC 0 is indicative of the amount of charge the device can support
at a given voltage, a much greater amount of charge will create an internal field whose
integral will be greater than the applied bias). These electrons are swept by the
electric field that is proportional to the voltage as well, we therefore expect a current
that is proportional to the square of the voltage. Assuming for simplicity that the
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charges are homogeneously spread throughout the insulating layer, we can assume
that on average the charges are concentrated at half distance between the plates and
thus the effective capacitance of the device, C, is somewhere around twice that of the
corresponding plate capacitor. Neglecting this factor of two for this discussion
(actually, when solving this problem rigorously it can be observed that the charges
tend to concentrate closer to the cathode), the amount of space charge per unit area in
the device is therefore approximately given by:

(8)

Q V


L

We can now make two simplifying assumptions - that the field within the
insulator is similar to that of the plate capacitor, i.e. E  V

L

(by this we are

neglecting the effect of the space charge on the constant electric field), and that the
drift current dominates over the diffusion current, i.e. J  qn E (with q being the
electron charge and n being the electron concentration). The second expression is true
unless we are dealing with the currents in the vicinity of the contact where the
concentrations are high), we get the current-voltage relationship of the form:

(9)

Q
Q V
 V
V2
J  qn E   E    V 2    3
L
L L
L L
L

As will be shown next, this very intuitive and insightful approach yields a
solution that is very close to the actual analytic solution of the problem. Pursuing an
analytic solution to the I-V characteristics of the device we need to use the following
equations:

(10)

(12)


E  x  x 0
x

J  q n  x  E  x   qD


n x
x


q
E  x  n x
(11)
x

b
q
q


 n  x  x 0  N 0  N 0  1021 e kT cm 3  





Equation (10) is the continuity equation that decomposes the current into a
drift element and a diffusion element. D is the diffusion coefficient and the charge
concentration is taken to be position dependent in the analytic approach to the
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problem. Equation (11) is the Poison equation representing the incorporation of the
space charge effect on the electric field in the device and equation (12) is the
boundary condition at the contact with the metal. The 1021 prefactor taken for N0 is a
typical value for the density of states in organic materials. Assuming as before that the
diffusion current can be neglected and substituting n(x) in equation (10) by its relation
in (11) we get:
J   E  x 

(13)


E  x
x

Integrating (13) over x from 0 to x one can get:
2J
E  x 
x K

(14)
where K is an integration constant that can be extracted using the boundary condition
to give:
K

(15)

J
2 N 02 q 2 

If a voltage V is applied over a device of thickness L then integrating equation (14)
yields:
L

(16)

V   E  x  dx 
0

8J
9



L K  2  K
3

3

2



Equation (16) is the analytic result for the current voltage relation. In the
above derivation the contact was excluded from the discussion and was only
represented by its resulting charge concentration at x=0. The integrals above were
carried out inside the bulk of the semiconductor and therefore do not include any
voltage drop on the contact, i.e. whether true or not the contacts are taken out of the
game. If we turn to investigate two extremes, one extreme represented by a large N 0
where the contact is capable of delivering a large amount of charge into the bulk and
the other extreme represented by a relatively small N0 where the contact can only
introduce a relatively small amount of charge into the device then we see that for a
large enough N0 we can also get K<<L and this in turn will reduce equation (16) to:
(17)

9 V2
J   3
8
L
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which is the exact solution for the space charge limited regime accompanying the
capability of easily injecting charge into an insulator. For a small enough N 0 we can
also get K>>L and this in will reduce equation (16) to:
(18)

J  qN 0 

V
L

which is an ohmic behavior. In this regime (low N0) the total amount of charge in the
bulk delivered by the contact is too low to appreciably influence the constant electric
field in the device that is due to the applied voltage or in the words of the
phenomenological approach discussed above, the total amount of charge is much
lower than the capability of our device to support charge within it at the given voltage.
By checking equations (17) and (18) against equation (15), one can check the self
consistency of the assumptions relating the magnitude of N0 and the relation between
K and L.

1.6 Current Through a Trap Free Insulator with Thermal Carriers
The perfect insulator was one with a negligible amount of free carriers prior to
injection. Nevertheless, even wide bandgap materials have a certain amount of
thermally generated carriers especially when the material is doped with shallow
donors or acceptors. When voltage is applied across the device then, assuming ohmic
contacts, we expect the current-voltage characteristics to follow Ohm‘s law:
(19)

J  qn0 

V
L

where n0 is the background concentration of thermal free carriers. These thermal free
carriers do not cause any charging of the device as they are compensated for by
opposite charge ions in case of doping or by opposite charge free carriers in case of
excitation from the valance band to the conduction band. Application of the voltage is
accompanied by injection of carriers from the contact. These injected carriers are not
compensated for and therefore cause charging of the device and contribute an element
of current with space charge characteristics. As long as the amount of injected carriers
is low compared to the existing thermally generated carriers, the current voltage curve
will follow the linear behavior exhibited by equation (19). When the amount of
injected charge carriers is large compared to the thermal carriers, the device exhibits
current-voltage characteristics similar to the space charge limited current of equation
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(17). It is reasonable to define the point of inflection as the voltage at which the
average concentration of the injected charge is equal to the concentration of the
thermal carriers. Following the above phenomenological approach the voltage of
inflection is given by:
(20)

qn0 L  CVx 


L

Vx  Vx 

qn0 L2



An analogous way of physically interpreting the voltage of inflection comes
about when considering the carrier transit time through the length of the material in
relation to dielectric relaxation time (define below). The dielectric relaxation time is
the characteristic time it takes an ohmic material of conductance 

  qn0 

to

shield excess charge created within it. From Maxwell‘s equations one can derive the
continuity equation (reflective of charge conservation):
 J 

(21)


0
t

where  is the local charge concentration. For an ohmic material we have J   E



which in combination with equation (21) and Poison‘s equation   E  



 yields:




0

t

(22)

Taking the initial condition   t  0  0 we get:
(23)

  t   0  e

 t

t DR

whereas t DR 

t tr 

L
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 E V




 qn0 

The transit time is given by:
(24)

Equating t tr and t DR we get the same inflection voltage as in equation (20).
The physical interpretation in this context is therefore that the change in current
regimes occurs when the time it takes for the excess injected carriers to traverse the
sample is too short for the thermal carriers to shield the charge.
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1.7 Current Through an Insulator with Traps
Real materials have defects, varying degrees of disorder, impurities and so on.
These ―imperfections‖ usually result in states with localized wavefunctions and with
energy levels residing in the bandgap.
In the context of the present chapter, we will consider the material as having
free-carrier states in the bands (Bloch waves) and localized states in the bandgap with
a given density of states distribution. A carrier that is occupying a band gap state is
immobile until thermally released into the free band states. In highly disordered
molecular materials and conjugated polymer films, this is not necessarily the situation
as most states in these types of materials are localized and transport is carried out
through hopping between the localized states (see Chapter 5). Nevertheless, the above
scenario is presented on account of its ability to relatively clearly explain phenomena
such as different regimes in the current-voltage characteristics due to the filling up of
traps, dispersive transport (to be discussed in Chapter 5) and space charge limited
currents. In many cases analogs can be drawn between the above scenario and the
purely hopping mechanism one (see for example [5]).
A necessary assumption that must be made in order to facilitate a general
examination of the effect of traps on the current-voltage characteristics is that the
occupation probability of the different states follows a quasi-equilibrium distribution.
By this it is meant that even though the system is not in equilibrium, the occupation
probability still follows a Fermi Dirac distribution of the form:
(25)

f FD  E  

1
1

1  E  F  kT
e
g

where F is the quasi Fermi energy and g is the degeneracy factor. This is a rather
strong assumption since it is not obvious that there would be such a universal
occupation probability function when the system is not in equilibrium (even the fact
that there is a universal function for the equilibrium case is rather amazing although
clear and well understood). Generally speaking, for this assumption to be true it is
necessary for the system to undergo many microscopic interactions over the typical
macroscopic length scales of interest. It is also necessary that the mechanisms driving
the system out of equilibrium and affect macroscopic observables be weak enough so
that the restoring mechanisms of the macroscopic observables grow proportionally
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with them. For example, if we examine the concentration of free electrons in the
material, in equilibrium there is a balance between the capture of these electrons into
trap states and their thermal re-emission. Applying an electric field and injecting
electrons will increase their concentration within the bulk but as long as the capture
rate increases linearly with the concentration, equation (25) may be invoked. At too
high electric fields the carriers will be able to acquire high velocities (hot electrons)
before getting trapped and since the trapping mechanism is velocity dependent, this
will alter the proportional relation between the trapping rate and the concentration.
Assuming quasi-equilibrium enables relating the concentration of free carriers
to that of the trapped carriers, as will soon be shown. Without loss of generality but
still assuming unipolar injection we will relate to electrons only. For simplicity we
will examine the case of a single trap level, with a concentration of Nt, which is good
enough for conveying the basic concepts and we will treat the problem using the
phenomenological approach.
The concentration of free electrons given the quasi Fermi level is:
(26)

n  Nce

F  Ec
kT

where Nc is the effective density of states. The concentration of trapped electrons is:
Nt
nt 
(27)
1  Et  F  kT
1 e
g
Equations (26) and (27) can be combined to yield the relation:
Et  Ec
Nt
nt 
where N  N c e kT
(28)
1 N
1
g n
A shallow trap is defined as a trap with an energy level higher than the quasi
Fermi level (with a difference in energy greater than about kT). Under such
circumstances the unity in the denominators of equations (27) and (28) can be
neglected and we are left with:

(29)

N c EtkT Ec
n

e
 const  
nt gN t

This means that as long as the trap may be considered as shallow, any amount
of charge injected into the device will divide between the free carrier states and the
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trapped states with a constant proportion  . The total injected charge is given
phenomenologically by:
(30)

V
 1
Q  q  n  nt  L  q 1   nL  
L
 

and the current-voltage relation is thus:
V

V2
J  qn 
 3 
(31)
L 1
L

V2
 3
for  1
L

If there are thermal free carriers then we will again get an ohmic behavior at
low voltages that will become as in equation (31) at an inflection voltage that is

1


times that of equation (20). This is the result of having only a fraction  of the
injected charge contributing to the current. At voltage levels such that the
concentration of injected carriers is approximately 1    Nt , all of the traps will
have been filled and the current-voltage relation converges to that of the space charge
limited current.
When the trap level lies below the Fermi level then the trap is termed a deep
trap (filled with thermal carriers prior to injection). The scenario played out under this
circumstance is that injected carriers first fill up the still vacant trap states prior to
being able to start filling the conduction band and contribute to the current. The Fermi
level is therefore pinned at or near the trap level, any change of order kT means a
large amount of charge filling or leaving the trap states so as long as the injection
level is less than the still vacant traps, the Fermi level must be pinned. After filling up
these states, any additional injected charge would directly contribute to the current. If
we assume that the concentration of vacant traps is much larger than the concentration
of thermal free carriers then any additional increase of the voltage in an amount that
would cause an injection of the same magnitude that it took to fill the traps, would
produce much more charge than the thermal free carriers. As a result, we may
conclude that the current quickly converges to the space charge limited current after
the traps have been filled. The concentration of vacant traps is calculated at
equilibrium:
(32)

pt ,0  N t  nt ,0 

Nt
1  ge
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F0  Et
kT

where the 0 subscript means equilibrium. The inflection voltage that corresponds in
this case to the voltage required to fill up the traps is therefore:
(33)

VTFL  Vx 

qpt ,0 L
C



qpt ,0 L2



In conclusion Figure 3 shows schematic log-log diagrams of the currentvoltage relations for the different cases discussed above.
Log(I)
Shallow
traps
Space charge
limited (trap free)

Deep traps
Ohmic
VTFL I

VTFL II

Log(V)

Figure 3: Schematic log-log diagrams of the current-voltage characteristics for the trap free
insulator, insulator with thermal carriers and shallow traps and insulator with thermal carriers
and deep traps. VTFL I is the trap free voltage for the deep traps diagram and V TFL II is for the
shallow traps diagram.
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Chapter 2: Theoretical Background II – Solid State
Physics of Semiconducting Molecular Materials and
Polymers
2.1 Introduction
The question of whether a solid-state material is of metallic, semiconducting
or insulating nature is largely discussed in the literature under the topic of metalinsulator transitions, although many times the transition is between a metal and a
semiconductor type of material.

There are several ways for defining metallic

behavior [6], a very meaningful one being that conductivity and diffusion still persist
as T  0o K . This will not happen in a semiconductor as the bands will become
either completely full or completely empty as T  0o K so there will be nothing to
diffuse or conduct. This persistence will not occur either if the carrier states are
localized in space. In a perfect crystal the carrier wavefunctions can be written as
Bloch waves of the form:


(34)

with u r





 

 

 r  u r eik r

being periodic. This function is completely delocalized in space having

equal probability of residing in any unit cell. In contrast, if eigenstates take a general
form with an envelope behaving like   e

r



then these states are localized.

Conduction will not occur between such states at T  0o K even though the
wavefunctions of neighboring states overlap. The slightest disorder will introduce an
activation energy that will diminish the transport at T=0. At- T  0o K , the carriers
may hop from one state to the other assisted by phonons.
To illustrate one way by which a material can change its properties from a
semiconductor to a metal for example one can consider a periodic lattice of similar
atoms forming a crystal. Using the tight-binding approximation or linear combination
of atomic orbitals (LCAO) one can show how the individual atomic levels start
forming bands as the lattice constant is reduced and thus the crystal starts out as a
semiconductor. As the lattice constant shrinks down the bands widen and at a certain
distance the tight binding or the LCAO methods predict that the valance and
conduction bands will meet to form a single half filled band i.e. a metal. However,
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what is more relevant to the actual materials and theories used in this thesis are
materials with localized states (traps). Anderson [7] was the first to show that when
random disorder is introduced into an ordered lattice potential then localized states are
formed. Disorder can also accommodate delocalized states where the phase of the
wavefunction will have random properties, but for large enough fluctuations in the
potential all of the states will become localized. This effect is extremely pronounced
in one and two-dimensional lattices where all states become localized under the
slightest randomness of their potential. A simple example of this effect is presented in
2.3. More details can be found in [6-9].
The materials used in this research were either solution spin-coated conjugated
polymers or thermally evaporated molecules. These systems are highly disordered and
should therefore be considered within the framework of localized states. Transport
through this system is carried out via phonon assisted tunneling and the main optically
generated specie is an exciton that must overcome a binding energy and break into an
electron and a hole in order to produce photogenerated carriers.
In this chapter the basic tools and insights commonly used to describe the
semiconducting nature of conjugated polymers and relevant molecular materials will
be presented. It is common to use both single-crystal semiconductor physics and
terminology as well as single molecule physics and terminology to explain the
behavior of such materials. At first a simple example of how randomness causes
localization will be developed, then a one-dimensional single crystal approach will be
presented to explain the optical and electrical properties of conjugated polymers and
finally isolated molecules concepts as well as properties relevant to soft matter (the
polaronic effect) will be given.

2.2 What is a Semiconductor?
There isn‘t a clear definition by which materials can be classified as being
semiconductors or not. When googling the phrase ―what is a semiconductor‖ several
definitions come up, for example:


An element, such as silicon, that is intermediate in electrical conductivity
between conductors and insulators, through which conduction takes place by
means of holes and electrons [10].
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A substance through which the flow of electricity can be controlled — its
conductive properties are between those of a metal conductor and an insulator
[11].



An electronic conductor, with resistivity in the range between metals and
insulators, in which the electrical charge carrier concentration increases with
increasing temperature over some temperature range. Certain semiconductors
possess two types of carriers, namely, negative electrons and positive holes
[12].



An element with an electrical resistivity in the range between an insulator and
a conductor. A material that can conduct or block the flow of electric current
depending on processing and applied electrical biases [13].



A material that conditionally acts as a conductor or as an insulator [14].



A semiconductor is a material that is an insulator at very low temperature, but
which has a sizable electrical conductivity at room temperature. The
distinction between a semiconductor and an insulator is not very well defined,
but roughly, a semiconductor is an insulator with a band gap small enough that
its conduction band is appreciably thermally populated at room temperature
[15].

To the above definitions from the web a bit more precise textbook definitions
may be added from [16]:


A material with electrical resistivity lying in the range of 10-2 – 109  cm .



A material whose energy gap (a term that is not so clearly defined for
disordered materials as will be discussed further on) for electronic excitations
lies between zero and about 3eV. Materials with an energy gap larger than
3eV are more frequently known as insulators.

The above definitions reveal a rather large degree of looseness with much
room for subjectivity. As discussed in 1.2 a single crystal diamond has a very wide
bandgap and is devoid of carriers at room temperature and therefore should be
considered an insulator, however, it has a valance band and a conduction band and
with the right contacts or optical excitation it would act as we would expect from a
semiconductor. The last two more precise definitions may contradict since if we take
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a crystal with a valance-conduction bandgap smaller than 3eV but introduce localized
bangap states (traps) by either contaminating the material or introducing disorder, we
may cause the resistivity to increase beyond the range where the material would be
considered a semiconductor. However, when introducing more and more bandgap
states we are turning the concept of a bandgap to be more and more obscure.
Well ordered pure materials (both semiconductors and metals) exhibit well
defined energy band structures with strictly forbidden energy gaps and delocalized
Bloch wave function states. In semiconductors there exists a forbidden gap separating
the highest occupied band from the least unoccupied band with the Fermi level
located in the forbidden gap. In metals these two bands come in the form of a single
half filled band. To accommodate a wider range of materials that are disordered, have
localized states and no strictly void energy gaps, yet exhibit semiconductor-like
characteristics, this strict band structure needs to be relaxed. Depicted in Figure 4 are
the densities of states of the valance and conduction bands of such a material.
g(E)

I

II
EF

III
E

Figure 4: Density of states for a generalized semiconductor

Regions I and III in Figure 4 are characterized by a relatively large valued
g(E) and region II by a small valued function and an energy span in the order of 2eV.
The energy states may be either localized or delocalized, however since our materials
are very disordered it seems reasonable to assume that all states are practically
localized. From Figure 4 we can see that region I deserves the name valance band or
HOMO (Highest Occupied Molecular Orbital), region III the conduction band or
LUMO (Lowest Unoccupied Molecular Orbital) and region II is the bandgap. For
such a material to be of any practical use for device realization the mobilities of
charge carriers should have reasonable values and the affinities of the bands should be
suitable for charge injection and/or collection. HOMO-LUMO energy levels are
somewhat process sensitive, nevertheless, Table 1 shows typical HOMO-LUMO
values.
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Material

type

HOMO [eV]

LUMO [eV]

MEH-PPV

polymer

-4.9

-2.8

Yellow PPV

polymer

-5.05

-2.75

F8BT

polymer

-5.89

-3.53

CuPc

Molecular Material

-5

-3

Alq3

Molecular Material

-6

-3

Table 1: Typical values for HOMO-LUMO levels of semiconducting conjugated polymers and
molecular materials.

2.3 Semiconduction in Molecular Materials
A neat arrangement of atoms or molecules (the orientation should be well
defined as well) on a lattice will produce a single crystal with bands of delocalized
Bloch wave states (excluding from this claim the polaronic effect discussed in 3.3).
The resulting material will act either as a metal or as a semiconductor. A common
way of analytically showing this is by using approximations such as tight binding or
LCAO to construct the crystal states from the known wavefunctions and energies of
the constituent atoms or molecules. Another way is by approaching the problem
relying on the full symmetry of the lattice using the Bloch theorem and other group
theory concepts together with techniques such as pseudo-potentials for example. A
very well known and simple example of the latter is the Kronig-Penney model.
The aim of this subchapter is to bring a very simple and easily solvable
example of how a break in symmetry brings about localization of the wavefunctions
and the formation of bands of localized states. The example is based on two
interacting one-dimensional potential wells. When the wells are identical the entire
two-well molecule is symmetrical and delocalized states are formed over the entire
molecule (metaphor to a crystal), when the wells are not symmetrical (metaphor to
disorder) the delocalized wavefunctions become localized onto the different
constituent molecules. In the latter case, each well symbolizes a molecule or a
nanoparticle in a disordered bulk and the transition from delocalized wavefunctions to
localized ones explains the transition from a drift-diffusion transport mechanism to a
hopping mechanism.
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For the finite potential well shown in Figure 5 the Schrodinger equation takes
for energies between –U0 and 0 the form given by equation (35).

V(x)
a

b
x

-U0

L
Figure 5: Finite 1-D potential well.

(35)
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where  is the wavefunction, E is the energy and k and  are real positive numbers.
The general solution of this equation is:

(36)

 A1e  x a  x  a

  x    A2 sin  k  x  a    A3 cos  k  x  a   a  x  b

  x  a 
b x
 A4 e

where our first application of the normalization condition on the wavefunction is to
exclude all of the non converging exponentials (already omitted in (36)). In order to
find explicit solutions for the wavefunctions and the energies, we need to further
apply the continuity conditions demanded by the schrodinger equation at the different
physical boundaries of the given problem. Demanding that the wave function and its
first derivative be continuous at x  a and at x  b results in the following
homogeneous linear system of equations:
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(37)
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 e  L   A4   0 
0

 L

k cos  kL  k sin  kL 

For equation (37) to have a non trivial solution, the matrix has to be singular
i.e. the determinant needs to be zero (matrix is required to have zero as an
eigenvalue). Applying this criterion yields:
(38)

tan  kL  

2 k
k  2
2

which is basically an implicit equation for E and requires a numerical solution. After
finding the bounded energies (in the range U 0  E  0 ) that correspond to an
eigenvalue of zero for the matrix we can find the corresponding eigenvector that
together with the use of the normalization condition will yield the desired coefficients
and thus the wavefunction.
The solution for a two-well problem can be carried out similarly as above or
more conveniently and insightfully, it may be approximately constructed from the
single-well solutions by using the LCAO technique [17]. In this technique, the
bounded solutions of the new-compounded problem are approximated as linear
combinations of the exact solutions of the constituents. For two interacting potential
wells with one bounded solution for each individual well, the combined solutions are
assumed to be approximated by   11   22 where 1 ,  2 are the exact solutions
of each individual well and 1 ,  2 are scalar coefficients. An exact solution  e to the
two potential well problem would by virtue of it being an eigenstate of the
Hamiltonian H fulfill the relation:
(39)

i H  e  E i  e

where  i is any square integrable function and specifically the solutions to the
individual wells and E is the energy associated with  e . The LCAO technique is
applied by demanding that the linear combination   11   22 also fulfill relation
(39) with  i being the solutions to the individual wells. The Hamiltonian for the two
potential wells as shown in Figure 6 is given by equation (40).
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Figure 6: Two interacting potential wells
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where U1  x   U1 d1  x  d 2 ; U 2  x   U 2 d 3  x  d 4
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Applying (39) gives:

 H11  E  S11

 H 21  E  S21

(41)

where

H12  E  S12  1   0 
  
H 22  E  S22   2   0 

H ij  i H  j , Sij  i  j

By demanding that the determinant of the matrix in (41) be zero for non-trivial
solutions we can get the new energy values for the combined well problem and as a
second step we can find the eigenvectors which, after using the normalization
condition, yield the new wavefunctions.
More explicitly, the elements in (41) take the form:
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where

C12 









*
*
 1  x  U 2  x 1  x  dx; C21   2  x U1  x 2  x  dx

these are called coulomb integrals and they represent the electrostatic interaction
between the wavefunction (the electron) of one well and the potential (the nucleus) of
the other well.
and


A    1*  x  U1  x  2  x  dx


called the resonance integral or the exchange integral.
o

o

As an example, for two wells 2 A apart each 13eV deep and 1 A wide we get
the energies and wavefunctions as shown in Figure 7. It can be observed that the
wavefunctions are delocalized between the wells. When the symmetry is broken by
o

changing one of the wells to be 15eV deep and 1.1 A wide we get the result shown in
Figure 8, where it is evident that the break in symmetry (disorder) caused the
wavefunctions to become localized.
In crystalline semiconductors, the drift-diffusion transport is governed mainly
by issues such as the effective mass (the E  K  diagram) and collisions with defects,
contaminants and phonons. In disordered bulk molecular materials, the hopping
transport mechanism is governed by issues such as tunneling between localized states
(hopping) which is dependent on the wavefunction overlap between the states1 and the
participation of phonons, energy level fluctuations, polaronic effects and so on. The
specifics of these mechanisms will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 5.

1

To an extent like the

E  K  diagram in crystals is dependent on the overlap between the individual

atom wavefunctions, but in an ordered crystal this only influences the effective mass and the
wavefunction shape of the delocalized state and does not change the basic transport mechanism to a
hopping one.
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Figure 7: LCAO solution for the two-well problem. The solid line is the bonding wavefunction
and is of the lower energy, the dashed line is the anti-bonding wavefunction.
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Figure 8: LCAO solution for the two-well problem. The solid line is localized on the 15eV deep
1.1Å wide well and has the energy E1. The dashed line is localized on the second well.
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2.4 Semiconduction in Conjugated Polymers
Introduction
A polymer is a long molecule that is constructed from a repetitive sequence of
monomer units. There is no essential difference between semiconduction in
conjugated polymers and semiconduction in molecular materials. The reasons why
polymer semiconducting materials get special attention are both practical as well as
theoretical. Practically, polymer technology has been mastered by chemists and
engineers for many decades by now. Chemists can easily tailor the optical and
chemical characteristics of polymers and the added degree of freedom of
manipulating the lengths of the polymer chains can strongly influence the mechanical
characteristics of the material. The processability of polymers is also quite impressive,
it can be easily spin coated from solution, molded, extruded, Dr. bladed and so on.
Theoretically, a single stiff (i.e. excluding the polaronic effect discussed in
3.3) polymer chain without kinks, twists and bond length disruptions will act as a onedimensional crystal. This enables the theoretical examination of polymers using the
familiar theoretical tools employed for crystals. When creating a polymer bulk
however, the kinks and twists of the chains as well as the interchain interactions
essentially result in the material being highly disordered and should therefore be
considered, for electronic purposes, as being composed of a collection of molecules
rather than a crystal. Each of these molecules is basically composed of a few varying
number of ordered monomers and therefore, microscopically, a delocalized state is
formed over such a molecule. Thus the one-dimensional crystal analysis of the
polymer may be a good starting point for understanding the optical and electrical
properties of such materials.

Band Model for a Single Polymer Chain
Theoretically, if we could produce infinite polymer chains without kinks,
twists, bond length disruptions and any other element of disorder then any such
polymer regardless of type would act as a one-dimensional crystal. All electronic
wavefunctions of this polymer would be delocalized and have a Bloch wave form in
the direction of the chain (again excluding the polaronic effect). The above statement
formally includes the inner electrons as well, although the inner electrons would form
very narrow bands with a huge effective mass. The non-conjugated polymer
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polyethylene, the simplest organic polymer, is a chain of carbon and hydrogen
molecules where the basic bonds holding the chain together are the SP3 orbitals
formed from the outer filled shell of the carbon as shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 9: Polyethylene chain and the tetrahedral geometry SP 3 hybridization of orbitals.

When the carbon atoms are brought together, the SP3 orbitals of adjacent
atoms overlap and form a bond of type . The overlap is usually quite substantial for
SP3 orbitals of carbon resulting in a rather large splitting of the energy levels into
bonding and anti-bonding states. For polyethylene for example the resulting bandgap
is about 9eV. Even under the assumption of absolute order for such a polymer, this
huge bandgap renders the material an almost perfect insulator both for the lack of
thermally generated carriers and for the difficulty in finding appropriate metals for
injecting carriers. In addition, the fact that the chains are far from possessing absolute
order turns all these bonds into strictly localized states. Doping would also be a
problem since finding suitable materials to act as donors or as acceptors for such
extreme HOMO- LUMO levels is problematic to say the least.
The situation for conjugated polymers is quite different in a way that renders
them useful for electronic applications. In conjugated polymers the hybridization of
the carbon orbitals is into SP2 and Pz as shown in Figure 10. The chain backbone is
based on bonds from the SP2 orbitals that again have a strong overlap and a resulting
large splitting of the levels. On the other hand, there is much less overlap between the
Pz orbitals of adjacent carbon atoms as is clear from Figure 10. This results in a much
narrower splitting of the levels associated with the Pz orbitals into bonding and antibonding states in relation to the wide splitting exhibited by the SP2 orbitals as is
schematically shown in Figure 11. Although theoretically the resulting bands from the
Pz states may become a single half-filled band and therefore form a metal, as will
soon be discussed, this is basically not the case and two bands are formed with a
typical bandgap in the order of 2eV. This bandgap is suitable for electro-optical
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applications in the visible range and the HOMO-LUMO levels are usually such that
suitable metals can be found for proper carrier injection.
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Figure 10: The trans-polyacetylene conjugated polymer and the configuration of the bonds.
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Figure 11: Splitting of the levels for the SP2 orbital bonds and the Pz orbitals. The prefix 2
indicates that the orbitals are from the second shell of the carbon.

The double bond also has the effect of stabilizing the backbone of the chain
and thus introducing more short-range order to the chain accompanied by more
delocalization.
The Pz orbitals of the carbon atoms are half filled, therefore, if the polymer
chain maintained an equidistant spacing between all of the carbon atoms, symmetry
mandates that the resulting band in a perfectly ordered chain would be a single half
filled band thus we essentially get a one-dimensional metal. The Pz electron
wavefunction in such a case would also have a symmetrical probability distribution on
both connections between the carbon atom and the two adjacent carbon atoms. In
practice one need consider the potential energy of the structure and it turns out that
the potential energy is minimized when the distances between the carbon atoms
periodically alternate between two slightly different lengths (dimerised chain) as
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shown in Figure 12. This break of symmetry is also accompanied by a splitting of the
band into a valance and a conduction band as well as by a break in the symmetry of
the wavefunctions that would now have an increased probability distribution between
the shorter of the two lengths of the periodically alternating distances. This is why we
basically associate the shorter of the two lengths with a double bond, although strictly
speaking this is still a delocalized Bloch wavefunction in our idealized perfectly
ordered chain. This distortion or dimerisation of the chain was first proposed by
Peierls for one-dimensional metals [18] and was experimentally observed by X-ray
scattering and NMR in trans-polyacetylene to cause a difference in bond lengths of

  0.003  0.001nm [19, 20]. The minimum energy configuration is doubly
degenerate for polyacetylene as one configuration is the mirror image of the other as
shown in Figure 12.
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Figure 12: Potential energy of the trans-polyacetylene chain vs. the configuration coordinate. The
two senses of alternation have the same minimum energy whereas the metallic form is at a
maximum.
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2.5 The Nature of the Excited States in Molecular Materials and in
Conjugated Polymers
In this subchapter we shall briefly discuss the nature of non-charged
excitations in molecular materials and in conjugated polymers. As the band model for
perfectly ordered conjugated polymers was introduced in the previous subchapter, a
discussion of excitations in the context of this model is also appropriate although not
very practical in real systems due to their high degree of disorder.

Band Model Excitations for Polymers
The investigation of excitations in polymers using the band model scheme is
based on examining the effects of a configurational mismatch introduced into the
chain. Longuet-Higgins and Salem investigated a cyclic conjugated chain having an
odd number of carbon atoms [21]. Due to the odd number of atoms, such a chain must
contain a mismatch where the alternation of the conjugation breaks and they showed
that such a defect would travel round the chain. Su Schrieffer and Heeger extended
the above and developed a model for a polyacetylene chain with a similar mismatch
[22, 23]. The mismatch behaves like a quasi-particle with a wavefunction that extends
over several monomers (14 in polyacetylene according to [22, 23]) and forms an
interface between the two senses of bond alternation as shown in Figure 13. The
energy level of this state is in the mid-gap and the state is neutral. The equation of
motion of this quasi-particle is similar to that of solitons and thus this mismatch is
called a soliton as well.
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Figure 13: Depiction of lattice mismatch in trans-polyacetylene.

Another way of qualitatively looking at the soliton state is to consider it as an
open  bond where the carbon Pz electron remains unpaired, similar to a free radical.
Although neutral, the soliton carries spin due to the unpaired electron. The soliton
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may be changed into a charged entity by removing the unpaired electron or by adding
an electron that would fill the carbon shell.
The above discussion was primarily focused on polymer chains with a
degenerate ground state such as trans-polyacetylene that is energetically equivalent in
the two possible senses of alternation of its bonds. Most polymers however are nondegenerate in their ground state as shown in Figure 14 for poly(para-phenylene)
(PPP). If a lattice mismatch is introduced into the ground state, this will affect the
bond alternation sequence that will turn from aromatic to quinoid. However, since the
quinoid is higher in energy, a more favorable excited state is one where another
mismatch occurs and the chain returns to an aromatic configuration. The basic picture
Energy

Quinoid

Aromatic
Configuration
Coordinate

Figure 14: Potential energy of a non-degenerate polymer chain vs. the configuration coordinate.
The two senses of alternation do not have the same minimum energy.

is therefore a quinoid perturbation on the one-dimensional aromatic lattice. The lattice
mismatch can be practically viewed as a local breaking of the double bond, which
therefore leaves one carbon atom with an unpaired electron (the other atom sharing
the bond participates according to this simplified model in the quinoid bonds). This
atom can either accept another electron, donate its own or stay as a free radical and
this is what gives rise to the different carriers and excitations in this system as shown
in Figure 15.

-
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Figure 15: Carrier and exciton modes in the poly(para-phenylene) chain, the dot is a free radical.
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Exciton Model
There are three kinds of excitons that are usually considered: the Frenkel
exciton, the Mott-Wannier exciton and the charge-transfer exciton. The Frenkel
exciton is basically an excitation of only one molecular unit. This excitation can be
transferred from molecule to molecule by the coupling between the molecules. The
different possible energy levels of the excitons, their wavefunctions and spin are
determined by the atomic and molecular structures.
The Mott-Wannier exciton represents the other extreme where the distance
between the electron and hole is much greater than the distance between the
molecular units. The electron and hole interact through their coulomb attraction that is
screened by the dielectric polarization of the material. This is usually the exciton
encountered in inorganic crystals and its energy levels can be described in terms of a
hydrogen-like atom.
The charge-transfer exciton is the intermediate situation where the exciton
extends over a few molecular units. It can also be viewed as an excited interaction
between two molecules (like an excimer).
In inorganic single crystal semiconductors an exciton is usually considered in
terms of coupling between an electron charge carrier and a hole charge carrier that
form a bound state with hydrogen-like characteristics where the material‘s dielectric
constant is taken for calculating the screening effect on the coulomb interaction
between the carriers. The binding energy is rather small for inorganic materials as
their dielectric constants are usually much larger than those of organic materials
(more screening) and they are usually much stiffer than organic molecules and
therefore have a much lower polaronic effect (see Chapter 3). Due to the low binding
energy accompanied by a relatively large separation between the carriers, it is
convenient to describe the exciton in such crystals using the free carrier
wavefunctions. In organic materials the binding energy of the exciton (which is the
energy needed to break the excitation into a charge carrying electron and a charge
carrying hole) is of the order of 0.5eV and the exciton is usually confined to one or
very few molecular units. The hydrogen-like description is therefore not suitable for
describing such excitons and one needs to solve the problem quantum mechanically.
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Nevertheless, a relatively easy description of the sublevel vibronic states can be made
as will be shown bellow.
Depending on the spin states of the two carriers, the exciton can be a singlet
(spin zero) or a triplet (spin one). Since in organic molecules there is, basically, a
separation between the orbital part of the wavefunction and the spin part, a photon
(whose interaction with the material can be described through the dipole moment)
cannot change the spin state of the molecule. Therefore, strictly speaking, the only
allowed optical transitions are singlet-singlet and triplet-triplet. The angular
momentum of the participating photon is compensated for by the orbital elements of
the molecule.

2.6 Absorption and Photoluminescence in Organic Molecules
In order to understand the vibronic nature of molecular spectra, we shall
explain the Born-Oppenheimer approximation as exemplified through the hydrogen
molecular ion.
Given a molecular system where the coordinates for the nuclei are given by


Ri and those for the electrons are given by rj , where i and j are indices for the
different nuclei and electrons, we can write the stationary Schroedinger equation of
the system as –
(42)
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is the total potential energy of the system consisting of all Coulomb

electrostatic interactions between all possible pairs of charges and  2x is the
Laplacian with respect to the coordinates of the x particle. The Born-Oppenheimer
approximation now proceeds in the following steps:
1. Solve the Schroedinger equation (42) assuming the positions of the nuclei are

fixed at parametric positions Ri . This gives what may be referred to as the
 

wavefunctions, us Ri , rj , and energy levels, E s Ri , associated with the





 

electrons.
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2. Use each of the resulting energy eigenvalues from step (1), that are now
functions of the nucleic positions parameters, as input potential energy
functions for a new Schroedinger equation for the nucleic motion.
3. Solving the Schroedinger equation from step (2) produces two important
results. The first result is energy values that approximate the total energy
values  n of the exact Schroedinger equation of the entire system. The second

result is what may be referred to as the wavefunctions, vm Ri , associated

 

with the nucleic vibrations. The product of the resulting wavefunctions from


step (1) which are functions of the variables rj and the parameters Ri with the

corresponding wavefuntions from step (2), which are functions of Ri results in
 
an approximation to the exact wave function  Ri , rj .



Underlying

the

Born-Oppenheimer



approximation

is

the

adiabatic

approximation. The genius of the approximation lies in the understanding that the low
mass electrons move much more rapidly than the much heavier nuclei (i.e. their
characteristic oscillation frequencies are substantially larger than those of the nuclei)
and they are therefore able to rearrange themselves quite quickly in response to the
slow quasi-static movement of the nuclei. The mathematical manifestation of this is
the ability to neglect the kinetic energy operator term for the nuclei in equation (42),

2 2

i , in relation to the kinetic energy operator for the electrons with the
i 2Mi
much smaller electron mass appearing in the denominator (this is of course assuming
the derivatives of  itself with respect to the nucleic coordinates doesn‘t produce
values much larger than the derivatives with respect to the electron coordinates, for
justification of this step see [24]). Step 1 is thus accomplished by solving a variation
of equation (42) where the kinetic energy operator for the nuclei has been omitted as
given by equation (43) (43)
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The wave function u Ri , rj





is different from the exact wave function

 

  Ri , rj  as it does not incorporate the nucleic motional degrees of freedom as part

of the system‘s dynamics but rather as static parameters. The resulting energy E Ri

 

is thus not an exact energy value for the system. The interesting point to notice is that

the function E Ri can be used as a potential energy function for the nuclear motion.

 


As is proven by the Feynman-Hellmann theorem [24], using E Ri (which includes

 

both the kinetic and potential energies of the electrons) as the nuclear potential energy
is analogous to electrostatically calculating the potential energy by considering the
repulsion between the various nuclei and the attraction between the nuclei and the
 
electrons assuming the electrons are distributed in space according to u Ri , rj .




For the diatomic hydrogen ion H 2 the lowest lying E Ri

 



curve is that of

the 1 g state. Since the energy level of the electrons will not depend on the
orientation of the molecule in space, for this two-nuclei molecule the potential energy

is simply a function of the separation between the two nuclei, i.e. E Ri is

 

now E  R . The E  R curve for the 1 g state of the H 2 ion is sketched in Figure
16.
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Figure 16: The 1g energy level E(R) of the H2 molecule as a function of the internuclear
distance.
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Moving on to the next step in the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, the
potential energy curve, as shown in Figure 16, acts as a potential well for the nuclei.
Following the procedures of step 2 and step 3 will therefore produce a splitting of the
nuclear-coordinates-dependent energy levels found in step 1. Had we assumed the
internuclear distance to be fixed (at the minimum energy coordinate of each potential
curve for example or at a globally fixed distance) then the energy levels of the system,
which now considers electron dynamics only, would have been a collection of energy
values sampled from each curve at the corresponding nuclear positions. The coupling
of the nuclear and electron dynamics however results in finer spectral details. These
arguments lead to the schematic representation shown in Figure 17. Since the low part
of the electron energy curve near the minimum can be approximated by a parabola,
we expect harmonic oscillator type solutions for the bottom energy nuclear vibrations
of each potential curve with approximately equidistant energy levels. Figure 17 also
shows that there are different curves associated with different electronic levels,
especially; these curves are shown to have minimas at different nuclear configuration
coordinates.

Figure 17: Schematic representation of the vibrational levels associated with the different
electronic energy levels. The shift in the minimum-potential-energy nuclear configuration
coordinates for different electronic levels is designated by q01. Figure taken from [25].
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The above insights have a direct impact on our understanding of optical
transitions occurring in molecular materials. The nature of these transitions is
schematically displayed in Figure 18 where typical absorption and fluorescence
spectra are shown. The narrow lines, which can usually be observed only in dilute
gases, represent transitions occurring between vibronic sublevels across different
electronic excitation levels. The numbers associated with the different lines
correspond to the numbers appearing in Figure 17. In denser materials such as liquids
and solids there is usually broadening of the transitions due to interactions between
the molecules, therefore spectral measurements normally feature much broader curves
as represented by the broader lines in Figure 18.

Figure 18: Schematic representation of the typical absorption and fluorescence spectra
encountered in molecular materials. The numbering corresponds to the numbers that appear in
Figure 17. The narrow lines can usually be observed only in dilute gases whereas denser
substances usually display the more broadened curves. Figure taken from [25].

The strength relations of the transitions, as schematically depicted by the
heights of the narrow lines in Figure 18, can be explained using the Franck-Condon
principle. This principle is again based on the realization that the low mass electrons
are much more agile than the significantly heavier nuclei. The typical time scales
associated with electron transitions in organic molecules are of the order of 10-15sec
whereas the time scales associated with nucleic vibrations are of the order of 10-13sec.
Neglecting the nucleic motion in comparison to the fast responding electrons while
considering photon absorption means in other words that the configuration
coordinates of the molecule remain approximately unchanged. This is referred to as a
vertical transition and is represented as vertical arrows in Figure 17. Transitions
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between states will therefore be strongest if the nucleic characteristics of the end state
are compatible with those of the originating state. A classical interpretation of this
principle is that there will be highest compatibility for transition between two
electronic states when the nucleic position and momenta are instantaneously similar in
both the end state and the originating state. This is most likely to occur at the classical
turning points of the nucleic oscillation, where the momentum is zero.The 0  2
transition is therefore strongest since the configuration coordinates of the 0 vibrational
state in the ground electronic state is most compatible with the configuration
coordinates of vibrational state number 2 in the excited electronic state. The quantum
mechanical formulation of this principle is based on calculating the square of the
overlap of the nucleic vibrational wavefunctions of the initial and final states Smn  vm vn
2

2

. This is known as the Franck-Condon factor. When considering

dipole moment for the optical transition, the much slower nucleic time scales provide
the mathematical justification for separating the nucleic vibrational part of the
wavefunction from the rest of the wavefunction to produce this factor.
After an optical transition occurs to an excited electronic state, the molecule
quickly relaxes to the lowest vibrational level on a time scale of 10-13sec (this is
known as Kasha‘s rule) from which it can decay to the different vibrational levels of
the ground electronic state via photon emission. The absorption and emission spectra
therefore exhibit mirror symmetry [26].
In actual measurements of organic molecules in disordered liquid or solid
form at room temperature, the vibronic details of the absorption curve are usually
more obscured than those of the emission curve. The reason for this is that while the
inhomogeneous broadening of the energy levels smears the absorption curve, after
photogeneration the excitons can migrate to lower-energy sites. Called spectral
diffusion, it results in an emission spectrum shifted to lower energies as well as betterresolved vibronic transitions because now the transitions occur from a narrower
distribution of energies. The 0  0 transition that should occur at the same energy for
both emission and absorption can experience what is known as Stoke‘s shift. A shift
between the absorption and emission 0  0 transitions can occur as a result of spectral
diffusion or if absorption and emission involve different excited states, such as
absorption into singlet states and emission from triplet states.
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Chapter 3: Theoretical Background III – Energy and
Charge Transfer Mechanisms
3.1 Introduction
In Chapter 3 we will briefly discuss various schemes by which excitations can
travel within a material as well as have a more elaborate discussion on charge transfer
between molecules as explained by the Marcus theory. Understanding excitation
transfer is important primarily for understanding optical measurements such as
photoluminescence and time-resolved spectroscopy for example when blends of
different materials are involved and excitations transfer between the molecules of the
different constituents [27]. The dynamics of the optical measurements upon changing
blend concentrations can be explained using established energy transfer mechanisms
and thus probing the internal mechanisms in the material and optimizing its
parameters. Charge transfer between the molecules is especially important in the
context of transport. In this chapter, we shall discuss only one aspect of charge
transfer that was originally developed by R. A. Marcus to explain electron transfer
rates between molecules in solution but is also conceptually important when
considering electron transfer in a soft solid matter.

3.2 Energy Transfer Mechanisms
Trivial Transfer
The trivial transfer mechanism is a simple emission-absorption process
whereby an excited molecule (donor) relaxes to the ground state radiatively and the
emitted photon is absorbed by some other molecule (acceptor) that now becomes
excited (the donors and acceptors may be molecules of different materials or different
molecules of the same material). For this process to be effective, the radiative
quantum efficiency of the donor must be high, the emission spectrum of the donor
must overlap with the absorption spectrum of the acceptor, the acceptor molecule
must have high absorption and there should be a high enough concentration of
acceptors in the path. The process decays relatively slowly with the distance
depending on the electromagnetic wave propagation characteristics, but in bulk, it
would follow a 1

R2

rule (as the decay in radiation intensity). In a material
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constructed of two different materials blended together, where the molecules of one
material are the excited donors and the molecules of the other material are the
acceptors, changing the concentrations of the different constituents will not affect the
lifetime of donor emission as this energy transfer mechanism does not provide a
parallel pathway for the relaxation of the excited donor. It is a serial process whereby
the donor relaxes first and then the emitted photon excites the acceptor independently.

Förster transfer
A relaxation process whereby an excited donor molecule transfers its
excitation to an acceptor molecule through a weak enough coupling (in relation to the
energies of the excitations involved) between the donor and acceptor molecules is
known as fluorescence energy transfer, or in short – FRET. When the coupling
between the donor and acceptor is via dipole-dipole interaction then the mechanism is
termed Förster energy transfer after Theodor Förster who first developed in the late
1940‘s a useful theory for energy transfer between organic molecules in solution. The
theory was based on using Fermi‘s Golden Rule where the perturbation was the
dipole-dipole interaction.
This process does not involve the intermediation of a photon and can be
described classically as the result of the coulombic interaction between the vibrating
excited donor acting as a dipole and inducing a dipole in the acceptor. The end result
is the relaxation of the donor and excitation of the acceptor. The rate constant for this
process is of the form [28]:
(44)

K DA

3
1 R 
 2  0 
2 D  R 

6

where R is the distance between the donor and acceptor, R0 is the critical transfer
distance that is also dependent on the spectral overlap between the donor and acceptor
(see [28] for details),  D is the excited donor‘s lifetime in the absence of acceptors
and  contains the angular dependence of the dipole-dipole interaction (see [28]).
The power of 6 in (44) comes from the fact that a dipole field varies in proportion to
1

R3

and this is true both for the inducing dipole and the receiving one, therefore

producing a 1

R6

dependence that typically gives useful interaction distances of the

order of a few nanometers. As the Förster mechanism is related to dipole interactions,
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the transfer is subject to the electric dipole selection rules, i.e. basically no spin flips
are possible.
Since this is a direct relaxation mechanism it directly affects the lifetimes of
donor molecules in parallel to other mechanisms or in parallel to other acceptors. This
contrast between trivial transfer and Förster transfer can be utilized for example in
distinguishing between the two in blends of donor-acceptor molecules, as discussed in
[27].

Dexter Transfer
The Dexter energy transfer mechanism is also a FRET mechanism only in this
case the coupling is via electron exchange and depends on electronic orbital overlap.
This transfer mechanism is typically of a shorter range than the Förster mechanism
since the wavefunction decays as e  r and since there are both a donor and an
acceptor involved this gives a coupling dependence of e 2 r and since the transfer rate
is proportional to the square of the coupling we finally get a e 4 r dependence. The
typical distances for this process to be effective is therefore of the order of the
collision distance between the molecules, i.e. up to a very few nanometers at most.
In the Dexter mechanism (David L. Dexter [29, 30]), the excited electron from
the donor molecule is exchanged for a ground state electron of the acceptor molecule
as shown in Figure 19.

Figure 19: Dexter energy transfer mechanism.
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3.3 The Polaron – Marcus Theory
In the mid 1950‘s Rudolph A. Marcus formulated a theory explaining the
electron transfer mechanism between ions in a solvent based on an idea by Bill Libby
from a few years before. Libby tried to explain electron transfer rate differences
between ions of different sizes using the Franck-Condon principle (see 2.6).
According to the Franck-Condon principle the configuration coordinates of the
reactant molecules and the dipolar solvent molecules do not respond immediately to
the fast electron transfer between the molecules but rather maintain their
configuration coordinates of just before the transfer took place and only following the
transfer they slowly relax to their new equilibrium configuration. Therefore,
immediately following the transfer, the newly formed situation whereby the nucleic
configuration is maintained but the electron has moved to the other molecule is
energetically unfavorable and especially the electrostatic environment created by the
dipolar solvent molecules is wrong, as it was suitable to the pre-transfer situation.
Libby explained the transfer rate as being dependent on the electrostatic energy
barrier created by the unfavorable dipolar solvent molecules configuration. Thus, he
explained that the transfer rate between large molecules is greater than smaller ones
since the change in electrostatic energy of the solvent molecules is smaller when the
reactant ions are larger and thus the pre-transfer solvent environment is less alien to
the post-transfer reactant molecules.
Marcus noted however that the above mechanism whereby the reactant
molecules were in their equilibrium pre-transfer state and then found themselves in
the wrong high-energy environment could account for the conservation of energy only
if light was absorbed. Since the reactions took place in the dark there was something
missing. He realized that the statistical fluctuations of the configuration coordinates
that take place in any material above 0 K could bring the system into a configuration
that will allow the electron transfer while satisfying both the Franck-Condon principle
and the conservation of energy. The fluctuations must bring the reactant system into
an energy-coordinate configuration that is shared by the same system in its product
state and only in this resonance state the transition can take place (basically a
tunneling mechanism). The transfer rate is therefore governed by the extra energy
required to bring the reactant system into this particular energy-coordinate
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configuration and by the statistics of the fluctuations (phonons). More historical
background and references may be found in [31].
In the following we will give an explicit derivation of the above concepts
based on a simple model of two springs and a mass that has only one configuration
coordinate. This issue enters our field of interest on the grounds that polaronic effects
(the charge-phonon specie) are particularly important when the material of interest is
relatively soft as is the case with organic molecules. Although we are dealing with
matter in its solid-state and not in solution, the charge is capable of creating an
environmental effect by polarizing and deforming its surrounding molecules and
atoms (and particularly in molecular materials, the charge deforms the molecule on
which it is currently residing). This deformation can be considerable in soft matter
and may need to be taken into account when examining transport mechanisms.
The transfer of charge between two molecules or similarly the polaronic effect
in a crystal can be visualized as the transfer of mass between springs in a gravitational
field. A system of springs and a mass as shown in Figure 20 (a) or equivalently a
system without the bottom support but with very rigid springs will not deform upon
the clinging of the mass onto one of the springs so that no elastic energy or change in
the potential energy of the mass will occur. The mass can thus freely transfer from
one spring to the next without a change in the system‘s energy. When the bottom
support is removed (or when the springs are not very rigid) then once the mass clings
to a spring the system relaxes to a new configuration where the potential energy of the
mass is lowered and elastic energy is built in the spring as shown in Figure 20 (b) (the
random fluctuations that exist in the system of springs will soon be considered). The
Franck-Condon principle translated to this system would require the mass (the
electron) to transfer to adjacent springs without the springs changing their
configuration (lengths). In the current picture, without regarding the effect of the
fluctuations (phonons) this will violate energy conservation. The mass essentially
becomes self trapped on the spring. However as we shall see and calculate, the
fluctuations randomly change the spring system‘s configuration and a circumstance
where the spring with the mass and an adjacent spring are of equal lengths can occur
and thus facilitate the transfer of the mass without violating energy conservation yet
adhering to the Franck-Condon principle.
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a

Figure 20: System of springs with a mass with a rigid bottom support or equivalently rigid
springs without the bottom support (a). System of flexible springs with a mass (b).

We will now concentrate on describing what happens on a single spring and a
system of two springs. Figure 21 is a depiction of the system prior to the introduction
of the charge (the mass) into the system. When the mass is introduced, the system
relaxes to a new static equilibrium configuration as depicted in Figure 22. There are
no solvents in our system that need to be considered in the configuration space, only
the single deforming molecule or the deforming crystal environment.
a

b

Q0
U 0spring

Figure 21: Depiction of a crystal environment (a) and a molecule (b) prior to the introduction of
the charge (mass).
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Q0
Ut0 = U0spring +U0mass

Q

Figure 22: Introduction of the mass and transfer of the system to its new static equilibrium
configuration.

The change in the spring elastic energy as a function of the coordinate Q is:
(45)

Uelast  B   Q  Q0 

2

where B is half the spring‘s elasticity constant.
The change in the mass potential energy as a function of the coordinate Q is:
(46)

Umass   A  Q  Q0 

where A is generally a linearization constant of the self trapping of the electron as a
function of the coordinate Q and in our spring-mass metaphor it is simply mg , where
m is the mass and g is the gravitational acceleration. This is in fact a linearization of
the gravitational field.
In the crystal the electron would self-trap by forming (due to the elastic
relaxation of the environment) a localized state with energy below the conduction
band. The deformation of the environment creates what can be considered as a
potential quantum well with a localized state and a bottom energy bellow the band,
the linearization of the bottom energy shift with the well configuration is the above A
constant. For the single molecule the relaxation of the molecular configuration lowers
the energy of the electron in relation to what it was prior to the deformation and the
linearization of this effect with the configuration coordinate produces A.
The system‘s potential energy as a function of the coordinate is therefore:
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U  U0t  B   Q  Q0   A   Q  Q0 
2

(47)

Before the mass was introduced the spring‘s static equilibrium coordinate was Q0
whereas now the new static equilibrium coordinate Qmin is:
U
A
A
 2 B   Q  Q0   A  0   Q  Q0 min 
 Qmin 
 Q0
Q
2B
2B

U

U  U 0 spring  B   Q  Q0 

2
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2
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t
0
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Figure 23: Potential energy vs. configuration coordinate for the spring and the spring with the
mass.

The change in the static equilibrium energy as a result of the new
configuration is actually minus the binding energy as this is the energy difference that
traps the mass:
(48)

U b  B   Q  Q0 

2

A2
 A   Q  Q0   
4B

We can now write the potential energy of the spring-mass system as a function
of the configuration coordinate Q as:
(49)

U  U 0t  Ub  B   Q  Qmin 

2

As our aim is to investigate the problem of charge transfer between two
molecules (or between two locations in the crystal) we will turn now to examine a
system of two springs with a mass attached to one of the springs. We will start with
the analog of two identical molecules without the application of an electric field, that
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is two identical springs in the same constant gravitational environment. We shall first
mention again that the primary process with which we are dealing is tunneling where
the charge can transfer through a potential barrier even though classically it would not
have sufficient energy to do so. This is a strictly quantum mechanical process without
a classic analog that can occur when the energy states at different locations are equal
so that a resonance process can occur where the state in one location can couple with
the state in the other location. The charge can then transfer to the other location and
this will happen without a change in energy. As our spring-mass model is a classic
model and the barrier is not evident in the picture we have presented, tunneling is
introduced into the model by simply stating that we enter a resonance state once the
mass can transfer to the adjacent spring without changing its energy i.e. when the two
springs are of the same length. Examples of different situations where tunneling can
take place are shown in Figure 24.

Q1

Q2

Figure 24: Two-spring system configurations where tunneling can occur, Q1=Q2.

In Figure 25 a system configuration is shown where tunneling cannot occur.

Q1
Q2

Figure 25: Two-spring system configuration where tunneling cannot occur, Q1Q2.
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If the system does not receive extra energy from the environment (for instance
through phonons) and is in its static equilibrium configuration then it will appear as in
Figure 26.

Q0
Qmin

2

1

Figure 26: Two-spring system in its static equilibrium configuration.

In order to bring the system in Figure 26 into a state where tunneling is
possible we could either leave spring 1 in its current configuration and stretch spring 2
to have the same length as 1 or we could compress spring 1 to have the same length as
spring 2 or we could stretch/compress both springs to some configuration where they
both have the same length. What is important to understand is that from all the above
possibilities there is one that requires the minimum amount of invested energy. This
will be the activation energy of the transfer process that we shall soon calculate.
The energy difference between a state in which the springs have the same
length, say Q1 (the coordinate of spring 1 which is actually its length), and the energy
of the system at static equilibrium configuration is:
U  U 0t  Ub  B   Q1  Qmin   B   Q1  Q0   U 0t  Ub  B  Q1  Qmin   B  Q1  Q0 
2

2

2

and this is the energy that needs to be invested in the system (for instance through
phononic vibrations) in order to bring the system into a state of resonance. The
minimum energy required to attain resonance is therefore:
(50)

Qmin  Q0
U
A2 U b
 0  Q1 
W 

 U a  activation energy 
Q1
2
8B 2
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2

It is of great value to give a graphical description to the above concepts and
derivations, but first we shall examine another way for describing the system‘s
configuration. We are currently presenting the system‘s configuration through the
coordinates Q1 and Q2 that are the lengths of the respective springs. We could
however perform a change of parameters and describe the system through the
parameters Q  Q2  Q1 and Q  Q1  Q2 . This means that we are attempting to derive
a description for the change in the system‘s configuration and energy through the
change of the difference between the springs‘ lengths and the change of their
combined lengths. But for the purpose of mass (electron) transfer, a change in the
combined lengths of the springs does not contribute anything and simply constitutes a
waste in invested energy. In other words, bringing the system into a state of resonance
while investing the minimum energy requires maintaining their combined lengths ( Q )
constant. This can also be shown through calculation:
The system‘s energy when the mass is loaded onto spring 1 is –

U  U0t  Ub  B   Q1  Qmin   U 0 spring  B   Q2  Q0 
2

(51)

2

We can ask the following question - if we wish to bring the system from the
static equilibrium configuration into a final state with a given difference in spring
lengths Q ( Q will be equated to zero for resonance) while demanding the minimum
change in the overall system‘s potential energy, what does this constraint imply on the
other system configuration parameters (i.e. Q , the combined lengths, in our
simplified example)?
Substituting Q2  Q  Q1 in equation (51) we get:

U  U 0t  Ub  B   Q1  Qmin   U 0 spring  B   Q  Q1  Q0 
2

2

Deriving by the free parameter Q1 and equating to zero gives:
dU
 2 B   Q1  Qmin   2 B   Q  Q1  Q0   0 
dQ1

2Q1  Qmin  Q  Q0  0  Q1  Q2  Q  Qmin  Q0
We thus get that for reaching a final state with a desired Q with the minimum
amount of invested energy, we need to keep the combined lengths parameter constant
(independent of Q ) as it was during the initial static equilibrium, just as was
intuitively explained above.
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The above results means that in order to describe our system graphically under
the minimum-energy constraint we require only one configuration parameter, namely

Q . The energy of the system with the mass loaded onto spring 1 upon changing the
coordinate Q alone while leaving Q constant at its static equilibrium value
( Q  Qmin  Q0 ) is:
2

2

1
1
1
1



U  Q   U  U b  B   Q  Q  Qmin   U 0 spring  B   Q  Q  Q  Q0  
2
2
2
2



B
2
U 0t  U b  U 0 spring   Q0  Qmin  Q 
2
t
0

and by taking the static equilibrium as our point of reference we get:
(52)

U Q  

B
2
 Q0  Qmin  Q   U1,2 Q 
2

We can see that minimum energy is achieved when Q  Q0  Qmin  Q min i.e.
the configuration of static equilibrium. For a mass loaded onto spring 2 (electron on
molecule 2) we similarly get:
(53)

U Q  

B
2
 Q0  Qmin  Q   U 2,1  Q 
2

and now the minimum energy is achieved when Q  Qmin  Q0  Qˆ min i.e. the static
equilibrium configuration of the new setup.
Setup 1 where the mass is on spring 1 is our initial state whereas setup 2 with
the mass on spring 2 is our final state, we will therefore call setup 1 the Reactant and
setup 2 the Product as shown in Figure 27.

Reactant

Product

Figure 27: Reactant and Product states. The up/down arrows indicate the existing fluctuations.

Graphically, the potential energy diagrams of the Reactant and the Product
appear in Figure 28. Examining the Reactant diagram at the coordinate Q  Qˆmin ,
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then we can see that the Reactant is in its static equilibrium. Switching to the
Product and its diagram we can see that bringing the Product to be at the same
configuration ( Q  Qˆmin ) from its static equilibrium requires the investment of
energy marked in the figure as  and is called the Reorganization Energy.

U

Reactant

Product

λ
Ua

Qˆ min

Q

Q̂min

Figure 28: Energy diagrams of the Reactant and the Product. U a is the activation energy and  is
the reorganization energy.

If we have the system in its Reactant setup and in static equilibrium and we
invest enough energy to bring it to a Q  0 configuration, then the system will be at
an energy-configuration coordinate that is shared by the same system itself had it been
in the Product setup (i.e. same energetic state and same spring configuration only the
mass (electron) residing on spring 2 instead of spring 1) or in other words, the system
will be in resonance between the Reactant state and the Product state. This situation
is manifested graphically by the fact that both diagrams intersect at Q  0 (energyconfiguration coordinate shared by both setups), the system can now ―choose‖ to
transfer onto the Product diagram and become a Product after it started out as a
Reactant. We would also like to point out that the coordinate Q is also directly
related to the difference between the energy level of the mass (electron) in the
Reactant state and that of the Product state when the spring lengths are identical in
Reactant
  AQ1
both setups. This is so because U elec
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Product
  AQ2
and U elec

thus

Reactant
Product
U elec
 U elec
 A  Q . So at Q  0 the energy of the mass (and the system) will not

change upon transfer of the mass from spring 1 to spring 2 (resonance).
An important aspect to consider, especially when motivated by transport
issues, is the effect of an externally applied electric field on the electron transfer
process. Due to the electric field the potential energy of the electron will decrease
when moving along the direction opposite to that where the electric field vector is
pointing. Assuming the electric field is weak enough, it will not change the static
equilibrium configuration coordinates (and thus the energy) of the molecules
appreciably or if it does we shall assume that the constant electric field shifts the
coordinates of all molecules equally. Translating the effect of the electric field on the
electron to our mass and springs model is thus carried out by simply introducing a
relative shift in the height of adjacent springs so that the spring in the direction
opposite to that of the electric field is lower, without changing the elastic energy
stored in the springs (i.e. their lengths – their configuration coordinates) as shown in
Figure 29.


h

Qmin

Q0

1

2

Figure 29: Influence of an electric field on the mass and springs model.

By doing so we are lowering the potential energy of the mass in the
gravitational field for when it is hanging on the lowered spring yet by keeping their
lengths we are not changing their elastic energy. The analog of having the electric
field affect the configuration coordinates of the molecules in an equal manner in static
equilibrium is to introduce an equal stretch to all our springs or in other words
changing our static equilibrium configuration by changing Q without changing Q .
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However, as we‘ve seen earlier this does not affect the dynamics of transfer as the
activation energy Ua is independent of the initial static equilibrium coordinates.
In this new scenario the expression for the energy of the Reactant state does
not change, however, it does change for the Product state. This can be easily seen by
comparing the Product state before lowering and after lowering but without changing
the lengths of the springs as shown in – the elastic energy of the springs remains the
same however, the electron (mass) energy is lower by q  V  q    x where  is
the electric field and x is the distance between the molecules. In our analogy to a mass
and two springs q  V is actually mg  h .
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2

1

Qmin

Q0

1

2

U  0
Chapter 2P
roduct
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Q0
Qmin

1
Qmin

2

U  q   x
Figure 30: Change in system energy due to lowering of spring 2.

For the Reactant state the expression for the energy is as before –
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2

(54)

U Q  

B
2
 Q0  Qmin  Q   U1,2 Q 
2

For the Product state, the expression is now –
(55)

U Q  

B
2
 Q0  Qmin  Q   q  V  U 2,1  Q 
2

Again, these expressions are derived assuming Q  Q1  Q2  Q0  Qmin , i.e.
moving along the minimum invested energy path.
Examining Figure 30 for the Reactant state with the field we see that as long
as spring 2 is not shifted too low, we require less invested energy to bring spring 1
and spring 2 to be of equal energy for the mass (electron), i.e. resonance. This means
that the energy barrier (the activation energy) is now lower. In order to calculate the
new value for the activation energy we can do the mathematics again or directly resort
to the graphical method, we choose the latter.

U  Q 

Reactant
Product

Q̂min

Ua

Qˆ min

q  V

Q

Q

Figure 31: Energy diagrams for the Reactant and the Product under the influence of an electric
field.

Now, as before, while the system is in the Reactant state, if we invest an
amount of energy suitable to bring the system to the configuration coordinate Q  Q ,
then the system will find itself at an energy-configuration coordinate shared by the
same system itself when in the Product state, or in other words, at this point the
system will be in resonance between the Reactant state and the Product state. The
graphical manifestation of this is the intersection of the two diagrams at Q  Q and
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checks with the fact that the mass (electron) energies are equal when shifting between
the states at this point. The activation energy is now:

B
B
2
2
U1,2  Q   U 2,1  Q    Q0  Qmin  Q   q  V   Q0  Qmin  Q  
2
2
(56)
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 2 B  q  V 
q  V
B
Q 
 U a  U1,2  Q  Q   

2  B  Q0  Qmin 
2
A



It can be seen that when V is such that q  V 

2

A2
the activation energy is
2B

at a minimum of 0. At this point the Product diagram intersects the Reactant
diagram at the Reactant diagram‘s minimum. Further increase of the voltage will
increase the activation energy.
We shall conclude with the following statements:
1) In the above discussion we concentrated primarily on giving the
physical picture for the electron transfer process based on the Marcus
theory and on calculating the activation energy U a for the process.
Once we have the activation energy, the rate of transfer may be
calculated from the expression R   phonon  P  eqUa

kT

where  phonon is

the phonon frequency that can be considered as the rate at which the
proper configuration circumstances occur, P is the probability for a
successful tunneling from reactant state to product state occurring at
proper configuration alignment and which depends on wavefunction
overlap and finally the exponent introduces the effect of the barrier
height (activation energy) and the probability at a given temperature to
have a phonon fluctuate the coordinates to induce a resonance (proper
configuration alignment).
2) The significance for transport of the reduction in the barrier height
upon the application of voltage (as long as it is not too strong so as to
have the barrier increase again) is the increase in the probability rate of
interacting with a phonon (Bose-Einstein statistics) that will induce a
resonance for transfer from spring 1 (molecule 1) to spring 2 (molecule
2). As the Product has a lower static equilibrium energy (due to the
potential drop) it would require more energy for the process to occur in
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reverse (asymmetrical in this case). This means that the probability for
a reverse process where the electron transfers up the potential hill is
reduced relative to traveling down the applied electric potential thus
we get a net current. The transport mechanism is that of hopping with
the participation of phonons and the net current increases with the
reduction in the barrier. We shall just remind here that hopping
transport is related to localization of the wavefunctions of the carriers.
Earlier we discussed localization effects due to disorder whereas in this
chapter we were concerned with localization due to self-trapping.
3) Another practical meaning for the activation energy here (and in
different chemical reactions) is that if we applied a constant electric
field and the material were held at a temperature such that kT  U a we
would barely have any current (or in chemical reactions we would
have a very slow process). But when increasing the temperature such
that kT  U a we would get a fast (exponential) rise in process rates.
4) Under an applied voltage, when the system transfers to the Product
state, the system essentially relaxes to a lower energy state. The
process therefore releases energy.
5) A picture similar to the application of an external voltage would result
if we were describing a system of two different molecules. In our
discussion we concentrated on identical molecules (identical springs).
6) In principle one has to consider entropy changes as well and thus
instead of relating to the potential energy one has to take the
expression for the Gibbs free energy. However for identical molecules
with no applied voltage, G 0 , the standard free energy of reaction, is
zero and if we assume that it is otherwise small than the potential
energy expression will suffice.
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Chapter 4:
Theoretical
Background
Recombination Mechanisms

IV

–

4.1 Introduction
In Chapter 8 we make use of the Langevin recombination expression in
analyzing the photocurrent dependence on the power of excitation. This chapter gives
a brief background of recombination mechanisms with emphasis on the theory of
Langevin recombination. By covering the recombination processes commonly
encountered in well ordered semiconductors, we aim at emphasizing the unique traits
of Langevin recombination.
In recombination processes electrons and holes find themselves in a close
enough proximity so as to interact in a way that annihilates opposite charge carriers.
What separates the various recombination mechanisms from each other are the initial
quantum states of the carriers prior to recombination, the manner and rate at which the
carriers attain proximity conditions, the nature of release of the excess energy and the
number of carriers involved in the process. Perhaps the most profound difference
between recombination processes in well-ordered inorganic (although not necessarily
inorganic) semiconductors and disordered semiconductors is the manner and rate at
which the carriers attain proximity conditions. In well-ordered semiconductors the
carriers are not localized and the mean magnitude of their velocity is basically the
thermal velocity (if the applied field is not too high). If the band is not too full and can
be treated in a semiclassical parabolic manner, the thermal velocity is given by

vth  3kT m* which is about 107 cm sec at room temperature. The average volume
sampled by the carriers in a time interval is proportional to this velocity and is
relatively independent of applied electric fields (if not too strong), structural
obstructions and the influence of other carriers (if the density is not too high). In
disordered materials on the other hand the semiclassical approach is inherently not
valid. The carriers are still thermally mobile by a hopping mechanism but the rates are
typically far reduced compared to ordered materials and one can no longer separate
the spatial sampling rate of the carriers from the capturing process.
A short review of different recombination mechanisms follows. More details
and mathematical and physical derivations may be found in [32].
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4.2 Review of Common Recombination Processes
Interband Recombination
In direct crystalline semiconductors, an electron and a hole may find
themselves within strong interaction proximity and directly annihilate while typically
releasing a photon. Since this process involves the probability of simultaneously
finding two opposite particles in a certain volume (i.e. a bimolecular process), the rate
of this process is proportional to the product of the concentrations of the two species.

Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH) Recombination
This is an intermediary assisted process that plays a dominant role in indirect
crystalline semiconductors such as silicone. An intermediary defect or impurity atom
is necessary to facilitate recombination as symmetry rules (in this case translational
symmetry) forbid direct recombination in indirect semiconductors. Structural defects
and impurity atoms (that may sometimes accompany a structural defect or stand
alone) introduce localized states with energies that more often than not reside in the
bandgap. These states, also called recombination-generation centers, act as traps to
carriers, therefore an electron may get trapped in such an empty state followed by a
similar trapping of a hole thus causing carrier annihilation. Or alternatively – the
trapped electron carrier annihilates into the valance band upon interaction with a
passing hole. Trapped carriers may also be released into their respective bands thus
such centers may facilitate generation as well. These centers are most effective when
the energy levels are in the midgap region. Such recombination processes are
typically non-radiative and involve the release of phonons. Again, this process
involves two carriers but now the intermediate step needs to be taken into account.
See [32] for more details.

Shallow Levels
A special case of the SRH recombination is when the recombination centers
are the sites of donor and acceptor levels. There are three scenarios for this process –
first, the electron can be captured at a donor site and then recombine with a passing
hole. Second, the electron can be captured at an acceptor site (if empty) and then
recombine with a passing hole. Finally, the electron can be captured at a donor site
then relax into an acceptor site and then recombine with a passing hole.
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Analogously, these processes may be viewed as a hole taking the opposite
steps. This type of recombination usually involves the emission of a photon. As noted
for the SRH process, recombination centers are usually most effective when the
energy levels of the centers are in midgap. Shallow donor levels, by being in close
proximity to a continuum of states of much higher densities, are very unlikely to be
occupied at room temperature (and acceptor levels are very likely to be occupied by
electrons). Examined from a different angle, at room temperature, when a carrier is
captured by its respective shallow level, it is very likely to be reemitted into its band.

Recombination via Exciton Formation
Another type of species that may exist in a semiconductor is the exciton. In
molecular materials this is simply an excited molecule where the excitation may be
transferred to neighboring molecules, i.e. it is mobile. In semiconductors it is more
common and convenient to view this species as an electron-hole pair that is held
together via their colomb attraction. This type of interaction is very similar to the
scenario encountered in the hydrogen atom and indeed the exciton may be analysed in
an analogous manner with the main difference contributed by the dielectric screening
effect the semiconductor has on the pair thus weakening the interaction. Exciton
formation may be an intermediate stage in recombination. An electron and a hole may
randomly come into proximity and interact to form an exciton that can then
recombine and emit a photon. This photon energy is somewhat less than the bandgap
difference as due to the exciton binding energy the energy level of the newly formed
pair is somewhat less than the initially separate carriers. This process is usually
insignificant at room temperature in crystalline inorganic semiconductors for similar
reasons as the previously discussed process, since the binding energy is usually quite
small and the carriers may therefore be quite easily thermally released back to their
respective bands.

Auger Recombination
In all previous mechanisms there were two carriers involved in the
recombination process. Auger recombination is a mechanism involving three carriers.
Auger recombination is the result of collision between two similar type carriers
whereby one of the carriers performs a band to band transition and the other carrier
undergoes an upward transition in energy in its respective band. The carrier
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performing the recombination may either annihilate directly with an opposite type
carrier or recombine via a bandgap trap level. The energized carrier loses its energy
through thermalization to the lattice. Since this process involves the simultaneous
presence of three carriers, it basically scales with concentration as n 2 p for two
electrons colliding or p 2 n for two colliding holes. Therefore, this process is of
dominance primarily in the very high concentration regime.

4.3 Langevin Recombination
In all of the above processes, the high thermal velocity of the carriers (at room
temperature) plays a key role in describing the carrier‘s capturing event. The
expressions used to calculate event statistics for the mechanisms described above
usually contain coefficients that are factors of the thermal velocity and the capturing
cross section. In contrast, in highly disordered materials, where there is essentially no
ballistic motion and the concept of thermal velocity cannot be properly used, the
microscopic motion cannot be considered apart from the macroscopic motion. A
Brownian-type motion is therefore the mechanism by which carriers come into close
proximity to produce a recombination event, i.e. the carriers essentially diffuse until
they are close enough to recombine. This mechanism is identical to chemical
diffusion-controlled reactions where two molecules diffuse within a medium until
they are close enough to interact.

Brownian Motion
A discussion on Brownian motion, relating to large macroscopic particles
suspended in a medium of small microscopic particles, starts with the Langevin
equation [33] –
..

(57)

.

m r   r  F  r     t 

where r is the macroscopic particle‘s position, m is the mass of the particle,  is the
friction constant, F(r) is the macroscopic applied force and (t) is the rapidly
fluctuating random force due to the microscopic particles of the medium ( is the
amplitude). The slowly varying equilibrium restoring force exerted by the medium on
the macroscopic particle is embodied in the friction part of the equation, leaving the
random force (t) with a vanishing average.
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Solution of the Langevin equation will yield the position of the particle as a
function of time given the initial conditions and given a specific function for (t).
However, (t) is a stochastic process, thereby, it is much more practicle and
informative to ask for the stochastic properties of r(t) given those of the random force.
Assuming (t) has white noise characteristics, it can be shown [33, 34] that equation
(57) can be transformed into an equation for the dynamics of the probability
distribution function of the particle‘s position. Under an additional assumption of very
.

..

large frictional force,  r  m r , this transformation leads to what is known as the
Fokker-Planck equation –
(58)

F r  
 2 2

p  r , t | r0 , t0    



 p  r , t | r0 , t0 
2
t
 
 2

where p  r, t | r0 , t0  is the probability density for finding the particle at r at time t
given it was at r0 at time t0.
Several other physical arguments and postulates disscused elsewhere [33, 34]
that relate to the behavior of p  r, t | r0 , t0  and the probability flux under thermal
equilibrium, lead to the fluctuation-dissipation theorem which imposes a relation
between the fluctuation coefficient and the friction coefficient –
(59)

D  F  r   1  D 

where D is defined as D   2 2 2 (the diffusion coefficient),  as   1 kT and in
the general case  and  are assumed in (59) to be spatially dependent. When  and 
are constant in space then relation (59) reduces to -  2  2kT  . Making use of
relation (59) the Fokker-Planck equation takes the form of what is known as the
Smoluchowski equation that is similar to the well-known continuity equation from
transport theories –
(60)


p  r , t | r0 , t0     D     F  r   p  r , t | r0 , t0 
t
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Diffusion-Controlled Recombination (Langevin Recombination)
If we consider two diffusing particles with coordinate vectors r1 and r2 under
the influence of an interaction potential U  r1  r2  then it can be shown [34] that the
dynamic probability density of their relative position r  r1  r2 follows the
Smoluchowski equation (60) with D being the sum of the individual diffusion
coefficients - D  D1  D2 . Turning now to consider the entire population of electrons
and holes in the material with concentrations n and p respectively, then the material
can be viewed as constituting of a multitude of pairs at various degrees of separation,
all obeying the Smoluchowski equation. This depiction disregards the rare event of
triple encounters, which is true as long as the concentrations are not too high.
Before moving on to solving the Smoluchowski equation under steady state
stationary conditions, boundary conditions need to be considered. Under stationary
operation, the carrier concentrations are considered to be maintained at constant
values. Therefore, one boundary condition is given by –
(61)

p  r r   np

The recombination reaction between the carriers may be described by
introducing a reactivity condition on the probability flux at some separation radius of
R0 –
(62)

nˆ  D    F  r  p  r   nˆ  j  r    p  r  at r  R0

where n̂ is a unit vector normal to the surface of a sphere centered at r=0, j  r  is the
stationary probability flux (related to the particle current), R0 is some effective
reaction radius and  is some reactivity constant. The arguments leading to the
definition of the probability flux may be found in [34].
When the interaction potential U  r  is assumed to have radial symmetry, a
closed form solution may be found for the Smoluchowski equation. It would therefore
seem best that in order to find the recombination rate one should take the coulomb
potential between the interacting carriers as the interaction potential and upon
knowing the values of  and R0 one would get the recombination rate. However, the
requirement for direct knowledge of the values of  and R0 may be circumvented by
using simplifying physical arguments. The problem may be approached by
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considering the carriers to be undergoing free diffusion up to what we would now call
the capturing radius R0 at which the reactivity constant  is infinite. The capturing
radius can be elegantly considered as the radius at which the coulomb attraction
potential between the carriers is of the order of the thermal energy that may lead to
escape. This argument defines the so-called Onsager radius –
(63)

RL 

 q1q2

4 0

where  is the dielectric constant of the material.
Introducing the assumption of free diffusion up to the capture radius RL leads
to a solution for p  RL  of the form –
(64)

p  RL  

Dnp
 RL  D

The recombination rate can now be calculated by considering the overall probability
flux entering a sphere centered around the recombination center r=0 and specifically
we can take the sphere to be of the radius RL. This leads to –
(65)

Rate  4 RL2 p  RL  

4 DRL
np
1 D
RL

Next we introduce the assumption of infinite reactivity at RL to get –
(66)

Rate  4 DRL np

Finally, upon using the expression for RL and the Einstein relation between the
diffusion coefficient and the mobility we get the famous Langiven recombination rate:

(67)

Rate 

q

 0
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Chapter 5: Theoretical Background V – Transport
Through Disordered Media
5.1 Introduction
In 1900, three years after the discovery of the electron by Thomson, Drude
came with a model that explained the known conductivity phenomenon in metals and
other types of materials [35]. This model was based on the assumption that electrons
classically accelerate under the applied electric field and collide with the lattice‘s
heavy positive ions. Upon collision the electrons were assumed to scatter into a
random angle and at a speed that on average was consistent with the local
temperature. It would then go on accelerating until the next scattering event. This
model, although erroneous in the assumption that the basic scattering centers were the
lattice ions, was able to explain physically the already known Ohm‘s law and the
Joule heating effect. Along with the debut of quantum mechanics came the quantum
mechanical description of matter and the realization that in a well ordered lattice
electrons should be mathematically described as Bloch waves and that the scattering
was not the result of collisions with any lattice ion but rather scattering from defects,
contaminations and phonons. Nevertheless, the Drude model, under the semiclassical
approximation, is conceptually appropriate for describing electron transport through
crystal lattices i.e. freely roaming charge carriers that scatter upon collisions with
defects, contaminations and phonons. The carriers earn the name ‗free‘ whenever the
material properties are such that the mean free path between collisions, L, is much
longer than the typical carrier‘s Bloch wavelength, thus the carriers have very broad
wavefunctions extending over many lattice units.
However, as we have seen in Chapter 2 and as was historically elucidated by
Anderson [7], introducing disorder into the lattice and breaking the crystal symmetry
results in the wavefunctions becoming localized and in the formation of forbidden
energy states in the bandgap. The Drude concepts can no longer serve us in explaining
transport under such circumstances. Since the materials we use are disordered in
nature we shall devote this chapter to discussing in brief some phenomena and
physical theories relating to the transport of charge carriers (and excitons) through
disordered media.
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5.2 Gaussian and Non-Gaussian Transport Phenomena
A common manifestation of disorder and microscopic irregularity in materials
is the deviation of relaxation phenomena from a poisson random variable type
exponential function with a well-defined time constant. The existence of many
parallel relaxation channels on the microscopic level, each with a different time
constant results in the relaxation process taking on different functional forms [36]
such as the Kohlrausch-Williams-Watts (KWW) stretched exponential [37]:


(68)

  t   0et  

with 0    1

or a power law dependence of the form:

  t   0 1  t  



(69)

These effects are manifested in the phenomenon of transport as well. Whereas
in the famous Haynes-Shockley experiment in crystalline semiconductors the delta
function pulse of generated carriers spreads as a drifting and broadening Gaussian, it
behaves much differently when similar time of flight (TOF) experiments are
conducted on disordered and amorphous materials. It is a common outcome that when
performing TOF experiments on amorphous materials the resulting current and spread
of the carrier pack appear ‗strangely‘ non-Gaussian or as usually referred to dispersive or anomalous, as depicted in Figure 32.
As for the Gaussian case in Figure 32a, if we assume that the holes exit
through the front contact (where the generating pulse is given), then the holes quickly
clear the bulk of the measured device, thus, we get a sharp decline of the current
(assuming no re-injection from the back contact). This is followed by a steady current
indicative of the electron pack steadily diffusing and drifting towards the back contact
but maintaining a constant carrier population within the material. Upon reaching the
back contact the current declines while the diffusive pack is exiting the material. It is
distinctly noticeable in Figure 32b that the carrier pack does not really drift but rather
disperses in a way that has a memory of the point of generation. After a relatively
sharp decline due to the holes clearing through the adjacent contact, we get a steadily
declining electron current instead of the plateau of the Gaussian case. The electrons
no longer move as a pack, rather there is a broad distribution of velocities with fast
electrons rushing quickly towards the exit contact and always a finite amount of slow
electrons with velocities extending down to static. Following a certain critical time,
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the continuous current decline increases its slope and enters a tail phase. In the
canonical TOF experiment by Scher and Montroll [38] and its theoretical analysis this
transient response cannot be assigned a time average. Not all disordered materials
exhibit such anomalous characteristics or deviate from the Gaussian case and under
certain conditions, specifically the functional form of carrier hopping rates and the
density of states, there may be a transition from non-Gaussian to Gaussian type
transport depending on the length and time scales of the experiments [39, 40]. More
details regarding theoretical approaches for dealing with transport in disordered media
and theoretically modeling the anomalous features are given below.
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Figure 32: A Gaussian spread of the carriers in a TOF experiment and a linear schematic of the
accompanying measured current - Column (a). The anomalous evolution of the carrier pack
typical of disordered materials and a linear schematic of the accompanying measured current Column (b), from [41].
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5.3 Theoretical analysis of Transport in Disordered Media
As we have already mentioned, in well-ordered materials transport is
essentially modeled by application of the semiclassical approximation and the Drude
model. We discussed a simple exception to this picture in 1.7, where the role of trap
states in the forbidden gap was included. In that case the transport was essentially as
in the ideal case, i.e. transport of free carriers, only at any given time a certain
percentage of the carriers were considered to be trapped in localized states and
therefore static and not contributing to the current. This changes the relation between
the voltage and the current but does not change the concept of how the carriers are
transported. The conceptual leap in understanding transport in disordered media is in
realizing that current can also be the result of charge transport through localized
states.
Three essential depictions are given in Figure 33 for the nature of the relevant
states in the material. The filled areas in the figure signify that the states are localized.
In Figure 33a the localized states are shown to reside in the forbidden bandgap
between the free carrier bands. This scenario is similar to what has been treated in 1.7,
where depending on the relative position of the traps and their density they may be
deep or shallow. Figure 33b shows a scenario where the trap states comprise the lower
part of the whole conduction band with an energy EM (the mobility edge) beyond
which the states are un-localized. This is more like a shallow trap situation. In Figure
33c the entire band is comprised of localized states. Under the first two
circumstances, the current will most likely (although not necessarily) be dominated by
the un-localized carriers, however, in the third case that cannot be true.
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Figure 33: Different scenarios for the setting of traps in relation to the general density of states in the forbidden bandgap isolated from the main bands (a), edge portion of one of the bands with
a typical mobility edge energy (EM) beyond which the states are free (b) and a completely
localized band (c).
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One may suppose that if all carriers occupy states that are localized then the
material should invariably be considered an insulator. However, localized charge
carriers may travel through the material by hopping from one localized state to the
next. The rate at which this occurs is related to the concept of mobility. A carrier may
hop from one site to the next provided the first site is occupied by a carrier and the
end site is unoccupied. Therefore, in order to describe this process physically, what is
needed is a probability evolution equation and such is what is known as the master
equation:
(70)


fi  t    W ji fi  t  1  f j  t    Wij f j  t  1  f i  t    i f i  t 
t
j i
j i

In equation (70) fi  t  is the probability that site i (at location Ri and energy

 i ) is occupied by a carrier or excitation at time t (therefore 1  f j  t  is the
probability that site j is unoccupied), Wij is the transition rate from site i to site j
and i is the decay rate of the excitation at site i ( i =0 if it is a carrier rather than an
excitation). This is a nonlinear equation with a potentially extremely large number of
terms. For a given problem, the site locations Ri  need be given as well as the decay
rates for each site. Two popular expressions for the Wij transition rates are what is
known as the Miller-Abrahams expression and the expression by Mott [26]. The
Miller-Abrahams expression [42, 43] is based on a phonon assisted tunneling
mechanism and is given by:
(71)




exp   j   i 
Wij  0 exp  Rij 

 1







 j   i
else

Where 0 is the phonon vibration frequency (can be intuitively understood as the
‗jump-attempt‘ rate),  is the inverse localization radius (the result of the overlap
integral of the wavefunctions assuming exponential decay with distance),  is 1 kT
and i and j are the energy levels of the respective sites. In this model no relaxation
of the local site configurations (the polaronic effect) is assumed. The second popular
approach for expressing the transfer rate is based on the polaronic effect (see 3.3 for a
discussion on the polaron and Marcus theory). In this scheme, the transfer is not
phonon assisted but rather phonon activated. As in the transfer between a reactant and
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a product described in 3.3, the carrier may hop from one site to another given a
favorable configuration (the chances for which are temperature (polaron density)
dependent). The resulting expression from this analysis is [26]:
(72)

J2
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exp  
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where J is related to the overlap integral and is given by J 2  J 02 exp  Rij

 with J

0

calculated from the crossing point between the reactant and product curves [44] and
Ub is the polaron binding energy.
There are several approaches to handling this equation in order to get useful
results. In many cases this requires the linearization of equation (70) by either
assuming a dilute system of uncorrelated particles and thus eliminating the terms

1  fi  t  or by assuming small deviations from equilibrium and thus the overall
rates are linear with the difference in electrochemical potential (quasi Fermi level).
Next, we shall briefly outline some of the techniques for handling the master
equation.

The Monte-Carlo Approach
In this numerical approach linearization of the master equation is not required.
Carrier propagation is simulated step by step through successive randomization of the
hops according to the Wij rates of the master equation and the occupation of the
surrounding sites (in case the simulation involves several particles). The advantage of
using the master equation as is without linearization must be weighed against the time
consumption for achieving statistical convergence. The enormous number of
possibilities for the carrier to propagate result in a very time consuming calculation
thus limiting the number of sites that may be considered. Monte-Carlo simulations
were extensively used in the works of Bassler [40] and Bar [45] where the number of
sites is in the tens of thousands. Cyclic boundary conditions in the directions
perpendicular to the main direction of propagation are usually used.
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Direct Solution of the Linear Master Equation
If we assume the material is dilute with carriers, such that the probability of
occupation of the site to which a carrier hops is much lower than 1, then equation (70)
takes the approximate form    0 :
(73)


fi  t    W ji f i  t    Wij f j  t 
t
j i
j i

This can be rearranged in matrix form where the site probabilities are gathered
in a vector according to their index:
(74)


f W f
t

Such that W ii  W ji and W ij  Wij . Naturally only a finite number of sites is
j i

considered and usually cyclic boundary conditions in the directions perpendicular to
the main direction of propagation is also assumed (by connecting the proper boundary
points through a matrix element). It is also reasonable to consider only the near
vicinity of each site thus neglecting the probability for a carrier to hop over long
distances which leaves us with a rather sparse matrix with many zero elements. The
general solution to such a linear equation is given by:

f  t   e f0
Wt

(75)

Where f 0 is the state of the system at t=0.
This seemingly simple way for obtaining a solution to the master equation in a
dilute system does not come cheep. If we consider for instance a volume of the
material of dimensions 100x30x30 nm3 then there are approximately 9x104 sites in
this volume. The resulting W matrix is therefore of size 9x104 by 9x104 with 8.1x109
elements. This is a huge demand on memory storage requirements (although many of
Wt

the elements are 0) and on time resources required for calculating e . A more
realistic material volume would be a volume of up to about 30x10x10 nm3. So this
method is somewhat limited in its scale capabilities.
The above direct method deals with the linearized master equation in the time
domain. Another way of dealing with the equation is through the use of the Laplace
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transform [46]. In both cases one can calculate the Green function of the equation and
use it to find a general solution to any initial condition.

Resistor Networks
For steady state purposes, assuming small deviations of the occupation
probabilities f i from their equilibrium values (weak enough applied electric fields),
the average flow of current between two sites can be approximated to first order by a
conductance multiplied by the difference in the quasi Fermi energy (quasi
electrochemical potential) between the site. From the master equation, the steady state
current from site j to site i is given by:
Iij  q Wij f j 1  fi   W ji fi 1  f j 

(76)

In thermal equilibrium f can be replaced by the Fermi-Dirac distribution and
the equation yields zero. Under quasi equilibrium conditions the distribution can be





approximated by fi  1  exp   i   Fi






kT 


1

with  Fi being the quasi Fermi

energy at site i and given by  Fi   F  qE  Ri with  F being the equilibrium Fermi
energy and E being the electric field. Placing these expressions in equation (76) and
using one of the expressions for the transfer rates ((71) or (72)) we get an expression





for the current of the form Iij  Fi   Fj , Rij ,  , T , . This expression can be
approximated at weak enough fields to give:
(77)
Where  ij 

Iij
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.
equilibrium

Thus the problem of solving the master equation for the purpose of steady
state current calculation has been reduced to calculating the conductivity of a random
resistor network. This is many times approached by using effective medium
approaches or percolation approaches. More details may be found in [46].
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Continuous Time Random Walk
One of the seminal works that describes the phenomenon of dispersive
transport (non-Gaussian, anomalous transport) and gives it a theoretical explanation
was that of Scher and Montroll in their celebrated article from 1975 [38]. They used
the framework of continuous time random walk theory (CTRW) to explain the
hopping mechanism. At the core of their treatment is the realization that the main
effect of energetic and position variations between the sites is a variation in the
transfer rates for leaving the site of current occupation. The problem of transport can
thus be conveniently modeled as a series of hopping steps on an ordered lattice with
disorder effects introduced through a random variable of waiting time for leaving a
site. One can either assign a single site to each lattice unit cell with different waiting
time random variable characteristics for each site or, perhaps more conveniently,
assign many localized sites to each unit cell and then consider only a single waiting
time distribution (WTD) function identical to all cells. A depiction of this transport
process is shown in Figure 34.

Figure 34: Continuous time random walk depicted as a series of random steps with a random
waiting time at each site (different circle radii signify different waiting times). Based on [47].

More generally, in order to statistically describe the hopping process one
needs to consider the function   x, t  which is the probability density for a hop to a
location x away takes place during the time interval  t , t  dt  . The WTD is then
given by:


(78)

w  t      x, t  dx
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A common simplification central to further mathematical manipulation of the
problem is the assumption that the distance of each hop is constant or more generally
decoupled from the time dependence -   x, t     x  w  t  , where   x  is the


displacement distribution given by   x      x, t  dt . This relaxes important parts


of the relevant expressions into a convolution form [5, 38, 48] and enables a
standalone consideration of the WTD.
A canonical example for a WTD function is the algebraic form given by
equation 90:
(79)

  t   t 1

With  being a parameter. This form can be related to an exponential distribution of
traps making up the disordered material. The resulting Green function of the transport
for this system has an interesting dependence on the value of the dispersion parameter
. It can be shown [41] that for >2 the transport is ultimately Gaussian (at long
enough time scales), for 1<<2 the conventional mobility constants D and  will
exhibit a time dependent ratio (i.e. deviate from the Einstein relation) and for 0<<1
the Green function and the current will become non-Gaussian and dispersive. The
latter case is basically the result of the more general case where the time average of


the WTD is not defined, i.e. T 

 w t  tdt  

[47]. The slopes and infliction point



of the dispersive current TOF transient of Figure 32 can be related to the  parameter
[38].
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Chapter 6: Photodetectors and Solar Cells
6.1 Introduction
Photodetectors and solar cells are devices that convert optical energy into
electrical energy. Although a solar cell may be viewed as a photodetector operating
with a load and under zero externally applied voltage source, the design concerns and
therefore the device parameters and schemes are much different. In photodetectors the
spectral responsivity, noise and bandwidth must be optimized when designing the
required device whereas in solar cells the noise and bandwidth considerations are not
important. Nevertheless these devices share similar physical processes in their
principles of operation.
Organic photonic devices are still in their early phase of development and in
order to describe and model their behavior it is customary to apply the models
developed for the mature inorganic devices with adaptations. This approach has
partial success and raises many questions with regards to the validity of the
assumptions made in adapting the inorganic models to the organic devices. These
assumptions and adaptations are rarely based on any quantitative and systematic
analysis and although they usually have a reasonable qualitative basis, they usually
serve as an empirical addition to the model which parameters must be fitted
numerically.
In the following we will briefly describe some basic inorganic photodetector
and solar cell devices and physical principles of operation and then present a review
of the literature on organic photodetectors and solar cells with the models used to
describe their operation.

6.2 Inorganic Photodetectors and Solar Cells
In this brief review we will describe the basic principles of operation of the
simplest yet common inorganic photodetector and solar cell devices, namely the
photoconductor, PIN photodiode, phototransistor and the p-n junction solar cell.
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Photoconductors
The photoconductor operation is based on the simple effect of the
enhancement of conductivity through photoexcitation. A basic scheme of such a
device is presented in Figure 35.

b

a
Figure 35: Simplified photoconductor device

In the slab depicted in Figure 35, if we assume ohmic contacts, the current
voltage relationship is:
(80)

I  a  b  q  ne  ph   I Dark  I Photo

Where μe, μh are respectively the electron and hole mobilities and n,p are their
respective concentrations.
By illuminating the sample we optically generate electron-hole pairs. The ratio
of the number of absorbed photons to the number of charge carrier pairs generated is
termed the internal quantum efficiency and is given by –

(81)

i 

Ga
Pabs h

where Pabs is the optical intensity absorbed per unit area, G is the number of electronhole pairs generated per volume per second and hν is the photon energy.
The gain  of the photoconductor (or any photodetector for that matter) is
defined as the number of carriers per second sweeping the device in the resulting
current divided by the number of carrier pairs generated in the device per second by
photoabsorption. Depending on the carrier mobilities, life times and the applied
voltage a photoconductor may have a gain that spans values from zero to much more
than unity. If, for instance, the carriers recombine before any of them can sweep out
of the slab, then the gain is less than unity. If, however, one carrier sweeps out and it
does so much faster than the other carrier then it may re-inject from the opposite
contact in order to maintain neutrality in the slab (provided the contact potential
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barrier isn‘t too high) and it may do so several times before recombining or the slow
carrier reaches its contact. In this case we get a gain that is greater than unity.
For all cases we thus get the relation given by:
(82)

I Photo  q  Pabs 

i

h

AC analysis of the photoconductor response yields (for μe >> μh):
ac
I photo  q  Pabs


(83)

i 
1
h t e 1  j

where  is the lifetime, te is the electron transit time and  is the frequency of
intensity modulation [49].
The main problem regarding the performance of a photoconductor is the fact
that it has a large dark current since it is basically an ohmic device operating under a
constantly applied voltage. This dark current is accompanied by a large proportional
(in power) noise.

PIN Photodiode
A typical PIN photodiode is sketched in Figure 36.

P+

I

N+

-+

Figure 36: PIN photodiode

The general idea behind this device is that the photogenerated electron-hole
pairs (mostly in the I depletion layer) are swept across the depletion region to opposite
directions and thus generate the photocurrent. The device is kept under reverse bias so
as to increase the width of the depletion layer that extends throughout the intrinsic
portion of the device. The dark current is the reverse current and is thus low as well.
A good design is one where the neutral doped layers are narrow so as not to absorb
much of the incoming light in the upper layer and also to reduce as much as possible
the length through which carriers need to diffuse.
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Since the P+ side contact is a barrier to electrons and the N+ side is a barrier to
holes, there is no reinjection and the gain of the device cannot exceed unity. Many
times the upper layer is of a wider bandgap material (a heterojunction) so as not to
absorb the incoming light. If we neglect the absorption in the upper layer, the total
photocurrent is comprised of –
(84)

J  J drift |depletion  J diffusion |bottom
layer

layer

For the frequency response of the photodiode, if we neglect the diffusion
current, the main limiting factor is the time required for the carriers to traverse the
depletion layer. Solutions for the steady state and ac characteristics for this type of
device can be found in the literature [49, 50]. Sources of noise for this device are the
resistance noise, the background radiation noise and the noise produced by the
photocurrent itself.

Solar Cells
A solar cell is basically a device that converts optical energy into electrical
energy without the aid of an additional power source. The most basic solar cell is the
P-N junction solar cell. The physical processes that take place in this device are
similar to those in a PIN photodiode i.e. diffusion of photogenerated carriers in the
neutral regions and drift through the depletion region. The equivalent circuit for such
a device is depicted in Figure 37.

RS

IL

Rshunt

RL

Figure 37: Equivalent circuit of a solar cell

Where IL is the photogenerated current, the diode represents the PN junction diode
that responds to the changing voltage across it due to the photocurrent, Rshunt is a
parallel resistance due to leakage currents, Rs is the series resistance and RL represents
the load.
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Typical values for power conversion efficiencies of inorganic solar cells are
around 12% for amorphous silicone, around 24% for crystalline silicone and
exceeding 30% for some III-V materials.

6.3 Organic Photodetectors and Solar Cells
Several groups in the world concentrate efforts on developing organic solar
cells and photodetectors [51-53]. Organic and polymeric materials are very suitable
for manufacturing large sheets. Therefore, if power conversion efficiencies of organic
solar cell devices can be made to reach high enough values (of the order of 10% as in
amorphous Si) and the problem of material degradation is solved then organics may
transform the renewable energy market. To date the highest efficiency reached is of
about 2.5% [54] and this was accomplished by using a blend of polymer with C60
(discussed below). Polymer photodetectors open the way to cheap imaging sensors
[50, 55, 56] and cheap receiver front ends for fiber optics communication.
Due to inherent material limitations, conjugated polymers absorption
capabilities (from the HOMO to the LUMO states) span only the visible spectrum
with some polymers absorbing in the UV as well. However, for fiber optic
communications as for full exploitation of the sun‘s spectrum in solar cells, near IR
photoexcitation is also required. This spectral limitation as well as another inherent
problem of exciton dissociation can be overcome by using blends of different
materials and specifically blends of inorganic and organic materials [57].
Below we discuss the principles of operation and some features unique to
organic devices.

Principles of Operation
The most basic organic photovoltaic/photodetector device structure is the
(metal1)/(semiconducting polymer)/(metal2) sandwich structure. The different metals
possess different workfunctions and thus, in the ideal case where interface states do
not affect the relative energy positions, we get band bending of the form depicted in
Figure 38, where the fermi levels are aligned in equilibrium.
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Figure 38: Basic organic photocell band diagram

The open circuit voltage under saturating illumination intensity is typically the
difference between the Fermi levels of the metals. In a sandwich cell structure of an
organic photodevice one of the electrodes is usually a transparent Indium Tin Oxide
(ITO) layer so that light can reach the active semiconducting layer. However, for
purposes of investigating the relations between different contact and semiconducting
materials, many times a semitransparent metal layer is used instead. When the
semiconducting layer is illuminated with photons with energies that fall into its
absorption spectrum, electron-hole pairs are created. Any free carrier that is created
reaches its appropriate contact by diffusing in the neutral regions of the
semiconductor and drifting in the charged regions. Since organic photodevices are
normally quite thin (of the order of 100nm) and intrinsic (although it should be
mentioned that organic semiconductors are many times found to have p-type
characteristics as most molecular unintentional dopants act as acceptors in relation to
the organic material, oxygen for example) there are usually no neutral regions. A very
important issue diminishing performance in organic photodevices is that upon photon
absorption the main resulting species are excitons rather than free charge carriers and
due to their rather large binding energy not many dissociate into free carriers. In order
for free carriers to emerge, the pairs (which are bound) need to dissociate.
Following absorption there are several mechanisms that may facilitate exciton
dissociation. In presumably intrinsic organic materials unintentional impurities can
serve as dissociation centers. For example, exposure to oxygen has been observed to
enhance the photocurrent[58, 59]. Another dissociation mechanism is charge
separation near a metal contact, especially aluminum [55, 60]. In this case the
electrode or an interface trap can accept the electron while the hole is left in the
organic semiconductor. This process must compete with energy transfer from the
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exciton to plasmons in the metal. Adding intentional dissociation centers is also
implemented by using nanocrystals [61], C60 molecules [62] and other polymers [63]
that act as electron acceptors. The manner in which these implementations contribute
to the dissociation of excitons is explained further on in this chapter where the
different types of organic photodetectors and solar cells are described.
For operating these organic sandwich cell devices as photodetectors one
usually applies reverse voltage (+ at the metal with the lower workfunction). Since
one of the contacts is usually a Schottky contact, the dark current does not increase
much yet the photocurrent benefits.

The Internal Filter Effect
The internal filter effect refers to the unequal spectral photocurrent response
upon forward and reverse biasing while maintaining the direction of illumination, or
reversing the direction of illumination while maintaining the biasing direction. When
this effect takes place it is observed that one of the directions produces an action
spectrum that follows in strength the absorption spectrum of the active layer (called
the symbatic response) whereas the opposite direction has its photocurrent maximum
where the absorption is low and minimum where the absorption is high (called the
antibatic response). This is a characteristic behavior for materials where the main
contributors to the photocurrent upon photoexcitation are excitons that undergo
charge separation at the back contact, therefore, a deep penetrating wavelength is
required to create more excitons near the back contact to increase the photocurrent.
Another reason is due to one of the carriers being much less mobile than the other as
is usually the case in organic materials [58, 64, 65]. Electrons are usually much less
mobile than holes in organic materials, therefore, if the voltage across the device
causes the electrons to drift into the illuminated electrode, then for wavelengths of
strong absorption, where the penetration depth is small, the less mobile electrons are
still able to sweep out relatively quickly before recombining. Thus, the absorption and
photocurrent peaks coincide. For opposite voltages the slow electrons generated near
the illuminated contact have to cross the whole device in order to contribute
maximally to the photocurrent but they also have a greater chance of recombining
along the way. Therefore, only the low absorption wavelengths are able to penetrate
to the back electrode and create carriers near the electron-collecting electrode.
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Different Types of Organic Photodetectors and Solar Cells
Bulk Devices
Early organic and polymeric devices, as well as devices fabricated for the
purpose of characterizing a specific material, were usually constructed in the
sandwich (metal1)/(bulk organic semiconductor)/ (metal2) structure [65, 66], as
described above. These bulk or homojunction devices usually have low
photoresponses, mainly the result of the poor charge separation of the photogenerated
excitons and low charge mobility (especially that of the electron). For polymers the
active layer is usually spin coated from solution onto a conducting substrate and for
organic molecular devices the active layer is usually vacuum evaporated onto the
substrate. The substrate for photodevices is usually an ITO covered glass slide that
sometimes has an additional layer of conducting polymer (the PEDOT:PSS polymer
is a popular one) that serves for better alignment of the energy levels at the hole
contact and for smoothing the contact interface. The organic polymer, however, is not
always soluble and other techniques such as spin coating precursor solutions and then
converting to the final polymer by heating [66] or forming the active layer using
electrochemistry are also used.
The back contact of the device is usually an evaporated metal such as calcium,
aluminum or magnesium, depending on the energy alignment required.
Metal
POLYMER
PEDOT
ITO
Glass

Figure 39: Typical polymer device

Heterojunction Devices
By heterojunction devices it is meant the construction of an organic device
with more than one active layer, usually two, one acting as a donor and the other
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acting as an acceptor. The donor is a material with low ionization potential and the
acceptor is a material with high electron affinity. The underlying idea is that excitons
that reach the donor-acceptor interface separate with the electron separating into the
acceptor layer and the hole into the donor layer. The electron then diffuses and drifts
through the acceptor layer to the contact and the hole does the same through the donor
layer. Figure 40 shows the scheme and operation of such a device along with an
energy diagram.
Hole
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GlassITO
ITO Hole
Acceptor
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Figure 40: A heterojunction device and energy levels

Spin coating more than one layer requires using organic materials that have
non-matching solvents. Therefore, most of the heterojunction devices found in the
literature employ, for at least one of the layers, techniques other than spin coating the
polymer from solution, such as – spin coating precursor solutions and then conversion
by heat to an insoluble polymer (such as PPV) and high vacuum evaporation and
sublimation [67-70]. Materials used as acceptors are, for example, the C60 molecule
and its derivatives [62], inorganic CdSe and CdS nanocrystals [61] and polymer
donor-acceptor combinations such as MEH-PPV/CN-PPV [63].
Another technique that enables the fabrication of heterojunction devices from
polymers that have no non-matching solvents is lamination [53, 71]. In this technique
the two polymers are spin coated on two different substrates that are then pressed
together under heating.
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Dispersive Heterojunction Devices
The term dispersive heterojunction, sometimes called bulk heterojunction,
refers to devices made of a blend of donor-acceptor materials. What usually happens
in such blends is that the two materials form interpenetrating networks with a large
contact surface area at which charge separation can occur and then carrier transport to
the respective contact by finding pathways to the contact through the network. A
depiction of such devices is shown in Figure 41. This type of devices has proven to
dramatically increase the power conversion efficiencies and photoresponses of
organic photodevices over their bulk counterparts.

ITO

Polymer blend
Hole
acceptor
h Exciton
Al
e

Electron acceptor
Figure 41: Physical processes in blends

Phase separation between the two materials produces more surface area on the
one hand but may also result in the formation of islands of materials with less
pathways to the contacts. The materials as well as the solvents used to prepare the
blend play a major role in the blend morphology [72, 73]. Materials used for blends
can be organic or inorganic, they include blends of donor-acceptor polymers [63, 73,
74], blends of polymers with C60 [75-77] and blends of polymers with inorganic
nanocrystals [72, 78].
Since photodetectors and solar cells based on donor-acceptor blends exhibit
the most promising performance, we shall dedicate the rest of this section to
elaborating on the physical processes involved in such blends. As already mentioned
above, interpenetrating networks facilitate exciton dissociation and charge transport to
the contacts along percolation pathways. Blending two materials changes the optical
characteristics of the film as well. The absorption spectrum is usually a combination
of the absorption spectra of the two materials, the photoluminescence of the blend is
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quenched if exciton dissociation occurs at the interface the two phases and the optical
indices of refraction change as a function of blend concentration and morphologies.
In Figure 41 we see how a photogenerated exciton that can be generated in
either material in the blend, dissociates into separate carriers that are then transported
in their respective networks to the contacts. The physical processes involved are –
1. Photon absorption and exciton creation (or direct creation of carriers as well).
2. Diffusion of the exciton to the networks interface (or recombination before
reaching the interface).
3. Exciton dissociation.
4. Carrier transport to the contacts that may involve recombination at the
interface, trapping and charge hopping.
5. Charge collection at the contacts.
It is clear that all of the above processes are strongly linked to the type of
materials used and to the morphologies of the materials and of the interpenetrating
networks that they form. The ways in which the processes are linked are 1. The more the networks are intertwined and the finer their structure the less the
exciton needs to diffuse in order to reach an interface and dissociate thus less
excitons are lost to recombination and efficiency is increased.
2. The more there are islands of separate phases of any of the materials, with no
path to the contacts, the less charge carriers reach the contacts and the more
charged centers (charged with the carries that dissociate into them) are created
in the material. It is expected that, above a certain level of charging, charges
will be rejected from such a center and excitons will no longer dissociate
there. The charging and discharging of such centers should also play a part in
the noise and ac characteristics of the device.
3. The more the networks are compact the easier it is for the carriers to hop
through the pathways.
4. Optical indices of refraction, which depend on material composition and
network morphology, determine photon absorption and optical interference
patterns in the device.
5. The way each network is dispersed in the vicinity of the contacts, the energy
level relations between the film materials and the contact materials and the
surface states determine how charges are injected and collected at the contacts.
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For establishing a comprehensive model for such devices, all of the above
processes need to be taken into account. Such a model should be able to simulate
device parameters such as steady state responsivity, power conversion efficiency,
quantum efficiency of the device (or IPCE: Incident Photon-to-Collected Electron),
noise, optical and electrical nonlinearity and ac characteristics of the device. No such
comprehensive model exists as of yet, however, attempts at modeling some of the
constituent processes do exist. Some of the efforts for modeling heterostructure
devices and organic devices in general are discussed in the next section.

Modeling the Photoresponse of Organic Photodetectors and Solar Cells
The first attempts to model the photoresponse of organic devices were based
on using simplified models developed for inorganic devices and performing parameter
fittings between model and measurements. Ghosh et al [65] have adopted a model
used previously to explain the action spectrum of p-n junction solar cells. They have
constructed an organic bulk sandwich device of the form (aluminum)/(magnesium
phthalocyanine)/(silver)

with

the

contacts

being

semitransparent.

By

CV

measurements and workfunction calculations they concluded that the Al contact side
forms a Schottky barrier. This barrier serves as a sink for minority carriers (electrons).
In their model only carriers or excitons that reach the Schottky barrier contribute to
the photocurrent (excitons are assumed to dissociate at the barrier). The generation
profile of carriers or excitons is calculated from the absorption coefficient and the
probability of a photoexcitation to reach the barrier is taken as an inverse exponent of
its distance from the barrier or as unity if it was generated in the barrier. Thus, the
number of collected carriers per second is:
(85)
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Nphi – photons/(cm2 sec), α – wavelength dependent absorption constant, φ –
quantum efficiency.
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Figure 42: Energy band diagram of Ghosh et al cell

Ghosh et al were able to fit their experimental data quite well with this model
and especially explain the internal filter effect behavior that they measured upon
switching the illumination side from the Al to the Ag contact.
In a later paper Ghosh and [79] modeled a similar cell by solving the diffusion
equation in the organic layer for the diffusing excitons. They took the boundary
conditions to be zero exciton density at the contacts.
Lee Yu and Heeger [80] used the DeVore model [81] in which direct
generation of free carriers is assumed and the diffusion equation is solved with the
boundary conditions imposed on the diffusion currents at the contacts.
Some other models (including the above ones) are reported in a comparative
study by Harrison Gruner and Spencer [58]. In this report they used several models to
fit their experimental data of the photocurrent of a (ITO)/(MEH-PPV)/(aluminium)
device. Their measurements show a distinct symbatic–antibatic response. Although
they were able to get good fits to the symbatic response, the fittings to the antibatic
peak in the tail of the absorption onset produced, regardless of the model, wider peaks
than the actual measurements. They concluded from temperature dependent
measurements and some other experiments that dissociation is more efficient on the
longer conjugation length segments in the material and therefore there is a narrowing
of the peak. They added an additional empirical wavelength dependent factor to
account for this phenomenon.
In more recent articles, one by Stubinger and Brutting [67] and another by
Pettersson, Roman and Inganas [68], more elaborate models were used to simulate the
action spectra of double layer heterojunction donor-acceptor devices. In both of these
papers account was taken of the back reflection from the back contact. In the paper by
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Pettersson Roman and Inganas the different layers were even measured for their
indices of refraction by an ellipsometer and a systematic rigorous solution of the
interference pattern is used. The absorbed light was assumed to generate excitons that
diffused to the interface of the heterojunction were they dissociated. In both papers
the diffusion equation was solved and included an exciton lifetime term, a generation
term, a diffusion term and an exciton dissociation term. The action spectrum in their
devices proved to have peaks whenever the interference pattern in the device was at
maximum at the interface for wavelengths that fall into the absorption spectra of the
materials. These models therefore enable the optimization of the devices for
maximum response at specified wavelengths.
In a paper by Ginger and Greenham [82] analysis of charge transport through
a film of CdSe nanocrystals sandwiched between ITO and different metals is
presented. In this model the drift diffusion equation is used but with an added trapping
mechanism. With this model they were able to fit the stretched exponential decay of
the current after injection.
The main problem with many of the models and papers reported above is that
critical parameters often have their values assumed qualitatively or are fitted
numerically to the measurements using the models, with different models giving
different values. Harrison and Gruner, for example, were able to get similar fits for all
of the models that they analyzed inspite of their inherent differences.
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Chapter 7: Optical Characterization Techniques
In this chapter a brief overview of common optical characterization techniques
along with some sample preparation tips used during this work is given. As efforts
have been made in many directions during this work, some did not materialize into
full scale research. However, some experimental byproducts and ‗street wisdom‘ have
been gained even in those roads partially taken. Although we give emphasis in this
chapter to optical techniques not fully exploited in this thesis, we include this
overview in order to preserve the knowledge gained in sample preparation, handling
and measuring for future work and with the aim of introducing common techniques to
the interested reader.

7.1 Absorption
The spectral absorption curve of materials is an important input in monitoring
material and thin film characteristics and in understanding and designing device
performance. When light passes through a medium such as a film layer on glass or a
solution in a cuvette and the material absorbes in the spectrum inspected then the
output light intensity is usually related to the input light intensity according to the
relations presented in equation (86).
(86)

Iout     Iin    10

OD  

 Iin     e

    L

Where OD is termed the optical density,  is called the extinction coefficient and L is
the sample thickness. A typical spectrometer for measuring the optical density or
equivalently the extinction coefficient is constructed of two parallel optical paths, one
for the actual sample and one for the sample‘s auxiliaries such as the glass substrate
supporting the film or a cuvette full of the solvent without the actual material. This
allows subtraction of reflections and absorption effects occurring from the auxiliaries
rather than the actual material.
We use the spectral absorption curves in several ways. One use is for finding
absorption peaks so that in photocell device configuration we know the wavelength
dependence of the light penetration into the active layer. In our transient experiments
of Chapter 9, for example, it was important to use a wavelength such that the light
penetration depth would be as small as possible. This mandates using the wavelength
at which the absorption peaks.
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A second use we made with the absorption curves is to compare thicknesses of
different layers of the same material. When producing photocell devices with the
active layer made of evaporated molecular materials we used a mount of glass
substrates with a shutter. This allowed the exposure of the substrates to the molecular
evaporation step alone without them being exposed to the metal evaporation steps.
Thus by comparing the absorption curves of different film covered substrates we have
a sensitive method for comparing the thickness variations that is much easier than
using a profilometer. If one of the layers is calibrated against a profilometer
measurement then the absolute thicknesses of all the layers may be inferred.
Since the extinction coefficient is directly related to the imaginary index of
refraction we made use of the absorption curves in our home-made ellipsometry
optical parameter calculation software. This adds another equation to the set of
equations produced using the ellipsometer measurements described in a section below
thus augmenting the numerical stability. Of course the thickness is also a parameter in
this equation and it can be measured separately with a profilometer so as to eliminate
this parameter or at least give it limit values.

7.2 Photoluminescence and Photoluminescence Quantum Efficiency
Photoluminescence (PL) is widely used as a non-destructive and rather
accurate technique to investigate semiconductor energy band gaps, molecular
transitions and impurities. In this technique, matter is continuously excited optically
to higher energy levels and as the system is continuously relaxing towards
equilibrium, it emits photons through its radiative processes. The technique relies on
the existence and significance of radiative recombination processes relative to nonradiative events. To achieve this significance and in order to minimize thermal line
broadening of the radiative processes, PL is many times conducted at low
temperatures such as 77K of liquid nitrogen or 4.2K of liquid helium and sometimes
even lower. Room temperature may also be suitable for such measurements especially
if the system is excited to energy levels scarcely occupied at room temperature. The
spectrum of the emitted photons is directly related to the energetic transitions in the
material and thus much can be said about the energy levels of the material based on
PL measurements. In organic materials the polaronic vibration levels leave a
distinctive mark on the absorption and emission spectra with common spectral
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features such as vibronic levels, spectral diffusion and the stokes shift. More details
on these features may be found in the literature [26, 83].
In addition to energy levels, more quantitative data may be found by
performing photoluminescence quantum efficiency (PLQE) measurements using an
integrating sphere. In this type of CW measurement the ratio of radiative to nonradiative transitions may be revealed by measuring the ratio of PL emission photons
to the number of excitation photons absorbed. Since both excitation and emission
photons scatter non-uniformly in space, it is necessary to spatially integrate the light
in order to get a quantitatively accurate number. A simple way of doing so is to use an
integrating sphere which is basically a sphere covered from the inside with a highly
reflective and optically diffusive material [84]. The effect of such an apparatus is to
randomize the radiation distribution such that it is very close to uniform. Sampling the
light intensity from an opening in the sphere gives an intensity value that is
proportional to the total radiated intensity. This proportionality is highly independent
of the original scattering directionality and hence the validity of the method and its
integration effect. After calibrating the system for wavelength (basically a calibration
of the wavelength dependence of the proportionality constant), including the
monochromator and the detector, the system is set for a quantum efficiency
measurement.
A typical PLQE measurement starts with injecting the CW excitation at the
designated wavelength through a small aperture in the sphere without yet inserting the
sample. Spectral scanning of the radiation within the sphere through a second aperture
yields the excitation spectrum. The setup and the resulting spectral scan are shown in
Figure 43(a). Step 2 of the measurement is to insert the sample through yet a third
aperture. The sample is mounted at the center of the sphere at an angle such that it is
directly illuminated by the excitation beam but any mirror reflections are directed
towards the walls of the sphere to prevent mirror reflections from directly exiting
through an aperture before being dispersed throughout the sphere. The result of this
step is that part of the excitation radiation is absorbed by the sample and creates
excitations in the material that relax radiatively and non- radiatively. The radiative
relaxations emit photons that are longer in wavelength with respect to the excitation
and they disperse in the sphere as well. Figure 43(b) depicts this scenario where the
excitation is shown to decrease in intensity due to absorption by the sample and the
emission by the sample is clearly noticeable.
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Having measured both spectra of step 1 and step 2, we now have enough data
to calculate the PLQE. Proper integration of the spectral scan of step 1 while using the
calibration data will produce a number that is proportional to the number of photons
exciting the sample per second. When integrating the spectral scan of step 2, the
spectrum is divided into the excitation part and the emission part. This integration will
produce a number that is proportional to the number of excitation photons per second
not absorbed by the sample and the number of photons per second emitted by the
sample. Thus if I Em    is the emission intensity as a function of wavelength (after
correction using the calibration data), I0 and I1 are the excitation intensities prior to
introducing the sample and after mounting the sample respectively (both after using
the calibration data) and assuming the excitation is at a specific wavelength such that
it may be described with a  function for simplicity, then equation (87) expresses the
manner in which the PLQE is calculated.
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translates the intensity measurement into a photon count.

Whenever a photomultiplier is used as the detector of choice then dividing by

hc



should be skipped as photon counting is performed directly by the photomultiplier. A
description of a more refined version of the above PLQE measurement that may
account for reabsorption effects can be found in [85].
The PLQE measurement has been quite elegantly used to show the efficiency
of exciton separation into charge carriers when mixing CdSe nanocrystals in a
semiconducting polymer matrix [61, 86]. A greater degree of exciton separation
translated into a lower quantum efficiency of the photoluminescence.
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Figure 43: Schematics of PLQE setup and excitation measurement (a) step 2 – measurement with
sample (b)
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Many times light and air sensitive samples need to be measured. In this case
the samples need to be encapsulated. When thin films are deposited on glass
substrates, we encapsulate the sample by gluing a second glass on top of the first
using epoxy. The sandwitched sample is then held in between spring coils for
mounting inside the integrating sphere.

7.3 Time-Resolved Photoluminescence Measurements
Time resolved PL measurements can be enormously powerful in elucidating
chemical and physical processes. In these measurements a short pulse of optical
excitation creates an initial population whose decay (radiative decay if the PL is
measured) is monitored by either fast enough electronics or by an additional short
probe pulse. As this technique is quite extensive, we shall concentrate only on those
measurements which are available in our laboratory using our Edinburgh Instruments
F900 system.
Basically, In order for the measurement to be effective, the excitation pulse
needs to be shorter in duration than the decay process. We have three types of
excitation sources in our system – a xenon lamp that produces pulses on the order of
1sec in duration, a hydrogen lamp that produces pulses on the order of 1nsec in
duration and a solid state laser with a pulse width of 35psec. The xenon and hydrogen
sources pass through a monochromator thus allowing selection of the excitation
wavelength while the laser is fixed at 402nm. The emission is monitored in each case
through a separate emission monochromator thus allowing freedom in choosing the
monitored emission wavelength.
There are two available modes of decay measurement techniques. In the first
mode, more suitable for the sec regime due to slower electronics, the decay is
monitored continuously through a photomultiplier detector and the decaying light
intensity is recorded over time. The measurement can be repeated over and over for
averaging. The second mode is based on Time Correlated Single Photon Counting
(TCSPC). In this mode each excitation is triggered along with a counter that counts
the time of arrival of the first emission photon following excitation. The triggering
and counting is repeated many times and the resulting times of arrival are collected
into a histogram. The faster electronics involved as well as switching to a faster
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photomultiplier allows measuring decay rates down to a few tens of pico-seconds
when the pulsed laser excitation is used. Due to the fact that even the faster
electronics used by the system in this type of measurement is still about an order of
magnitude slower than the laser pulse, the F900 system allows recording of the shape
of the excitation pulse when passing through the system‘s electronics. This allows
deconvolution of the emission measurement by the excitation signal thus augmenting
the resolution capabilities down to the time scale of the excitation pulse.
As mentioned above, time resolved measurements and especially those that
probe reactions down to the femto second range are extremely powerful in revealing
the inner workings of chemical and physical reactions. Our use of this technique has
been somewhat moddest and concentrated on measuring decay rates and comparing
them with PLQE measurements for better understanding of exciton dissociation
mechanisms. When mixing CdSe nanocrystals and MEH-PPV a bulk heterojunction
material is formed as explained in Chapter 6. This means that in relation to the
isolated constituents, the excitons in the blend have an additional decay path through
dissociation. As mentioned in 7.2 this reduces the PLQE, concurrently it also shortens
the life time of the excitons. If we have two independent exponential decay
mechanisms in the material then the dynamics of excited population decay goes
according to equation (88),
(88)
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where 1 and 2 are the life times of the separate processes. The new combined life
time is therefore  

 1  2
which is shorter than any of the individual life times. If
1   2

we start with n0 initial excitons then the total number of excitons decaying through the
first path (with time constant 1) is -



n0 and through the second path it is n .
1
2 0

Under such circumstances and assuming the first path is radiative and the second path
is non-radiative, the relation between the PLQE and the lifetimes is as given in
equation (89).
(89)
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7.4 Ellipsometry
Ellipsometry, invented over a hundred years ago, is a non destructive optical
technique used in measuring film thickness of thin dielectric films on highly
absorbing substrates as well as for determining optical constants of films or
substrates. Thanks to the measurement of the phase of the reflected light, this
technique is at least an order of magnitude more sensitive in thickness measurements
than are interferometric methods. When performing spectroscopic ellipsometry (as
opposed to single wavelength ellipsometry) over a range of wavelengths, the method
can be extended to analyzing multi-layers, interface roughness, inhomogeneous
layers, anisotropic layers and more.
In measuring thin spin coated polymer films some extra challenges arise. The
first challenge is that the films are relatively quite thin, in the tens of nanometers
range, whereas this is not much of a problem when the refractive indices are known
and only the film thickness is of issue, it may prove difficult and numerically
ambiguous when attempting to extract the optical indices. The refractive index of the
films is also relatively low (  r  2 ) so that the optical path does not benefit much
from this characteristic. In addition to that spin coating causes the polymers to stretch
in the in-plane direction and thus tends to produce anisotropic optically bi-axial
materials. This means that more unkowns enter the analysis and thus more
independent equations are needed to obtain numerical stability. Alleviation of the
numerical difficulties may be achieved by increasing the number of independent
measurements, for example by performing reflection ellipsometry at several angles.
However, all of the above problems combined render purely reflection ellispometry
too unstable and numerically ambiguous for obtaining material parameters. Thus, as
suggested in [87], we added multiple angle transmission ellipsometry measurements
to the range of measurements performed prior to extracting the optical indices. To
facilitate transmission measurements on our SOPRA GESP5 system we had to
engineer and build new optical attachments and adaptations to the system. Further, in
order to combine the transmission measurements with the reflection measurements we
had to write new software for ellipsometry analysis as our version of the WINELLI
analysis software by SOPRA proved inadequate for the task. Our software features
the possibility of including absorption measurements of the film as well thus even
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more independent measurements may be added. The related programs and manuals
are provided in the attached CD.
In Chapter 12 we describe in more details reflection and transmission
ellipsometry. We describe the methodologies behind reflection and transmission
ellipsometry and the way analysis is performed on the measurements made with these
methods. The discussions are somewhat limited as these methods are too extensive to
be covered in one chapter.
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Chapter 8: Power Dependence of the Photocurrent
Quantum Efficiency and Mobility Estimation in Thin
Low Mobility Films
8.1 Introduction
There are several common techniques and experiments for measuring carrier
mobilities in semiconductors. Among the most well known are the Hanes-Shockley
experiment and mobility extraction using the Hall effect, with the former being a
transient time of flight type measurement and the latter being a DC steady-state
measurement. In the thin film world of amorphous organic materials, measuring
carrier mobility may be a little tricky. For one thing in many circumstances the
materials are intrinsic and the currents attainable in the lateral direction would be very
low given the inherently low mobilities in such materials and the problem of finding
suitable ohmic contacts. Conducting Hall effect measurements would therefore be
somewhat useless. Another problematic issue is the anisotropic nature of transport in
such thin films either due to the anisotropic structure of the material itself (spin
coating of polymer solutions for example results in stretching of the polymers in the
lateral plane) or due to the different environment experienced by the carrier when
traveling parallel to the surface interface or perpendicular to it and thus being exposed
to perhaps different trapping regimes.
An effective way of measuring transport parameters in the lateral direction is
by using the organic material in an FET device structure where the mobility of the
active carrier may be extracted from the saturation regime expression [88, 89].
Measuring the mobility of carriers in the direction vertical to the plane surface,
typically the slower carrier, may be conducted using injection in an LED
configuration [90] or time of flight measurements in a photocell configuration [91,
92]. However, an important issue to consider is the significant dependence of the
mobility on carrier concentration [89, 93, 94], especially as the concentration reaches
high values as is typical in LEDs. This dependence can be explored using the FET
configuration measurements where convenient control over carrier concentration is
achieved via manipulation of the gate-source voltage.
In this chapter we introduce a new method for characterizing the mobility of
thin films in the vertical direction and at high concentrations using a photocell device.
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The method relies on the investigation of the photocurrent quantum efficiency
dependence on excitation intensity as analyzed in the context of Langevin
recombination and space charge limited current. The method is applicable whenever
there is a significant discrepancy between the mobilities of the two types of charge
carriers, which is the common case. We begin with a description of a computer
simulation model and its results, intended for elucidating the physical photo-electrical
phenomena to be expected in the operation of an organic photocell, especially when
operating under high illumination conditions. Given the numerical treatment and the
fact that the basic relevant equations are fully treated in our framework, we consider
the outcome of our simulation to be a good baseline against which the more analytic
and insightful treatments that follow may be compared. The numerical treatment is
followed by two different and seemingly competing analytical approaches aimed at
providing closed form solutions linking the photocurrent and the external quantum
efficiency to the illumination intensity. In these analytical treatments the rigorous
numerical solution is abandoned in favor of approximations that convey better
physical insight. The two competing approaches are then shown to actually be
complementing one another and the whole theory is then backed by experiment.
The theoretical and experimental work introduced in this chapter were
published in three articles [95-97].

8.2 Numerical Simulation of the Device
The device structure under examination is a simple photocell constructed of an
active light-absorbing thin semiconducting layer, as shown in Figure 44, with low
carrier mobilities.

The numerical model
To study the mechanisms underlying the operation of a photocell we are using
a numerical model [95] that solves the following equations self-consistently:
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Here ne and nh are the electron and hole density, respectively. De and Dh are
the electron and hole diffusion coefficients, which are given by D   kT / e and
e

e

D   kT / e (where e is the unit of electrical charge). We do not take into account
h
h

the effect of charge density on the mobility [89] or on the Einstein relation [93]. z is
the distance from the cathode, R is the Langevin recombination rate, G is the optical
generation rate, and J is the current flowing through the device. We assume that the
exciton dissociation element, which is one of the elements comprising G, is constant
throughout the device, which is valid as long as the electric field is not highly
distorted in the device due to space charge effects. The carrier population near the
contacts is assumed to be at equilibrium with the contact and to avoid charge injection
we have assumed a contact barrier of 0.6eV for both electrodes. The excitation
scheme used in this simulation is shown in Figure 44.

V

d=100nm
Figure 44: Schematic description of the device configuration used in the simulation. It is a single
layer photocell sandwiched between two electrodes. The electrode at the right facet of the device
is assumed to be transparent and the light is shined onto the active layer through this electrode.
The '+' and '-' symbols denote electrons and holes and the arrows show the direction of the force
applied by the electric field on these charges.

The device is composed of a single layer organic based material sandwiched
between two electrodes. The electrode at the right facet of the device is assumed to be
transparent and the light is shined onto the active layer through this electrode. The '+'
and '-' symbols schematically describe electrons and holes and the arrows show the
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direction of the force applied by the electric field on these charges (hole to the right
and electrons to the left).

Simulation Results
Charge density and electric field distributions
The dashed line in Figure 45 shows the excitation profile ( exp   z Labs  , right
axis) calculated assuming absorption length (Labs) of 30nm. The device length
(distance between electrodes) is d=100nm. The electron and hole density distributions
were calculated for a bias voltage such that the applied voltage (Vappl) together with
the built in voltage (Vbi) result in a relative shift of the energy levels of 2V (VapplVbi=-2V). We chose this bias to approximate the short circuit condition in a typical
device. In these calculations e=h=10-6cm2v-1s-1 and the absorbed power is varied
between 0.03mWcm-2 (Figure 45A), 3mWcm-2 (Figure 45B) and 30mWcm-2 (Figure
45C). To calculate the charge generation rate we assume =600nm and that every
absorbed photon results in a dissociated electron-hole pair. Figure 45 shows that the
bias pulls the electron (circles) and hole (squares) populations to their respective sides
thus creating a space charge in the device. If the device operated in the open-circuit
mode this space charge would be giving rise to the output voltage (similar to the
effect of charging of a capacitor). At the higher excitations (Figure 45B & Figure
45C) the density profile of the two charge carriers tend towards being similar
indicating enhanced coulombic attraction between them. As we will show below,
once the excitation density is high enough the space charge is sufficiently strong to
alter the internal electric field and thus the device starts to operate in a space-chargelimited regime.
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Figure 45: Calculated electron (circle) and hole (square) density distribution as a result of a
charge generation rate (dashed line, right axis). The applied bias is such that it tilts the bands by
2V across the device (VAppl-Vbi=-2V) having a length d=100nm. (a) Excitation density
~0.03mWcm-2 (b) Excitation density ~3mWcm-2 (c) Excitation density ~30mWcm-2. Absorption
length = 30nm.

Figure 46 shows the electric field distribution within the device for several
excitation densities. We note that, for the mobility values and bias voltage used,
3mWcm-2 is a critical intensity beyond which space charge effects become important
to the point that the internal electric field is changed. As Figure 46 shows, to
completely distort the electric field the generation rate (excitation power) must be
very high. At this very high excitation regime, our simulation is less exact due to the
assumption that G is uniform across the device. However, as we will show below,
most of the interesting information lies close to the critical point. We note that the
space charge phenomenon and its effect on the charge-density distribution (or electric
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field) are different to that found in a light-emitting diode (LED) since the excitation
scheme (boundary conditions) is different between the two cases. For example, the
shape of the space-charge field (Figure 46) is very different to that found in LEDs
since the high charge density is not concentrated near the metallic contact (see Figure
45) as it would be in the case of excitation through ohmic contacts used in LEDs (see
Fig 6 in ref [94]). Nevertheless, we suggest the following: in a photocurrent cell, one
fixes the bias voltage and tries to drive as much current as possible through the device
by optically injecting charges. However, just as in LEDs where the current achieved is
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Figure 46: Internal electric-field distribution as a function of the charge-generating optical
excitation density. Note that at 0.3mWcm-2 the excitation is too low to create significant space
charge and hence the internal field remains constant throughout the device. Device parameters
as in Figure 45. Absorption length = 30nm.

that set by the space charge limit, space charge plays a saturating role in the achieved
photocurrent and, as we shall see later, it is intimately connected to the onset of
Langevin type recombination.

External quantum efficiency
To correlate the space charge with reduced photocurrent extraction efficiency
we have repeated the calculation for a range of excitation powers and derived the
resulting current. Figure 47a shows the normalized photocurrent efficiency (electrons
out per photons in) as a function of optical excitation intensity. We plot the efficiency
normalized to its low excitation limit to cancel out any possible dependence of the
generation rate on the applied voltage as should occur in real experiments.
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Figure 47: Photocurrent extraction efficiency as a function of charge-generating excitation-power
density for the same device as in Figure 45. (a) The bottom line (circles) is for equal electron and
hole mobility values and the upper line (squares) is for a hole mobility being enhanced by a factor
of 102. (b) The bottom line (squares) is for excitation through the right facet (see Figure 44 and
Figure 45) and the top curve (diamonds) is for excitation through the left facet. For both curves
in (B)h=100e. Absorption length = 30nm, total backwards voltage is 2V and device
length=100nm. The dielectric permittivity is taken as =2.50.

The total backwards voltage for all curves is 2V and device thickness is
100nm. The lower curve, marked with circles, shows the case for e=h=10-6cm2v-1s-1
and the curve slightly above it, marked with squares, was calculated for e =10-6cm2vs and h=10-4cm2v-1s-1. We note that the efficiency starts to drop at about 3mWcm-2

1 -1

which is the same intensity that corresponds to the onset of space-charge effects in
Figure 46. Namely, the factor that limits the exit rate of charges (current) from the
device is indeed the onset of space-charge. Once this is set the charges must "find"
another channel to "exit" through and thus the electron-hole recombination rate
should start to rise. It seems to be implicitly suggested here that the onset of spacecharge limit is the trigger to the kicking in of increased recombination. This may
indeed be the case given that in the space-charge regime the carrier concentrations
rise super linearly at certain regions of the device as well as recombination being
typically a quadratic process, nevertheless we will show below that space-charge and
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Langevin recombination take on a more symbiotic role in the type of devices we are
investigating. The curve marked with squares is very similar to the one marked with
circles showing, as expected, that the space-charge limited current is set by the lower
mobility carrier. Figure 47B compares two excitation profiles for mobility values of
e =10-6cm2v-1s-1 and h=10-4cm2v-1s-1. The curve marked with squares is identical to
the one shown in Figure 47a using the excitation scheme as in Figure 44. The top
curve, marked with diamonds, was calculated for an excitation profile resulting from
shining the light onto the device through the slow-carrier (electron) collecting
electrode (left facet in Figure 44). We note that such an extreme change in the
excitation profile changes the shape of the photocurrent efficiency but it barely
changes the point where space charge effects start to play a role. Any other excitation
profile resulting from a longer absorption length will be between these two extreme
values (not shown here).

8.3 Theoretical Analysis Using the Space Charge Limited Current
Approach
In this subchapter we shall limit ourselves to analyzing the data, generated in
the previous subchapter, within the context of space charge alone as being the main
limiting cause for the onset of reduction in device efficiency. For now, we shall regard
increased recombination as being merely a consequence of entering the space charge
limited regime.

The Numerical Manifestation of Space-Charge-Like Effects at High
Excitation Intensities
Based on the above we propose that at low excitation density the current is
photo-injection limited and the efficiency is determined by the free-charge generationefficiency whereas at higher excitation density the separation of the electron and hole
population by the built-in (and/or applied) voltage creates a space charge that is large
enough to alter the electric field. Once this occurs the photocurrent becomes spacecharge limited and the residence time of the carriers in the device is increased thus
enhancing the recombination rate. If this physical picture is correct then we should be
able to use the analytic form for space charge limited current in LEDs
9 V2
( J SCL   3 ) to find clues as to what may affect the short circuit current or
8
d
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maybe even extract the mobility value of the slow charge carrier. We do not suggest
that the photocurrent would follow the Mott-Gurney law for space charge but rather
that the upper limit of the photocurrent (at high excitation powers) is related to the
space charge limited current. If this is so, the saturation current or the efficiency
curves would scale similarly to the space charge limited current. For example, it
would be interesting to find out if the excitation density at which space charge effects
start to take place scales as V2 ( V  Vappl  Vbi ). To this extent, we plot in Figure 48
from numerical simulation the photocurrent efficiency assuming an absorption length
of 100nm and Vappl- Vbi=-1V e=h=10-6cm2v-1s-1 (filled diamonds), Vappl- Vbi=2V e=h=10-6cm2v-1s-1 (filled circles), and Vappl- Vbi=-2V e=h=10-4cm2v-1s-1
(filled squares). The calculation is shown only down to half of the maximum
efficiency value as this is the region that may be experimentally accessible. If the idea
of space charge limit is valid then we should be able to shift the left curve to match
any of the other curves by scaling the x-axis according to V2. The empty diamonds
are the data points from the calculation for Vappl- Vbi=-1V e=h=10-6cm2v-1s-1 but
plotted against an x-axis multiplied by (2/1)2=4. Namely, these points should
represent an enhancement of the built in voltage by a factor of 2. The empty triangles
are again the same data points as in the left curve but now plotted against an x-axis
multiplied by 400. Namely, these points should now represent an enhancement of the
built in voltage by a factor of 2 and of the mobility value by a factor of a 100. The
overlap achieved using the scaling low of V2 is perfect. Having found this agreement
with the V2 dependence, we carry on to checking the
Figure

49

shows

the

results

of

a

1
scaling (see Figure 49).
d3

calculation

for

Vappl-

Vbi=-1V,

e =h =10-6cm 2 v -1s -1 , absorption length of 100 and two device thickness, 100nm and
200nm.
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Figure 48: Photocurrent extraction efficiency as a function of the charge-generating excitationpower density for the same device as in Figure 45 but for absorption length LAbs= 100nm. The left
curve (diamonds) was calculated for
curve (circles) was calculated for
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e =h =10-4cm 2 v -1s -1 and Vbi=2V (Vappl=0). The empty diamonds

Photocurrent Efficiency

are the data points of the left curve but for an x-axis scaled up by 4 to mimic the V2 effect. The
empty triangles are the data points of the left curve but for an x-axis scaled up by 400 to mimic
the V2 effect.
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Figure 49: Photocurrent extraction efficiency as a function of the charge-generating excitationpower density. Vbi=1V (Vappl=0) and the absorption length = 100nm. The left curve (circles) was
calculated for a device of a d=200nm thickness and the right curve (squares) was calculated for
the same device as in previous figures (d=100nm). The empty circles are the data points for the
d=200nm device but with an x-axis scaled up by a factor of 23=8.

As the figure shows, the two curves do scale and the length scaling factor is
dF=8 which is the length ratio to the third. We note that in our simulations we have
not introduced any assumption regarding space charge effects and the importance of
space charge is a result of the self consistent model we use. The importance of space
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charge effects has also been addressed in reference [98] for a double layer device
where the effect is slightly different. The excellent fit with the V2 scaling and the
1

d3

scaling suggest that one should be able to develop an analytic expression for the

curves shown in Figure 48 and Figure 49.

An Analytic Space-Charge-Based Modeling of Device Performance
The operation of a photocell under low excitation power and in the current
mode (i.e. no significant load or short circuit) is described by J  A  P . Here J is the
photocurrent density flowing through the photocell, P is the incident optical power
density, and A is a constant taking into account the fraction that is being absorbed and
the efficiency of turning the absorbed photons into dissociated electron-hole pairs. In
this low excitation density regime, the efficiency of such a photocell can be written as

 J / P  which is constant and equals A. At high enough excitation powers the charge
generation is still as efficient but the current generation (flow) is not and one can
describe it by adding a factor K which is power dependent and assumes values that
are equal or smaller than 1: J  A  P  K ( P) . The early model by Goodman and Rose
[99] suggested that for a space charge to form there should be a large difference
between the electron and hole mobility values. In our detailed numerical simulations
(see figure 2 in [95]) we have shown that in fact the built in potential is sufficient to
spatially separate the electron and hole populations such that space charge can be
formed even where the mobility values of electrons and holes are identical. Moreover,
in reference [96] it was shown that the predictions of this early model [99] do not
apply to current devices.
The physical picture we wish to provide an analytic expression for is that of a
device under bias (built in or external) where optically generated charge carriers are
swept by the electric field resulting in current flow. In analogy to the treatment of
space charge in LEDs we replace the contact injection found in LEDs with the charge
generation that results from absorption of photons. Increasing the optical power
(charge generation) can be viewed as improving the contact injection in LEDs
(reduced barrier) and again, similar to LEDs, under intense charge generation the
device switches to bulk limited conduction, which is space charge limited in the case
of organic devices. This physical picture is actually similar to the one studied in ref
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[100] and hence we start with the well known Mott-Gurney expression for the single
carrier current:

(95)

8J
V
9

3
3


2
2




J

J

 d

 
 
2 2
2 2

2N q    2N q  



Here V is the voltage, J is the current, d is the device length,  is the permittivity, q is
the unit charge,  is the mobility, and N is the charge density close to the contact. In
their book [100] it is shown that this equation can be approximated in one of the
following two cases:
1.

Bulk limited conduction for which the charge density near the

injecting contact is high such that d 

J
leading to the space charge
2N 2q2

9 V2
limited (SCL) law J SCL   3
8
d

2.

Contact limited conduction for which d 

J
leading to
2N 2q2 
3

the ohmic law jOHM


V
J 2
(derived by expanding  d 
 Nq
 using
d
2N 2q2  


Taylor series to 1st order around d=0).

In photocells, the above picture is modified. These formulas by Mott-Gurney
were developed for the case where only a single type of charge carriers (either
electrons or holes) takes part and therefore the injected charge carriers not only
contribute to the current but also directly contribute to the space-charge build up. In a
photocell both types of charge carriers take part so that even though more charge
carriers means more current, it does not necessarily mean a proportional increase in
the space-charge as the two types of charges can partly neutralize each others effect
(see Figure 45). This is especially true when the mobilities of both types are similar
and when the absorption is relatively low so that carrier generation occurs throughout
the active layer rather than adjacently to the illuminated contact (what is essentially a
deviation from the boundary conditions used by Mott-Gurney). Under such
circumstances, there will be no distinctly quicker sweeping out of one of the carrier
types so as to leave the layer with the net charge of the other. These differences soften
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the space charge limit and the photocurrent can exceed the value of JSCL. To illustrate
this point we present in Figure 50 the result of a full numerical simulation (described
in details above and in [95]) which shows the photocurrent as a function of excitation
power for a device characterized by: e=h=10-4cm2V-1s-1, d=200nm, and V=VapplVbi=-1V where Vappl is the applied voltage and Vbi is the built-in (flat-band) voltage
(If Vbi=1V then Vappl=0=VShort_Circuit). It shows that in the low excitation regime the
response is linear and we can extract the slope as A=0.000488[A/W]. At higher power
the line becomes sub-linear but is definitely not clamped at the value of
9
12
J SCL  3  8.85 1014104
 0.0037 [A/cm2].
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Figure 50: Numerically calculated [95] photocurrent as a function of excitation power density.
The dashed line is linear extrapolation of the low intensity regime.

Therefore, in this subchapter we are interested in a regime that is between the
two limits found in LEDs (see 1 and 2 above) where the space charge affects the
current flow but does not clamp it. In other words, we seek to derive an expression for
the regime where the current is not entirely injection limited but is not bulk limited
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J 
either. To do so we expand  d 

2N 2q2  


3
2

using Taylor series to one more (2nd)

order around d=0 and rewrite equation (95) as:
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After rearranging the terms in equation (96):
(97)

V

J
27 Nq 2
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and finally:

(98)
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OHM  1  0.2373
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8d 3 


We note that in the Mott and Gurney treatment the value of N (charge density)
is determined by the boundary conditions at the contact interface. In our treatment it is
determined by the photons flux. To be able to estimate N we need to make another
approximation. Let us assume that the excitation is not very high and use the low
d

power relation J OHM  J G   Gdz  A  P . This leads to our central result:
0

(99)

Eff 

J
J
A P

 1  0.2373
A  P J OHM
J SCL

Equation (99) describes the photocurrent efficiency at low to moderate optical
powers and is based on space charge considerations only. In the analysis leading to
equation (99) we did not explicitly include the charge recombination process.
However, the reduced extraction current efficiency implies that charges are ―lost‖ and
the only mechanism available is that of charge recombination. Namely, from equation
(99) we can derive the recombination current J R  J G
has the proper bimolecular form.
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 A P
 J  0.2373
J SCL

2

which

To examine the validity of the approximations made above we take the
photocurrent efficiency curve of Figure 47a derived from the full numerical
simulations (see also [95]) with e=h=10-6cm2v-1s-1, absorption length of 30nm and
device length of 100nm (filled circles) and plot it against the curve of the present
model (full line, equation (99)). We note that the approximate expression (99) is
reasonable up to and slightly above the onset of the reduction in efficiency and hence
it predicts the onset point well.
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Figure 51: Normalized photocurrent efficiency as a function of excitation power density. Filled
circles were derived using the full numerical model [95] with device parameters as in Figure 47.
The full line was calculated using the analytic expression in equation (99).

In conclusion, we have presented in this subchapter an analytic expression for
the photocurrent efficiency as a function of the optical excitation density which was
derived using the space charge limited framework set by Mott and Gurney [100]. The
analysis shows that at low to moderate powers the increase in optical density
resembles a current driven device where the contact barrier is being gradually reduced
thus taking it out of the injection limited regime towards the space charge limited one.
As the onset of reduced efficiency, at practical powers, is associated with the space
charge limit this onset power scales with V2 and d-3 (note that V=Vappl-Vbi). We note
that in the analysis presented here and in [95, 96] it is the mobility of the slow charge
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carrier that determines the onset of efficiency loss and imbalanced mobility values are
not essential for this effect to take place.

8.4 Theoretical
Approach

Analysis

Using

the

Langevin

Recombination

In the previous subchapter we took the approach that the onset of the spacecharge limit was the root cause for reduction in the photocurrent quantum efficiency
of the device. A mechanism was assumed whereby increased recombination was
triggered by the reaching of the space-charge limit. We were able to give a simplified
analytic expression for the intensity dependent quantum efficiency based on the above
assumptions. A competing, yet, as will be shown in the next subchapter,
complementary approach is to disregard the effects of space-charge altogether and
consider recombination alone and its non-linear dependence on intensity as the main
mechanism in reducing the quantum efficiency. In this subchapter we will focus on
producing such a simplified recombination based analysis. If recombination becomes
significant well before space-charge effects become apparent then this would give
further validation to the disregarding of the space-charge effects as increased
recombination would push the onset of space-charge effects to ever increasing
intensities. However, as is shown in the following subchapter, no such sharp
distinction between the onsets of the two mechanisms can be made. Of course, in the
general sense both mechanisms need be considered simultaneously when attempting
to comprehensively treat the problem as is presented in 8.2, however complementing
the numerical analysis with the simplifying approaches as we do in this chapter is
essential in elucidating the physics of the device and provides insight as to how to
better its performance.

An Analytic Recombination-Based Modeling of Device Performance
Assuming for simplicity a uniform illumination of the active layer, uniform
carrier concentrations and a low excitation power such that recombination is
negligible the photocurrent and its dependence on intensity can be expressed as:
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J PC  q e

(100)

V
d

n  qh

V

p  A P

d

Where q is the electron charge, V is the voltage drop across the active layer, d is the
thickness of the layer, n and p are the electron and hole concentrations respectively,
the constant A is as before a field dependent constant that relates to the generation
efficiency of free charges and P is the excitation intensity. Since the contacts are
blocking for re-injection, under steady state, the electron current that is extracted at
the cathode is equal to the hole current that is extracted at the anode and the following
relation between the concentrations of the carriers can be derived:
(101)

e

V

V
n  h p
d
d

Under these low excitations the charge density can be written as:
n

(102)

A P d
2 q e V

At higher powers the charge density will rise and at some stage the bimolecular
recombination sets in and reduces the extracted current. Using the Langevin
recombination and equation (101) we can write the recombination rate as a current
loss mechanism:
(103)
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Where 0 is the permittivity of free space and  is the relative permittivity of the
material. The effect of the recombination on the total photocurrent can then be written
as:
(104)
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Where we recall that AP is the generation current. Inserting equations (101)-(103)
into (104) we get:
(105)
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And solving for the charge density n we find:
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Reinserting n into the JPC expression (104) results in the power dependence of the
photocurrent:

(108)
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This expression can be simplified by introducing the expression for the electron SCL
9
2


current  J SCL   0 e V 3  and assuming that h>> e (a large discrepancy
d
8



between the mobilities of the two types of charge carriers is very common in
organic/polymeric semiconducting materials). Having done that, the expression for
the photocurrent can be simply written as:
2
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And normalizing by the generation current value we finally arrive at:

(110)
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 1  1 


J SCL 8 


QE  1 

2

AP 9

J SCL 8

The linear term A P can be deduced for the entire intensity span by
extrapolating from the low-intensity measurements (as A is a constant). Note that the
QE as defined by equation (110) is normalized by the charge generation efficiency at
low powers (or by the absolute quantum efficiency obtained in the low power limit).
Examination of equation (110) reveals that the QE should begin to drop at a charge
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generation rate that is close to the value of the low mobility carrier SCL current for
the given voltage.
We have compared the prediction of equation (110) with results obtained by
the full drift-diffusion-Poisson-recombination model described above (using the
values e =10-6cm2v-1s-1 and h=10-4cm2v-1s-1) and the results obtained using the
analytic space-charge based model. Figure 52 is basically the same as Figure 51 only
with a curve drawn using equation (110) and the same parameters overlaid. As can be
seen the full numerical simulation curve overlaps the curve produced with equation
(110) based on the recombination scheme leading perhaps to the conclusion that past
the QE reduction onset straightforward recombination is the dominant mechanism
rather than space-charge induced recombination.
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Figure 52: Normalized photocurrent efficiency as a function of excitation power density. Filled
circles were derived using the full numerical model [95] with device parameters as in Figure 47
(e =10-6cm2v-1s-1, h=10-4cm2v-1s-1). The full line was calculated using the SCL analytic expression
of equation (99) and The dashed line was calculated using the recombination model (equation
(110)).
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8.5 The Relations between the Recombination and Space-Charge
Interpretations and Slow Carrier Mobility Estimation
There seems to be a strange coincidence in the fact that the two seemingly
independent schemes that we have used for physically and analytically elucidating the
excitation power dependence of the photocurrent quantum efficiency have resulted in
the electron SCL current as the limiting factor for the photocurrent. This coincidence
is intuitively understandable however when realizing that both space-charge effects
and Langevin recombination become mutually significant when the charges are dense
enough to electrostatically influence each other. This coincidence can also be
expressed analytically. In equation (104) the photocurrent is written as the
photogenerated current minus the Langevin recombination current. If we define the
bending point of the QE to be the photocurrent at which the QE decreases by 3db then
the corresponding Langevin recombination current should be about 0.3 times the
photogeneration current in magnitude. Assuming he, using equation (100) and
(101) in equation (103) and finally applying the demand that J L  0.3 A  P we get the
result shown in equation (111):
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One may therefore conclude that the recombination current becomes
significant at around the charge generation rate value that corresponds to the slow
carrier (electron) SCL current. One may argue that a very large hole-mobility as
assumed in the development of equation (110) would mean that holes sweep out of
the device very quickly leaving the electrons with very little to recombine with,
however, a large mobility means a corresponding increase in the Langevin
recombination pre-factor as the more mobile holes are also more quick in ―finding‖
electrons to recombine with.
We may actually make use of the quantum efficiency‘s trait of beginning to
decline at photo-injection current densities comparable to the space-charge limited
current density of the slow carrier. By performing a simple measurement of the QE
versus the excitation density over a wide enough intensity range one can relate the
excitation of the onset of QE decline with the value of the SCL current expression for
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the slow carrier and by knowing the voltage drop, the layer thickness and the
dielectric constant one can produce the mobility value of the slow carrier. This is put
to practice in the experimental part of this chapter by fitting equation (110) to
experimental data.

8.6 Implications for Design Considerations
Based on the understanding that the excitation power density at which a
photocell device performance starts to drop (PR) may be deduced from A  PR  J SCL ,
one can deduce the minimum mobility value (for the slow carrier) that is required, for
operating under AM1.5 conditions, to achieve a constant current at different voltages.
A minimum mobility value such as required for a bias close to the open circuit
voltage will ensure an almost ideal fill factor. The calculation is done assuming device
thickness of 100nm, excitation density of 100[mW/cm2] that is taken to be
concentrated at a wavelength of 550nm and assuming a charge generation efficiency
of 0.5:
(112)

0.1  3  9

 min   0.5 
q  d /  0V 2 
8

h 


The representative results displayed in
Table 2 show that, under AM1.5 illumination, if the slow charge carrier
mobility has a value of 10-2cm2v-1s-1 (at low electric field) one should expect close to
ideal photocell characteristics. We note that the minimum value required scales
linearly with the excitation intensity and thus in a given device and beyond a certain
intensity the fill-factor should decrease as a function of intensity.

 min (cm2v-1s-1)

Vappl

VBi - Vappl

0

-1

8.3x10-5

0.5

-0.5

3.3x10-4

0.8

-0.2

2.1x10-3

0.9

-0.1

8.3x10-3

0.95

-0.05

3.3x10-2

Table 2: The minimum mobility value that is required to avoid photocurrent loss
due to recombination calculated for different applied biases using equation (112).
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8.7 Experimental Results
We back the numerical and theoretical analyses conducted in the preceding
subchapters with direct experimental measurements [95-97]. Two different
experimental results will be considered. The first set of results to be shown is based
on measurements performed using a self made polymeric photocell device on which
the quantum efficiency was measured at changing excitation densities and applied
voltages. We used the recombination scheme analytical expression in order to fit the
measured data and extract the slow carrier mobility for our device (as shown above
this expression possesses better resemblance to the numerically generated data than
does the expression derived using the space-charge approach). The second set of
results is based on data extracted from a work by the Alivisatos group [101] were they
measured the optical excitation dependence of the photocurrent for a bulk
heterostructure device made of a polymer-nanocrystal blend. We used both the
analytical expression derived from the recombination approach and the numerical
simulation results along with the insights they provide in order to fit these data and
extract the slow carrier mobility value for their device.

A Pristine MEH-PPV Photocell Device – Analysis of Excitation Density
and Applied Voltage Scans Using the Recombination Approach
Experimental Details
A device was fabricated by spin coating a solution of MEH-PPV (Poly[2methoxy-5-(2-ethylhexyloxy)-1,4-phenylenevinylene]) in toluene on a glass substrate
with an ITO layer additionally covered with a spin coated PEDOT (aqueous
dispersion of Poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) poly(styrenesulfonate)) layer. The
layers were annealed in a vacuum oven followed by evaporation of an aluminum back
contact. The layer thickness was approximately 300nm. A representative I-V
measurement of the device is shown in Figure 54 exhibiting the expected diode like
behavior. For the photocurrent measurements the device was placed in front of an
opening in an integrating sphere (Labsphere IS-040-SL) that was fed by an LED with
peak intensity at 505nm (Lumileds LXHL-ME1D). The integrating sphere was
equipped with a calibrated Si detector for monitoring the light intensity. Use of an
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integrating sphere made intensity monitoring and uniform illumination easy. The
device was sourced and the photocurrent was measured using an Agilent 4155B
Semiconductor Parameter Analyzer (SPA). Using the SPA allowed us to source the
device sequentially in applied voltage for a given intensity and switch the voltage off
in between measurements thus avoiding device degradation during the measurement.
An illustration of the measurement apparatus is shown in Figure 53. The built-in
potential of the device was measured as the saturation value for the open circuit
voltage of the device at high illumination intensity and was found to be approximately
-1V.

Si detector
To Scope

LED 505nm

Spot Conditioning
(Integrating Sphere)
Current Source
SPA
Figure 53: Measurement apparatus for excitation intensity measurements
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Figure 54: I-V measurement of the device showing the diode like behavior.
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Results and Discussion
In the previous sections of this chapter we have shown that the power
dependence of the photocurrent quantum-efficiency saturation is related to the spacecharge limited current value of the slow carrier under the given working conditions of
the device. The saturation power should therefore scale as V2. Photocurrent Vs. light
intensity was recorded under three different applied biasing conditions – 0V, -0.5V
and -1.5V. The normalized photocurrent QE graphs of the measurements are shown in
Figure 55 (filled shapes) along with fittings to these measurements using (110) of the
analytical recombination model discussed above (solid lines). As can be clearly seen,
increase in the backward bias causes the bend in the curve to move to higher
excitation intensities in good agreement with our numerical analysis and physical
models and interpretations. The fittings in Figure 55 were made with JSCL in equation
(110) as the fitting parameter (note the good agreement over the wide range). The
results of the fitting procedure are shown in Table 3. The fitting parameter, JSCL, is
indeed found to scale as ~V2 thus strengthening the validity of the model. As a
byproduct, the resulting values for the electron SC current enables the calculation of
the electron mobility (see Table 3). As can be seen in Table 3, the SCL current scales
quite well with the square of the voltage and hence, the extracted mobility is almost
constant in this range (e~10-8cm2v-1s-1). We have also conducted independent time of
flight measurements under the same conditions (discussed in the next chapter) and
found similar values for the electron mobility. It should be mentioned that since the
method reported here is basically carried out under high intensity conditions, the
extracted mobility is basically that corresponding to high charge concentration [89,
102].
Applied Voltage
[V]
0
-0.5
-1.5

Voltage Drop [V]

Jscl [A/cm2]

-1
-1.5
-2.5

1.18x10-7
1.96x10-7
5.49x10-7

Calculated e
[cm2/(V*sec)]
1.28 x10-8
9.45 x10-9
9.53 x10-9

Table 3: Fitting results for the QE measurements. Jscl is the SCL current density as calculated by
fitting the recombination model and the electron mobility was calculated from the SCL
expression assuming a relative permittivity value of 2.5.
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Figure 55: QE Vs. excitation – measurements and fittings for 300nm thick MEH-PPV device.
GND (squares) refers to no applied bias (i.e. built-in voltage only of about –1V), Back1 (circles)
refers to a total voltage of –1.5V and Back2 (diamonds) refers to a total voltage of –2.5V. The
inset shows the power law dependence of the photocurrent on the photoexcitation power.

The regional approximation used in [99] predicts that the extracted
photocurrent should scale as the incident light to the power of ¾ (P0.75). To this end
we calculated the power law (L) that is exhibited by our data taken over 5 orders of


dJ
P 
magnitude  L  PC 
 . The result of this derivation is shown in the inset to
dP J PC 

Figure 55. At low incident powers the dependence is linear (L=1) and as the power is
increased the power law gradually decreases to values well below the 0.75 predicted
by reference [99]. In reference [99] it was assumed that the current cannot exceed the
value of the space charge limited current as derived for the current injection scheme.
It is true that the same set of equations governs the operation of an LED and a
Photocell; however, as mentioned above, the boundary conditions are very different
between a voltage source and an optical source giving rise to a somewhat different
solution. This shows that while the model in [99] is highly useful for understanding
the essence of the picture it is probably not quantitative or general enough to predict
or design devices.
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A Polymer-Nanocrystal Device – Analysis of Excitation Density
Dependence of the Photocurrent Based on the Numerical Simulation
Results and the Recombination Approach
We implement our theoretical methods on the data reported by Huynh et. al. in
reference [101], figure 7 (CdSe nanorods-P3HT device). We shall start by analyzing
the data in the context of our full-scale simulation results, then turn to using our
recombination model and show its applicability. In Table 4 we show the values that
were used to plot the simulated photocurrent efficiency that was shown in Figure 48
for the case of Vappl- Vbi=-1V e=h=10-6cm2v-1s-1. The two left columns in Table 5
show the data we have manually extracted from figure 7 in reference [101]. To place
these data on the same footing of the simulation we have deduced the (average)
maximum value of the photocurrent efficiency (0.52). We multiply this value by the
power density reported in [101] to deduce the power density that gave rise to
dissociated electron-hole pair or the ―generating power‖ (first column on the right side
of Table 5). Next, we normalize the photocurrent efficiency by this maximum average
value to arrive at the right most column.
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(Absorbed power [mWcm-2])

Normalized

(maximum efficiency)

efficiency

0.0020014

1.0000

0.0050034

0.99699

0.020014

0.98921

0.050034

0.97117

0.10007

0.94477

0.20014

0.89827

0.40027

0.82229

0.80054

0.71487

0.99988

0.67459

2.0014

0.54295

4.0027

0.41626

Table 4: The simulated data points calculated for d=100nm,=10-6cm2V-1s-1 and Vbi=-1V.

Figure 56 shows the simulated data from Table 4 (filled squares) as well as the
normalized data extracted from figure 7 in reference [101] and shown in Table 5
(filled circles). It is obvious that to bring the simulation data towards the measured
data one has to scale up the x-axis of the simulation data. The empty squares show the
same data as in Table 4 but the left column (x-axis) was multiplied by a factor (MF)
of MF=40. We note that the functional form is practically identical. To extract the
mobility value we also need to know the built-in voltage, the device length, and the
excitation wavelength in the two cases. According to reference [101] the device used
had a built-in voltage of Vbi=0.7V, excitation was at ~500nm, and its length [103]
d=220nm10nm. Therefore the slow carrier mobility can be expressed as:
2

exp

 1 
40
3
 10 MF    dF   F  106  2
0.7
 Vbi 
6

3

 220  500

 5 104 cm 2 v-1s -1 ,
 
100
600



dF is the length scaling factor and F is the wavelength scaling factor.
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where

Manually Extracted Data from [101]
Power [mWcm-2]

Modified Data

External Quantum

Power  Average

Normalized

Efficiency

maximum

Efficiency

efficiency
0.15000

0.51500

0.078000

0.99038

0.30000

0.51500

0.15600

0.99038

0.45000

0.50000

0.23400

0.96154

0.77000

0.51000

0.40040

0.98077

1.5000

0.51000

0.78000

0.98077

3.0000

0.53500

1.5600

1.0288

4.5000

0.53000

2.3400

1.0192

7.0000

0.51000

3.6400

0.98077

11.000

0.48000

5.7200

0.92308

18.000

0.46000

9.3600

0.88462

37.000

0.40000

19.240

0.76923

60.000

0.37500

31.200

0.72115

100.00

0.32000

52.000

0.61538

160.00

0.29000

83.200

0.55769

Table 5: The data as extracted from reference a) (left columns) and after applying the procedure
outlined in the text (right columns).

In order to deduce if the slow carriers are electrons or holes one would need to
repeat the experiment in reference [101] for a different absorption length and check if
the curve slightly shifts to higher excitation or lower excitation density values (see
Figure 47b). Using the mobility parameter extracted above we can now use the
numerical model to calculate the current density as a function of light intensity for the
device used in reference [101]. Figure 57 shows the result of such a calculation and
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the excellent agreement with the measurement shown in Figure 8 of reference [101]

Photocurrent Efficiency

strengthens the validity of our mobility extraction procedure.
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Figure 56: Photocurrent extraction efficiency as a function of charge-generating excitation-power
density. The curve marked with full squares is based on Table 4. The points marked with full
circles are the data points taken from Figure 7 in ref [101] and normalized (Table 5). The empty
squares are the data points taken from Table 4 but with the x-axis scaled up by a factor of 40.
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Figure 57: Current density as a function of ~500nm light intensity. The calculation was carried
out for the device in Figure 7 of ref [101] using the mobility value extracted here (5x10 -4cm2v-1s1
). The dashed line is the calculation and the full line is a power-law fit with a slope of 0.96. The
agreement with Figure 8 of ref [101] is excellent.
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Turning now to the recombination model and applying equation (110) to the
measured QE of figure 7 in reference [101] we get the fitting shown in Figure 58. The
symbols in Figure 58 represent the values extracted from the experimental data in
reference [101] and the solid line is the fit using equation (110). The deduced mobility
using this procedure is ~10-4cm2v-1s-1 in good agreement with the procedure employed
above.
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Figure 58: Round symbols are the normalized data extracted from figure 7 in reference [101]
(CdSe nanorods-P3HT blend). According to reference [101] the device used had a built-in voltage
of Vbi=0.7V, excitation was at ~500nm, and its length [103] d=220nm10nm. Solid line is a fit
using equation (110). The inset shows the power law dependence of the photocurrent on the
photoexcitation power derived from the data reported in reference [101].
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Chapter 9: Characterizing the Mobility in Thin Films
Using Transient Photocurrent Turn-On Dynamics
and the Mobility Distribution Function
9.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter, we presented our theoretical and experimental work
on the excitation density dependence of the photocurrent quantum efficiency and the
way in which the mobility of the slow carrier can be inferred from such excitation
intensity measurements. Following this work and in an attempt to further substantiate
our results we decided to carry out complementary transient measurements on the
same MEH-PPV sample as above with the intention of independently corroborating
the mobility estimation of the intensity dependence method and by that reaffirming
the theory. Initially the intention was to use a step-like illumination scheme to excite
the sample that was expected to yield a linear rise in the current up to a relatively
short intermediate relaxation zone after which the current settled on a constant value.
The time it took the linear current rise to reach relaxation was supposed to have been
equal to the transit time across the device and thus indicative of the mobility value. In
practice (as will be shown in this chapter) the transient proved to have much different
features. The current rise following the turn-on of the illumination source was far
from linear and there was no distinct point in time that could have been considered to
be the point of relaxation.
Time of flight (TOF) measurements on amorphous samples [38, 39, 41] are
known to produce transients different to what is expected from well ordered
crystalline materials, however, these measurements and the existing underlying
theories are normally carried out on thick samples from a few microns and up. It
seemed to us that a new physical perspective was needed to explain the anomalies
encountered in our measurements. This chapter focuses on presenting our transient
experiments as well as presenting a new physical theory that we believe elucidates the
anomalies encountered in such measurements. The theory is formulated in such a way
as to provide easy applicability in device engineering.
Typically in photo-excited TOF measurements one uses a short optical pulse
to excite the sample. In this work we preferred using step function photo-excitations
with varying intensities to study transport phenomena in the organic photocell device
configuration. The reason we preferred this type of excitation was that the long-time
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limit of the step function is CW, so that this technique (unlike pulsed excitation)
allowed us to compare directly with the CW power dependence measurements
conducted in the previous chapter. Step and CW modes of excitation are basically
more typical to normal device operating conditions when it is operated as a solar cell
(as opposed to a high bandwidth light detector). A step excitation therefore provides
us with good transient data as well as resemblance to normal device operating
conditions.
In the previous chapter the theoretical discussion preceded the experimental
one. That was the actual course of events that took place when the issues presented
there were tackled. In this chapter, events occurred the other way around. We
therefore begin with a description of the transient experiments and then turn to
tackling the theoretical issues. The work presented in this chapter may be found in
[104, 105].

9.2 Experimental Details
We conducted the transient measurements on the same MEH-PPV device that
was used in excitation intensity measurements above, namely a 300nm MEH-PPV
active layer sandwiched between an ITO/PEDOT front contact and an aluminum back
contact. As before, the device was placed in front of an opening in an integrating
sphere (Labsphere IS-040-SL) that was fed by an LED with peak intensity at 505nm
(Lumileds LXHL-ME1D) and the integrating sphere was equipped with a calibrated
Si detector for monitoring the steady-state light intensity. However, for the new type
of measurements the driving of the excitation LED and the photocurrent monitoring
required a change in the apparatus. The LED was driven by an Agilent 8114A pulse
generator in current mode triggered by a low frequency signal generator. The
photocurrent was monitored using a Femto DLPCA-200 transimpedance amplifier
feeding a digital Tektronix oscilloscope which had its trigger synchronized to the low
frequency signal generator for multiple-signal averaging. It is important to use a short
cable connection between the device and the input to the amplifier as well as
environmentally isolate the amplifier and sometimes use proper grounding for the
amplifier in order to reduce the noise. Figure 59 provides an illustration of the
measurement apparatus. Remember that the built-in potential of the device was
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measured during the excitation intensity measurements to give a value of
approximately -1V.

Si detector
To Scope
ch2

LED 505nm

Spot Conditioning
(Integrating Sphere)
Pulse Generator

Transimpedance Amp

Trigger

Trigger

Signal Generator

Scope

Figure 59: Measurement apparatus for transient measurements

9.3 Experimental Results
We performed three different photocurrent transient measurements at three
different step illumination intensities. All measurements were performed while the
device was at short circuit (0V of applied voltage) i.e. the driving voltage was the
built-in voltage of -1V. The three intensities were chosen such that they would
correspond to three points of significance in the quantum efficiency Vs. intensity
measurements. Figure 60 is a reproduction on a log-log scale of the QE Vs. intensity
curve in Figure 55 corresponding to 0V applied bias. Three arrows and labels mark
the intensities at which the transient measurements were taken. As can be seen in the
figure, the ‗low‘ intensity corresponds to an intensity just before the QE begins to
plummet, the ‗high‘ intensity corresponds to the point of highest intensity at which we
measured and the ‗med‘ intensity corresponds to an intensity in between. In essence,
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transient measurements conducted at low intensities up to the intensity labeled as low
exhibited similar shapes that scaled linearly with intensity. As will be presented
below, at higher intensities that correspond to the increasing decline in QE, the
transient shapes begin to change significantly and nonlinearly with intensity as we are
entering the space-charge/recombination/high-concentration regimes.
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Figure 60: Graph of the quantum efficiency Vs. excitation density for the MEH-PPV sample at
0V bias with indications to the densities at which the transient measurements were taken.
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Figure 61: Photocurrent transient response of the MEH-PPV device at low excitation intensity
and 0V applied bias (short circuit).

Figure 61 shows a typical photocurrent transient response to a low-level
excitation of our device under short circuit conditions (i.e. 1V of built-in driving
voltage). The basic features of the measured transient response (Figure 61) include a
sharp increase in the current at start-up (notice the ~20% jump in the current at start148

up in the graph) that is due to the fast hole-current build-up, followed by a slow rise of
the electron current up to its steady state value. The gradual process of current buildup is the result of carrier concentration build-up within the active layer as the carriers
are swept from their place of generation towards their respective contacts and fill up
the device. As can be seen in Figure 61, the transient for the electron current lacks a
clear single slope by which the end of transient or time-of-flight of the electrons may
be inferred. Instead we find a transient with a dispersive nature from which it is
impossible to pinpoint a single value for the time of flight from which the mobility
may be deduced.
In Figure 62 we present the measured photocurrent transients in response to
step function excitations of varying intensities. The step function height was varied
between low (diamonds), medium (circles) and high (squares) intensities.

The

significance of low, medium, and high is as explained above. As can be observed, at
high intensities the transient seems to be reaching relaxation more quickly. It also
seems that at high intensities the transients take on a more linear shape in their rise
thus making the curve less anomalous and the mobility better defined, however, the
notion of ‗more linear‘ is a little subjective and needs to be defined better
mathematically as is carried out below in the discussion section.
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Figure 62: Measured photocurrent transients of the MEH-PPV device in response to a step
function excitation. The three different excitation powers used here correspond to those marked
on Figure 60.
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9.4 Theoretical Discussion and Analysis
Preliminary discussion
As mentioned above, under quasi equilibrium conditions and assuming carrier
photo-generation limited to a narrow zone just after the illuminated contact, a
photocell made of a semiconductor with a well defined mobility value would produce
in response to light excitation switch-on a linearly rising current up to a final steady
state value [106] (see Figure 63). This response corresponds to the filling up of the
layer with the charge species, which occurs with a time constant equivalent to the
transport time across the device (assuming limited photo-generation zone). After the
charge front reaches the back contact, the layer is full of the charge species and the
photocurrent settles to its steady state value. In organic devices there would typically
be a large difference between the settling time of electrons and holes and hence at
short times there would be a sharp step-like rise of the photocurrent due to the fast
charge species followed by a slow ideally linear slope due the slower carriers. By
measuring the rise time and knowing the layer thickness and the voltage drop one can
evaluate the mobility of the slow carriers.
As seen in the transient measurements of Figure 61 and Figure 62, the
transients are nonlinear in time and do not conform to the ideal circumstances
presented in the preceding paragraph. Historically, when using amorphous thin film
devices one is often concerned with the possible occurrence of non-equilibrium
conditions [107] that, if present, would broaden the response in a manner that would
make the mobility an ill-defined concept [38]. It has been shown that due to the
disordered nature of organic materials, time of flight measurements performed on thin
samples (below 1000nm) would typically display a dispersive curve [91, 92, 108]. It
has been independently argued that a dispersive nature is typically due to energy
relaxation that takes place during the charge transport and can take up to several
microns [38, 41, 109]. In such a case, of continuous relaxation, the notion of mobility
is an ill-defined concept [38]. We propose here that in really thin devices (bellow
~300nm) the dispersive nature is not due to dynamic relaxation but rather due to
inhomogeneous distribution of the transport properties across the thin film. This
implies that the film is composed of many parallel pathways each having its own
distinct transit time characteristics. As we show below, the width of such filaments
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would be in the 30nm to 100nm range making it undetectable by optical imaging
systems (i.e. we are not discussing here the hot-spots that would appear in ill-prepared
devices but rather a phenomena that is on a much finer scale). The strength of this
new approach is that we can now analyze the transport using standard equations and
extract the statistical distribution of the transport properties directly from the
measured response. We calculate the average mobility value and use it to compare
with the power dependence measurement we have performed on the same device.

Physical Justification to the Parallel Pathways Approach
We propose two main claims for substantiating our argument for a new
physical perspective on amorphous thin film semiconducting materials. The first and
most straightforward explanation is that thin films and especially polymer thin films
vary considerably in microstructure [110, 111]. In general, films may be crystalline in
nature as is the case when performing epitaxial growth for instance, they may be
polycrystalline as for example in polysilicone films, they can also be composed of
micro-regions (or nano-regions) of crystallinity embedded in an amorphous
environment or vice versa and finally they can be completely amorphous as in glass.
We therefore expect considerable variability and inhomogeneity in carrier
propagation throughout the material‘s volume on the microstructure level. This
feature is not unique to thin films only, however, whereas in bulk materials the carrier
macroscopically samples all micro-environments (and thus mobility can be inferred
from a well defined average of the time of transfer that will converge to the same
value throughout the material), in thin films this may not be the case. In thin film
devices it may conceivably occur that carriers sweeping the thickness of the layer may
encounter only distinct micro-structure environments which are different depending
on the carrier‘s starting point in the plane of the film, i.e. in the X-Y plane, if we
consider the Z axis to be the direction of propagation. Since the film is thin, the carrier
is not even able to diffuse enough in the X-Y plane in a manner that will result in a
good sampling of the macrostructure environment. All this means that when dealing
with thin films, the microscopic (actually nanoscopic) and mesoscopic structure of the
material is of significance and one cannot attribute a statistically well-defined single
value to the mobility as an intrinsic material property.
The second claim is applicable even if the material is completely glassy in
nature and cannot be divided into distinct microstructure zones. We claim that under
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thin film conditions a carrier traversing the thickness of the layer samples a rather low
number of sites in the sense of having a large enough ensemble to appreciate any
convergence to the true density of states (DOS) of the material. It is like in the central
limit theorem where deviations from the average value go according to the inverse of
the square root of the number of trials. A smaller typical volume sampled by a
propagating carrier means larger deviations in times of transit between different
carriers traversing different volumes in the film‘s plane. This should be viewed in
relation to deviations in the times of transit of carriers traversing the same material in
the thick bulk form. The bulk form serves to smooth out the statistical hopping
mechanism so as to create macroscopic homogeneity and good convergence for the
transit time and thus a well defined mobility value which, as we claim, is unlike what
we would expect for a thin film. In Chapter 11 we suggest a preliminary analytic
approach based on probability calculations to describe this statistical phenomenon.
We therefore suggest that even in glassy materials different spots across the
sample will be associated with somewhat different mobility values. We note that the
distribution we describe here is very fine in space (nm scale) and is not related to the
hot spot phenomena that can be observed using optical imaging devices. We have
verified this intuitive picture using simulation of hopping transport as presented in
Chapter 10.

The Mobility Spatial Distribution Function
A material with a well defined mobility value can be considered as having a function type of mobility distribution. If we examine the response to a step excitation
of such a material shown in Figure 63 then interesting conclusions may be drawn
(note that diffusion effects have been neglected in this figure and subsequent analysis
and photogeneration is assumed to take place only in a narrow zone right after the
illuminated contact).
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Figure 63: Ideal photocurrent turn-on response for a device that consists of a layer with a single,
well defined, mobility. The solid line is the photocurrent, the dashed line is the first derivative of
the photocurrent and the spike is the inverse of the second derivative.

For this case, the second derivative with time of the response would produce a
spike at the point of time where the photocurrent levels off. This point of time is
inversely proportional to the mobility value and can be used to deduce it using
equation (113) (113)

ttr  e  

d2
eV

where ttr is the transit time (point of time of the spike), d is the layer thickness, e is
the mobility and V is the voltage across the layer.
The lack of a clear linear slope in the response shown in Figure 61 is
equivalent to a lack of a plateau in classical, pulsed-excitation, TOF measurements of
amorphous materials (typically performed on microns thick devices). Such ―anomaly‖
has been discussed many times in the past in the context of dispersive transport [38,
41] where the effective mobility is said to vary as a function of time due to nonequilibrium time domain trapping, de-trapping, and hopping of the traversing charges.
Namely, the mobility is said to be an ill-defined concept [38]. We propose here an
alternative physical perspective for describing the above transient behavior that we
believe is better suited for thin-film devices (i.e. well below 1m). We argue that the
electronic disorder present in such films gives rise to a distribution of parallel
pathways each having a well defined mobility value. Namely, each pathway displays
the response shown in Figure 63 as we assume quasi equilibrium transport (well
defined mobility) for each pathway. The ever-changing slope is now explained as
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resulting from each path reaching its steady state at a different point in time due to a
different mobility value. As argued above, our incentive for such a new perspective is
the fact that the layer is very thin in the direction of transport providing us with the
reasoning to assume that on such a scale there would be significant statistical
fluctuations of observable parameter values. We are referring in this case to spatial
heterogeneity (in the X-Y plane) of measured carrier transit times across the device.
We suggest translating this into a parallel distribution of mobilities.
The physical picture therefore arising from such a description is that each
mobility pathway that reaches its steady state stops contributing to the rise in current
and thus we get a monotonically decreasing slope. Mathematically the formula
describing this process is:
d


V t


t
J e  t   A  P  q   g  e   d e   g  e  
 d e 
ttr  e 
0
 d2

V t

2

(114)

Whereas Je is the electron current density, g  e  is the mobility distribution
function (MDF) for the electron pathways, ttr  e  is the transit time across the device


d2 
for an electron with mobility  e  ttr  e  
 , d is the device thickness, q is the

V
e


electron charge, P is the incident light intensity and A is the carrier pair generation
efficiency (number of electron-hole pairs generated per unit of incident intensity). The
first term in the brackets represents the pathways that have reached their steady state
by time t while the second term is for those that have not. The ideal response shown in
Figure 63 is reproduced by equation (114) if we let g  e  be a delta function (single
mobility value).
To describe the data presented in Figure 61 with the aid of equation (114) one
has to find a proper expression for the mobility distribution function (MDF), g  e  .
This is somewhat similar to finding a proper waiting time distribution (WTD)
function [38, 41]. Drawing on the studies performed in the context of time domain
distribution we can state that just as the functional form of the time domain
distribution function (WTD) is dependent on the actual density of states [112-114] so
would the spatial domain distribution (MDF). In the absence of the correct shape for
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the DOS or knowledge of the microstructure of the film we cannot attempt to derive
theoretically the MDF - g  e  . However, as we show below, the simple form of
equation (114) allows us to extract the mobility spatial distribution function (MDF)
from the measured data (Figure 61).
To extract the mobility distribution function we first reexamine the physical
picture that has just been proposed. Pathways that have already reached their steady
state cease to contribute to the first derivative of the current and those pathways that
have not yet reached their steady state contribute a constant value to the first
derivative over time (proportional to the local mobility value). The rate of change of
the first derivative (i.e. the second derivative) should therefore be an indication as to
the relative weight of the mobility pathway that has just reached its steady state. The
mobility distribution function should therefore be deduced by examining the second
derivative of the measured photocurrent or of the second derivative of equation (114).
Indeed, using equation (114) we can find an explicit expression for the mobility
distribution as shown in equation (115).
(115)

d 2 I t 
A P  q  d 2  d 2 


g

dt 2
2V  t 3
V t 

The result given in equation (115) is central to this discussion as it provides
analytical means to extract the mobility distribution function directly from the
measured data. Having established the framework we move to analyzing current
transients at different excitation powers.
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Figure 64: The mobility distribution functions, g(), for the low (diamonds), medium (circles),
and high (squares) excitation intensities. (a) The mobility scale is logarithmic (b) The mobility
scale is linear. The inset shows the measured time response of the low power excitation (dashed)
and of the same response as reproduced using equation (114) and the extracted g() (solid).
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Figure 64 shows the mobility distribution functions that were obtained by
applying equation (115) to the data in Figure 62 and Table 6 collates the relevant
parameters. We find that the average mobility value systematically increases as a
function of excitation density which is in qualitative agreement with the trends
reported for holes transport for the same material in FET device configuration [114,
115]. At the high power range the deduced average mobility is about 3 times smaller
than the value obtained through our excitation density dependence measurements [95]
[~10-8cm2/(Vs)] which was deduced from the power dependence of the photocurrent
quantum efficiency using the same device. Since the power dependence analysis [95]
did not account for the presence of different paths (or a mobility distribution function)
and due to the relatively large variance (see Table 6) found in these MEH-PPV films,
we consider the values reported here to be in qualitatively good agreement with those
of the power dependence analysis.

 eff -

Intensity

 e (average)
[cm2/(Vs)]

MDF standard
deviation - 
[cm2/(Vs)]

/ e

Low
Medium
High

2.42x10-9
4.96x10-9
6.82x10-9

3x10-9
5.8x10-9
4.6x10-9

1.24
1.17
0.67

effective
mobility
[cm2/(Vs)]
1.1 x10-9
2.4 x10-9
4.6 x10-9

Table 6: Average mobilities, MDF variance and the variance to average mobility ratio extracted
using the mobility distribution model for different excitations.

Also shown in Table 6 are the MDF standard deviations and their ratios to
their respective average mobilities. We note that as the power density (charge density)
goes up the mobility becomes better defined as the relative  to average mobility ratio
is reduced. We believe that this is due to filling up and saturation of the slow mobility
pathways which is somewhat equivalent to trap filling. Using [102] this can be
mathematically structured as the convergence of the mobility graphs of different
disorder standard deviations for increasingly higher carrier concentrations.
Another parameter presented in Table 6 is what we call the effective mobility
(eff). This parameter may be more suitable for defining the sample mobility as its
definition is derived from the average transit time of the different pathways.
(116)

d
d
1 d
1
ttr    
 ttr 

 eff 
E
E
 E
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In equation (116) ttr() is the transit time across the layer thickness d of a
carrier traveling along a pathway of mobility . Therefore, the average time of transit
of all carriers traveling all pathways is the average over  of ttr(). From this eff is
derived in equation (116) as the inverse of the average over  of (1/). This parameter
exhibits the same trend with intensity as the average mobility .
Finally it is important to note that in the detailed discussion on the excitation
density dependence of the QE in the previous chapter (and in [95]), the high intensity
measurements were considered to be affected by space charge effects that are not
included in equation (114). Hence, in as much as space charge is a significant limiting
factor (as opposed to being secondary in nature to recombination and density
dependence of the mobility, effects that may obscure the onset of space charge
effects), in the analysis presented above one should remember that the shape of the
MDF at high excitation density may not be as accurate as the medium and low ones.

Corrections for the Effect of Absorption and Comparison between GreenPPV and MEH-PPV.
In true working conditions absorption is not necessarily limited to a relatively
narrow zone just passed the illuminated contact. Depending on the wavelength, the
optical properties of the material and the thickness of the layer, the carrier generation
zone may vary considerably in its relation to the thickness of the entire film.
Accounting for the effect of absorption would force us to part from the elegant
analytical expression of equation (115). A natural way for including this effect would
seem to be simply to integrate over the contribution to the current from carriers
generated along different locations along the different mobility pathways with a
weighing function that corresponds to the generation density and the MDF. This being
a rather straightforward approach nevertheless bears a certain conceptual difficulty. It
is implicitly assumed in this approach that a carrier generated in a certain region say
halfway between the contacts takes half the time to travel to the back contact than it
would take it had it been generated adjacent to the front contact. Namely, it is
assumed that a mobility pathway is a physically homogeneous volume connecting the
two contacts with an attributed well-defined mobility. This may indeed be the case if
the main reason for transit time inhomogeneity is different microstructure zones (as
described above) in the material. However, in glassy materials where the energy states
and site locations are homogeneously random, it is not clear that the carrier traveling
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half the span would require half the time a carrier traveling the full span of a given
region would require.
In glassy materials, the justification for regarding the film as having
heterogeneous transport properties mainly relied on an expected planar statistical
distribution of the average transit time across the film not due to the different local
structure but rather due to statistical variations between local ensembles and lack of
distinct convergence given the thinness of the film. In random variable terms we mean
that the variable ttr, which is the transit time to cross the film, is a random variable that
depends on the point of generation of the carrier in the front plane (thus defining the
local environment). It is the result of the cumulative effect of the individual
homogeneously-distributed random hopping steps the carrier takes in getting to the
back contact. This random variable should therefore be regarded as a function of the
planar coordinates -

ttr | x, y  .

This random variable description is basically the

essence of our parallel pathway distribution approach. However, when we want to
consider carriers generated within the film, as is required when absorption depth isn‘t
negligible, we need to consider the z coordinate of generation of the carriers as well -

ttr | x, y, z  (with Z being the axis of propagation). What is important to realize is that
this random variable does not necessarily scale statistically linearly with z in a given
environment; we only expect it to scale linearly when averaging over the different
environments (for truly glassy materials). Therefore, the concept of a homogeneous
pathway, being a special case of the general pathway distribution approach we have
been advocating in this chapter, becomes somewhat obscured under these
circumstances. The above statistical issues require special attention and effort.
Suggestions regarding further work on these topics are made in Chapter 11.
Although only partly justified, if only for its simplicity we will carry the
homogeneous pathway concept to its full extent and, for the sake of including the
effect of absorption, assume that all pathways in the devices we are testing are
homogeneous.
To account for the finite absorption length equation (114) needs to be
modified. We first write the expression for the current due to electrons that are
generated at a distance 's' from the cathode and are swept towards it.
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sd


V t
s
t


 ( d  s )
J e  t , s  ds  I 0  q  e
   g  e   d e   g  e  
 d e  ds
d  sd
ttr  e , s 
0

V t


(117)

Where now ttr  e , s  

d s
and I 0  e  ( d  s ) ds is the carrier generation rate at
eV

the ds slice. As in equation (114) we do not account for diffusion which is justified as
long as the total electric field (built in + applied) is larger than ~104 V/cm . The
transient current can therefore be found by integrating along the device:

tV
 ( d  s ) s 
Je t   I0  q   e
   g  e   d e 
d  sd
sd
0
V t
d

(118)

sd
V t


0



g   e    e  d  e  ds



Equation (118) is an explicit expression describing the photocurrent response
to a step function light excitation in the presence of spatial inhomogeneity, g(), and
accounting for the potentially significant absorption length, Labs=-1. As before, our
objective is to extract g(), we shall therefore follow our earlier path and examine the
second derivative of the expression in (118):
Using the Leibnitz rule b( t )
b( t )
f  t , x 
d
db( t )
da( t )
f  t , x  dx  
dx  f  t , b  t  
 f  t , a  t 

dt a ( t )
t
dt
dt
a(t )

(119)
We get -
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d0
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V t V t 
0
0

Unfortunately, once we introduce the absorption depth effect we seem to have
lost the ability to provide an analytic expression for the extraction of the MDF from
the photocurrent temporal response. Equation (120) can be further manipulated so as
to take the form of a Fredholm type integral that would be more amenable to
conversion into a discrete matrix equation that may be solved using numerical
techniques. By changing the integration parameter one gets:
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d Je t 
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Upon discretization the above equation takes the form of a matrix times the
vector g(n), thus by matrix inversion one can theoretically find g(n) from the
measured and calculated second derivative of the transient current. However, this
technique is rather cumbersome and is usually fretted with numerical instabilities. It is
brought here just as a measure of completeness. We prefer taking a different route
whereby we use a suitable function with few parameters in order to obtain a best fit to
equation (118).
Examining the first derivative of the transient photocurrent we found that it
could be quite reasonably fitted using a Lorenzian type function, as shown in Figure
65.
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Figure 65: A typical first derivative of the measured photocurrent along with a fit using a
Lorenzian function (smooth white line).

Therefore, assuming that the first derivative is indeed a Lorenzian of the form

C

 a

1 t

2

, where C is a constant with units of [current/time] and a is a constant with

units of [time], the second derivative takes the form

2Ct

 

2

a 1  t

a


2

. Going back to

the assumption that the absorption takes place right passed the front contact, as it
provides us with an analytic means to relate the photocurrent‘s second derivative to
the MDF, then substituting in equation (115) the argument for the distribution
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function with  e , 
 e  , and making use of the above second derivative
 Vt

expression in equation (115), the resulting mobility distribution function takes the
general form given in equation (122) (122)

 2
g   e   g o  e2
 1


 1


2

where g0 and  1 replace the constants and have units of [1/mobility] for g0 and
[mobility] for  1 .
In order to increase our degrees of freedom, we alter the distribution function
of equation (122) somewhat into the one presented in equation (123) so that the
distribution may be concentrated around a specific mobility value and so that the
contribution to the distribution of the very low mobility values may be reduced. While
we cannot give a rigorous physical justification for this expression, it reproduces very
well the transients we are measuring. We believe this is justified since the
contribution of the very low mobilities to the current seems to be negligible and is
only evident at very long time scales where the noise is too large for examining the
quality of our fit (the measurements were therefore limited to the time scale shown in
the respective figures). It should also be mentioned that if g() doesn‘t limit to zero
for 0 then the average time of transit is not defined (a common feature in
dispersive transport phenomena). Since our transients do seem to exhibit convergence
we should expect of g() to go to zero for 0, however, although the expression in
(123) does not adhere to this rule, if g() is sufficiently low for 0 then we will not
be able to see a significant lack of convergence on the time scale that is being used.
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Even though the expression in (123) was derived using equation (115) that is
based on the assumption of negligible light penetration, we continue using this
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expression in our attempts to create fits to the relation in (118) that does take the
absorption effect into account. The fits produced using (123) are quite good.
In Figure 66 we plot the MDF that was extracted from the temporal current
response data of the same MEH-PPV based device we have been using so far under
short circuit conditions. The dashed line is the MDF that was extracted using equation
(114) and the full line is when equation (118), that accounts for Labs (absorption
measured by a spectrophotometer), was employed. As the figure shows, if the fact that
part of the carriers are being generated in the bulk of the sample is not being
accounted for (as in the dashed line) then these carriers would appear as ―fast paths‖
producing an extended tail towards the high mobility range. The difference between
the dashed and full lines demonstrates the importance of accounting for the absorption
depth if one is seeking quantitative data for comparative analysis. The  parameter
associated with the MDF derived accounting for absorption is =2.2x10-9cm2/Vs
while for the MDF derived without accounting for it is Labs=0=3x10-9cm2/Vs.
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Figure 66: (a) The electron mobility distribution function extracted for the MEH-PPV device. The
dashed line is derived using equation (114) and does not account for the finite absorption depth of the
polymer. The full line is derived using equation (118) and represents the true MDF. (b) an
illustration of a device with infinitely high absorption coefficient (top) and a more realistic case
(bottom).

Now that extraction of the MDF has been fine tuned, we turn to further verify
that the MDF concept and method can provide useful information regarding the
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sample and material properties (quality) we compare two materials: Green-PPV and
MEH-PPV. We first present data extracted using an entirely different device structure
and method. Next, we show that there is qualitative good agreement. Figure 67a and
Figure 67b show the chemical structure of Green-PPV and MEH-PPV, respectively
(more details regarding the Green-PPV material family can be found in [116]). Figure
67c shows the field effect hole mobility of the two polymers extracted from the
transfer characteristics measured in a bottom contact configuration (exact FET
structure and measurement procedure are described in [114]). The figure shows the
known phenomena of gate (charge density) dependent mobility found in disordered
amorphous materials. It is established by now [102, 115, 117, 118] that there is a
direct relation between the degree of density dependence and the amount of disorder
found in the material. Figure 67c thus serves as an indication, independent of the
MDF method, that MEH-PPV is more electronically disordered compared to GreenPPV.
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Figure 67: (a) Chemical structure of Green-PPV. (b) Chemical structure of MEH-PPV. (c) Hole
field effect mobility extracted from the transfer characteristics of bottom contact FETs [114].

After establishing the above, we move to quantifying this difference by
examining the electron mobility distribution function in a solar cell device
configuration. Figure 68 shows the mobility distribution function derived for Green-
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PPV (full line) and MEH-PPV (dashed line). The dash-dot line is the Green-PPV‘s
function normalized to overlap the low mobility side of the MEH-PPV‘s function.
Comparing the normalized Green-PPV MDF and the MEH-PPV MDF it is
evident that the distribution function of the Green-PPV is significantly narrower. In
fact, the 1 parameter that characterizes the high mobility side tail takes the values of
2.2x10-9cm2/Vs and 1.6x10-9cm2/Vs for the MEH-PPV and the normalized GreenPPV functions, respectively.
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Figure 68: The electron mobility distribution function derived for Green-PPV (full line) and
MEH-PPV (dashed line). The dash-dot line is the green-PPV’s function normalized to overlap the
low mobility side of the MEH-PPV’s function. The inset shows the same curves on a semi log X
scale.

The MDF method can thus be used as a fast and direct method for
characterizing the electronic uniformity (electronic order) of materials thus being a
useful tool for material development and screening as well as for device engineering
once the right material has been selected.

Corrections for the Effects of Diffusion
For the sake of completeness we incorporated in our transient simulations the
effect of diffusion in order to investigate whether or not it has any significance in our
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analyses. Instead of laboring at finding an exact analytical or numerical solution to the
relevant equations we used an approximate approach that relied on the well known
analysis of the Haynes-Shockley experiment. In the following we will outline the
relevant equations and assumptions and then show how we obtained an integral
expression that includes both the effects of absorption and diffusion. Assuming it is
the electrons that are responsible for producing the slow carrier transient and
assuming there is no recombination, we will make reference to electrons only in our
notations and omit recombination terms in the equations.
The relevant equations:
The drift-diffusion equation –
J n  q n nE  qDn

(124)

The continuity equation –
(125)

n
x

n 1 

J n  gn
t q x

The above lead to –
(126)

n 1
n
2n
 n E
 Dn 2  gn
t q
x
x

According to the Haynes-Shockley experiment, the spread and drift of the
charge concentration profile, after a pulse at t=0 and x=x0 had produced a
concentration of n0 carriers at x=x0, is –

(127)

n  x, t  

n0
2  Dn t



e

 x  x0  n Et 2
4 Dn t

 t 

Given the same type of excitation, (127) would be the solution for equation
(126) had the sample been infinite or under boundary conditions demanding the
continuity of n and n x with x. These are not the proper boundary conditions
suitable for our devices as normally the contacts are treated as baths of carriers
imposing strict values on the concentration n at the points of contact. Using
expression (127) as a kernel for seeking solutions for general excitations in our
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devices can only be an approximation. For example, if we insist on using (127) as a
solution for a pulse type excitation near the front contact, we would get that the spread
of the Gaussian would send carriers passed the front contact, however, as the
Gaussian drifts to the back contact then according to (127) the moving Gaussian
would drag its tail of carriers back from the front contact (the relations depending on
the strength of the electric field). Thus any current derived from (127) for a real
device configuration can only approximate the true current. Nevertheless, for the sake
of simplicity we will not delve into giving an accurate incorporation of the diffusion
effect in our devices but will rather assume that the dynamics are the same as in the
infinite case, however, we will take into account only the part of the Gaussian that
falls in between the contacts at x=0 and x=d. The error is expected to be small since
much of the carriers do not reach the front contact as charge generation is extended
into the bulk of the device due to absorption and as the large field prevents most
carriers from reaching the front contact.
Our ultimate goal is to derive an expression for the photocurrent in response to
a step like illumination including the diffusion effect, the absorption effect and a
distribution of mobility pathways. Since for low level excitations this system is
essentially linear time invariant (LTI), we can obtain the full all inclusive response by
first assuming a single mobility value, then, obtaining the photocurrent response to a
pulse at a location x0 in the depth of the film, then integrating over position with an
exponential absorption profile followed by convolution over time with a heaviside
function and finally integrating over the different mobilities with the appropriate g()
weighing function. This is exactly what we shall do.
As stated above, a pulse of light entirely absorbed at x=x0 will generate
carriers that will spread and drift according to (127). The displacement current
produced by each and every sheet-slice of the changing and moving density is given
by:
(128)

Jd 

v

v
  qndx
d
d

where v is the velocity of the slice. The velocity can be derived from the driftdiffusion equation and then used to calculate Jd:
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Using the spreading Gaussian to approximate the density resulting from the
pulse excitation we get:
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Expression (129) is an approximation to the time evolution of the photocurrent
as a result of a pulse of light at location x0 within the layer. For an exponential profile
of absorption (starting at x=0) of the form I 0 e  x , the total current including all the
contributions is:
d

J   t   I 0  J d  x0 , t  e  x0 dx0 
0

(130)
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Therefore, the current for a step illumination would be:
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And for a distribution of mobility values, the response in our case would be:
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where use has been made of the Einstein relation.
In Figure 69 we present simulations showing the effect of considering
diffusion in simulating the transients and in optimizing for the MDF extraction, i.e.
implementing equation (132) in our calculations. These simulations are compared to
simulations where diffusion was left out of the calculations. As can be seen,
considering diffusion has little effect under our working conditions of high fields.
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Figure 69: (a) comparing the transients calculated with diffusion (blue) and without diffusion
(green) using the same MDF. (b) optimized MDFs of the low intensity measurement of the MEHPPV device when diffusion was taken into account (blue) to when diffusion wasn’t considered
(green).
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Chapter 10: Simulations of Charge Transfer through
Thin Films
10.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter we gave an intuitive physical justification to the thin
film effect on transient measurement. It was postulated that in disordered-material
thin-film devices the anomalous photocurrent transients were an expected result of the
lack of statistical convergence due to the relatively small environments sampled by
the traversing carriers. Whereas in microscopically inhomogeneous films (made up of
nano/micro scale zones of different transport properties) it is quite straightforward to
understand this thin film effect, we also noted that lack of convergence should be
expected in glassy thin films as well. It is the focus of this chapter to justify this claim
through numerical simulations [119].

10.2 The numerical approach
For our numerical simulations we utilize an implementation of the direct
solution of the linearized master equation as described in Chapter 5 while using the
Miller-Abrahams expression of equation (71) for generating the values of the
transition rates. We use the following values for the different parameters in equation
(71) – 0  1012 Hz ,   108 cm 1 and T  300 K . In our simulation, small-volume
cubic-lattices of sites are taken with a distance of 1nm between the sites. The energy
levels of the sites are then randomized according to a Gaussian density of states of a
specified standard deviation. No variations in relative site distances are considered,
only energetic variations. The dimensions of the lattices are 7 sites by 7 sites or 8 sites
by 8 sites in the cross section and are varied between 5 to 25 sites in the direction of
propagation (layer thickness). The initial conditions are taken as a probability of 1 at
some site on the first cross sectional lattice plane where all the rest of the probabilities
are taken as 0. Cyclic boundary conditions are imposed in the cross sectional
direction. The last cross sectional lattice plane is considered as the plane of exit (exit
contact). No probability diffusion can occur out of the sites of this plane, only into
such sites. Since we are primarily interested in the typical transit time to cross the
lattice, our main variable of interest is the sum over the occupation probabilities of the
sites of the last plane. Solving the master equation and summing over the last plane
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sites gives us the dynamic probability function for crossing the lattice. The average
transit time for the current lattice with the current set of random energies can then be
calculated by averaging over the time derivative of this probability function. We refer
to this average transit time as the typical transit time of the given environment. More
accurately, for a given lattice one should perform this averaging calculation for all
possible initial conditions as well, i.e. a carrier starting to propagate from every site
on the entry plane. However, since, as explained below, many such environments are
considered, this doesn‘t really matter.
Simulations were carried out for two field strengths and for Gaussian DOS
distributions with three different standard deviations – =0.5kT, =1kT and =3kT,
where k is the Boltzman constant and T was taken to be 300K, i.e. room temperature.
For each energy distribution and for every layer thickness in our chosen set (in the
range of 5 sites to 25 sites), the site energy levels were randomized and the master
equation was solved to produce the probability function for crossing the lattice. This
procedure of randomizing the energies and solving the master equation was repeated
several hundreds of times for every layer thickness. Each randomization step is
equivalent to producing a new environment through which the carrier propagates. In
essence, after calculating the average transit time for each randomization, we were in
effect producing, for the current layer thickness, the random variable

ttr | x, y 

mentioned in Chapter 9.
In the following section we demonstrate the thin film effect by examining the
thickness dependence and the DOS dependence of the ratio between the standard
deviation of the typical transit times and the average of the typical transit times. We
propose this variable as being of merit since in well-ordered materials the standard
deviation of the typical transit times should be zero, whereas we expect it to grow
larger with increasing disorder. So for starters, it provides an indication as to the
effect of disorder on the transients. Furthermore, for this parameter to be intrinsic and
dimensionless we normalize the typical transit time standard deviation of the given
thickness and given disorder to the average of the typical transit times of the same set.
Doing so we get a parameter of which we expect that in thick enough layers, such that
statistical convergence is likely to occur (unless the DOS is theoretically too wide
spread such as in the exponential case), this normalized standard deviation of the
typical transit times should go to zero. We thus gain a well-behaved value that allows
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comparisons across different layer thicknesses and different DOS attributes and is
intrinsically related to the thin film effect we seek to explore. The general expected
behavior is therefore a decrease in this parameter value with increasing layer
thickness or increased order (narrower DOS STD). We shall refer to this ratio as the
‗thickness effect ratio‘. In mathematical notation this parameter is evaluated
according to equation (133).


(133)

ttr   ttr | x, y 

 ttr | x, y 

x, y



2
x, y

x, y

where averaging over x and y means averaging over the different environments.

10.3 Results and Discussion
Results of our simulations are presented in the following figures. Figures that
present transients in the different graphs are actually plots of the probability over time
for reaching the exit layer in each simulation. We present two groups of simulations;
in the first group the electric field was of the very low strength of 100V/cm whereas
in the second group the field strength was 106V/cm which is somewhat large but still
of a common value. Assuming two neighboring sites (1nm distance) with equivalent
energy levels and using the Miller-Abrahams expression with the values given in
section 10.2, then given an applied field of 100V/cm in the direction between the
sites, the ratio between the uphill and downhill transition rates is 0.9996. We see from
this simple example that for the 100V/cm group, the transients are essentially
diffusion driven. For the 106V/cm group the same ratio is 0.0214, which indicates that
the field produces a dominant effect. In Figure 70 through Figure 78, the results for
the 100V/cm field are presented. In Figure 79 through Figure 84, the results for the
106V/cm field are presented.
We conclude by analyzing the results from the transient simulations within the
framework of the spatial distribution of mobility. We use the distribution of the
typical times of arrival from a given set of simulations to extract the MDF of the
given simulated sample.
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Low Field Simulations
For the low field figures there are bunches of 100 transient graphs (100
environments) for each thickness and DOS standard deviation. In the figures that
feature the thickness effect ratio, the ratios were calculated by averaging over several
hundreds of statistically generated typical transit times for a given set of simulations.
We note below more specifically the number of trials in each calculation.
Figure 70 and Figure 71 visualize the obvious effect of disorder on the transit
time and typical transit time distribution at a given thickness of 13nm. Figure 70(a)
and Figure 71(a) present transient graphs against an actual time axis for different DOS
standard deviations. Obviously, as can be seen in the graphs, the greater the disorder
the longer the typical transit time seems to be. Figure 70(b) and Figure 71(b) show the
same data only they are presented such that each bunch of simulations is normalized
in time to the average of its typical transit times. Again, an obvious effect of a greater
relative spread in the transients for greater disorder can be observed.
In Figure 72, Figure 73 and Figure 74 of the low field group we present a
visualization of the thickness effect. We do so by examining on the same plot
simulated similarly-disordered samples with varying thicknesses. The (a) figures
show a real time axis and the (b) figures show the transient bunches such that each
bunch is self-normalized in time to the average of its typical transit times. In each
figure the effect is shown for a different Gaussian DOS standard deviation. It can be
clearly seen in the (b) figures that the longer the sample the more closely the
normalized transients are bunched. This is a visualization of the move towards
statistical convergence as larger environments are sampled.
In Figure 75 and Figure 76 of the low field group the visualization of the
previous section is placed on mathematically more solid grounds by plotting the
thickness effect ratios against the sample thickness. In Figure 75 a different plot is
given for every Gaussian DOS standard deviation and in Figure 76 the graphs of the
different standard deviations are shown for comparison on the same plot in semilog
scale. We typically used 400 trials to calculate each entry in the graphs. These graphs
show how the calculated spread of the normalized transient bunches of the previous
section change with sample thickness. The graphs that correspond to 0.5kT and 1kT
standard deviation show clear decline in the relative spread as the sample thickness
increases thus providing theoretical justification to our parallel pathways approach for
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thin glassy samples. The graph of the 3kT standard deviation shows a good trend with
increasing sample thickness, however, the decline doesn‘t seem to be monotonic. We
believe that for this larger disorder much more simulations need to be made in order
to reach statistical convergence. This claim seems to be supported by Figure 78c,
where the graphs show large deviations (see next paragraph).

Due to limited

computational resources and time we were unable to carry out enough simulations,
nor were we able to explore much further into larger layer thicknesses.
In order to gain confidence in the statistical convergence of our results we
conclude the simulations for the low field group with comparisons of histograms and
ratio graphs constructed from subsets of about 200 trials from the larger ensemble of
about 400 trials. In Figure 77 we show histograms of typical transit times for different
sample thicknesses and DOS standard deviations. The histograms of the two subsets
for each case show good visual similarity. In Figure 78 we compare the thickness
effect ratio graphs constructed separately for each subset. The graphs relating to the
DOS standard deviations of 0.5kT and 1kT show good visual similarity for each case,
however, there seems to be increased ensitivity for the 3kT case. As mentioned in the
previous paragraph, we relate this to the need to collect increasingly more simulation
results in order to obtain good statistical convergence for the thickness effect ratio
variable as disorder grows larger.
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12nm Thick, STD=0.5kT in Green, STD=1kT in Blue
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Figure 70: Comparisons of the transients for a 12nm thick sample with two different Gaussian
DOS standard deviations – 0.5kT (green) and 1kT (blue). Actual time axis is shown in (a). Time
axis normalized to the average of the typical transfer times for each sample is shown in (b). The
field strength is 100V/cm.
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12nm Thick, STD=1kT in Green, STD=3kT in Blue
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Figure 71: Comparisons of the transients for a 12nm thick sample with two different Gaussian
DOS standard deviations – 1kT (green) and 3kT (blue). Actual time axis is shown in (a) where
the scale is logarithmic due to the large scaling differences. Time axis normalized to the average
of the typical transfer times for each sample is shown in (b). The field strength is 100V/cm.
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Transients for STD=0.5kT, 4nm in Blue, 12nm in Green and 24nm in Red
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Figure 72: Visualizing the thickness effect by comparing the transients of different sample
thicknesses for the same 0.5kT Gaussian DOS standard deviation. Actual time axis is shown in
(a) and in (b) the transients are normalized to the average of the typical transfer times for each
sample. Figure (b) and its inset show clearly how the relative variation in the transit time
decreases with increasing sample thickness. The field strength is 100V/cm.
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Transients for STD=1kT, 4nm in Blue, 12nm in Green and 24nm in Red
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Figure 73: Visualizing the thickness effect by comparing the transients of different sample
thicknesses for the same 1kT Gaussian DOS standard deviation. Actual time axis is shown in (a)
and in (b) the transients are normalized to the average of the typical transfer times for each
sample. Figure (b) shows clearly how the relative spread in the transit time decreases with
increasing sample thickness. The field strength is 100V/cm.
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Transients for STD=3kT, 4nm in Blue, 12nm in Green and 24nm in Red
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Figure 74: Visualizing the thickness effect by comparing the transients of different sample
thicknesses for the same 3kT Gaussian DOS standard deviation. Actual time axis is shown in (a)
where the scale is logarithmic due to the large scaling differences and in (b) the transients are
normalized to the average of the typical transfer times for each sample. The thickness effect is
somewhat less evident here since at 3kT standard deviation we need to collect much more data to
obtain clearer statistical convergence. The field strength is 100V/cm.
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Thickness Effect Ratio Vs. Thickness for STD=0.5kT
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Figure 75: Plots of the thickness effect ratio Vs. sample thickness for the three DOS standard
deviations. (a) and (b) show clear evidence of decline in the relative spread of the transit times
with increasing sample thickness. In (c) the overall decline with sample thickness is evident but
less pronounced as larger ensembles are needed for achieving better statistical convergence. The
field strength is 100V/cm.
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Figure 76: All thickness effect ratio Vs. sample thickness graphs in one plot in semilog scale. The
field strength is 100V/cm.
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Subset Transit Time Histograms - STD=0.5kT, 12nm Thick
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Figure 77: Comparisons between typical transit time histograms constructed from two subsets of about
200 trials from the larger ensembles of the different sample types, as noted in each plot. The
resemblance between the two histograms in each simulation set gives us confidence in assuming
statistical convergence. The field strength is 100V/cm.
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Thickness Effect Ratio Vs. Thickness for STD=0.5kT
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Figure 78: Comparisons between thickness effect ratio Vs. thickness graphs. Each point was
constructed from a different subset of about 200 trials from the larger relevant ensemble. The
resemblance in (a) and (b) between the two graphs gives us confidence in assuming statistical
convergence. In (c) the graphs still show resemblance in trend and values, however, the larger
material disorder results in poorer statistical convergence for the ratios. The field strength is
100V/cm.
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High Field Simulations
Turning now to the statistics of simulations conducted under field strengths of
106V/cm, we mostly follow the analysis presented for the low field conditions. Again,
the transients presented in Figure 79 through Figure 82 were constructed using
bunches of 100 transient graphs (100 environments) for each thickness and DOS
standard deviation. For the higher disorder of 3kT presented in Figure 83 we used 250
transients for each thickness. The dependence of the thickness effect ratio on sample
thickness is presented in Figure 84 along with visualization indicative of the degree of
statistical convergence of our calculations.
Figure 79 and Figure 80 visualize the effect of disorder on the transit time and
typical transit time distribution at a given thickness of 14nm. When comparing Figure
79 to Figure 70 it is rather obvious that the relative spread in the transients for the
high field conditions (relative to the typical duration of the transients) is much
narrower than for the low field conditions. It is also obvious from Figure 79 (high
field) that the transients for 0.5kT disorder and 1kT disorder are rather similar. This
can be explained by comparing these standard deviations in site energies to the
potential drop between adjacent lattice layers which are 1nm apart. Under field
strength of 106V/cm, this potential drop is 100meV. The above standard deviations on
the other hand are 13meV for the 0.5kT disorder (room temperature) and 26meV for
the 1kT disorder. As the probability of finding two adjacent sites with an energy
difference over 100meV is very low under the given densities of states, the
overwhelmingly dominant transitions are downhill in energy under the 10 6V/cm field.
As we are using the Miller-Abrahams expression given in equation (71), downhill
transitions are equivalent in rate independently of energy step. We thus get similar
and relatively narrow spreads in the curves appearing in Figure 79. A standard
deviation of 3kT is equal to 78meV, which is no longer narrow in comparison to the
100meV potential drop; we thus get a dramatically increased spread in the transients
compared to the previous examples, as shown in Figure 80.
Figure 81 through Figure 83, as in Figure 72 through Figure 74, visualize the
thickness effect by comparing transients calculated for samples with varying
thicknesses. The effect is not very discernable for the 0.5kT disorder simulations
presented in Figure 81 due to the narrow spread in the graphs. However, the effect
becomes evident in the higher disorder simulations of Figure 82 and Figure 83.
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In Figure 84 we directly present the thickness effect ratio‘s dependence on
sample thickness for the different energetic standard deviations. The ratios for each
thickness are plotted in red ‗+‘ signs and the signs are connected in red line. The
ratios were calculated from sets of transient calculations of a varying number of
elements. In Figure 84a there are 1600 elements in each set for a given thickness, in
Figure 84b the sets vary in size between 2400 to 4000 elements and in Figure 84c the
sets vary in size between 1600 to 3200 elements. In order to show the quality of
convergence of the statistical calculations of the thickness effect ratios we take a
somewhat different approach to that shown in Figure 77 and Figure 78 - along with
the previously described plots are also plotted clusters of thickness effect ratio
calculations based on subsets obtained by dividing the original set into smaller groups
of 200 elements. The spread of each cluster around its mean and in relation to the
other clusters is visually indicative of how well our calculations have converged. We
see that for the 0.5kT standard deviation the convergence is rather well, for the 1kT
deviation it is reasonably well (except for the 4nm sample thickness where the cluster
is relatively dispersed) and for the 3kT standard deviation the convergence is poor.
As before, each calculation of a thickness effect ratio is based on taking a set
of transient calculations, calculating the average time of transit for each transient
(typical time of transit) and thus creating the ensemble from which, through
averaging, we get the thickness effect ratio.
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14nm Thick, STD=0.5kT in Green, STD=1kT in Blue
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Figure 79: Comparisons of the transients for a 14nm thick sample with two different Gaussian
DOS standard deviations – 0.5kT (green) and 1kT (blue). Actual time axis is shown in (a). Time
axis normalized to the average of the typical transfer times for each sample is shown in (b). The
field strength is 106 V/cm.
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14nm Thick, STD=1kT in Green, STD=3kT in Blue
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Figure 80: Comparisons of the transients for a 14nm thick sample with two different Gaussian
DOS standard deviations – 1kT (green) and 3kT (blue). Actual time axis is shown in (a) where
the scale is logarithmic due to the large scaling differences. Time axis normalized to the average
of the typical transfer times for each sample is shown in (b). The field strength is 10 6 V/cm.
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Transients for STD=0.5kT, 4nm in Blue, 10nm in Green and 24nm in Red
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Figure 81: Visualizing the thickness effect by comparing the transients of different sample
thicknesses for the same 0.5kT Gaussian DOS standard deviation. Actual time axis is shown in
(a) and in (b) the transients are normalized to the average of the typical transfer times for each
sample. Due to the narrow energy STD of the DOS relative to the forward potential drop
between sites at the given field, the thickness effect is not as evident in (b) as it is for the low field
case or the following more disordered circumstances. The field strength is 106 V/cm.
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Transients for STD=1kT, 4nm in Blue, 10nm in Green and 24nm in Red
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Figure 82: Visualizing the thickness effect by comparing the transients of different sample
thicknesses for the same 1kT Gaussian DOS standard deviation. Actual time axis is shown in (a)
and in (b) the transients are normalized to the average of the typical transfer times for each
sample. Figure (b) shows how the relative spread in the transit time decreases with increasing
sample thickness. The field strength is 106 V/cm.
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Transients for STD=3kT, 4nm in Blue, 14nm in Green and 24nm in Red
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Figure 83: Visualizing the thickness effect by comparing the transients of different sample
thicknesses for the same 3kT Gaussian DOS standard deviation. Actual log scaled time axis is
shown in (a) and in (b) the transients are normalized to the average of the typical transfer times
for each sample. Figure (b) shows clearly how the relative spread in the transit time decreases
with increasing sample thickness. The field strength is 106 V/cm.
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Figure 84: Plots of the thickness effect ratio Vs. sample thickness for the three DOS standard
deviations. The blue circle signs are ratios calculated from small subsets of simulations with 200
elements in each and are plotted so as to provide a visualization of how well the calculations had
converged. In red with the ‘+’ signs are ratios calculated from the full sets of simulations (size
varying between 1600 elements to 4000). (a) and (b) show clear evidence of decline in the relative
spread of the transit times with increasing sample thickness. In (c) the overall decline with
sample thickness is noticeable but not ‘well behaved’ as larger ensembles are needed for
achieving better statistical convergence. The field strength is 106 V/cm.
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Mobility Distribution Calculation
If we make the preliminary hypothetical assumption that the typical exit times

1
are distributed as a Gaussian of the form - fT  t  
e
2

 t t0 2
2 2

, then defining the

mobility for an environment with a typical exit time t to be   t   L

2

Vt

(where L is

the layer thickness, V is the voltage drop and t is the typical exit time) would result in
the mobility being distributed according to –

fT  ti 

f    

(134)
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The definition for the mobility given above is simply based on the average
time it would take the carrier to cross the layer under the given voltage drop, and the
mobility is then calculated as it would be calculated for a well-ordered crystalline
silicone for example.
In Figure 85 we present statistics of typical exit times for a 12nm thick sample
with a 3kT Gaussian DOS and under 5x104V/cm electric field. Borrowing the average
and standard deviation of these statistical data and using these values in equation
(134) yields the mobility distribution function presented in Figure 86. The result
presented in Figure 86 is qualitatively similar in shape to the experimental mobility
distribution functions that we extracted in Chapter 9. The time domain statistical data
may also be directly converted into statistical data relating to the mobilities by using
the formula   t   L

2

Vt

presented above. Figure 87 depicts the translation of the data

into mobility space. As can be seen in Figure 87b, the histogram of the mobilities has
the general shape of the mobility distribution functions extracted experimentally but it
deviates somewhat from the analytically calculated plot based on assuming a
Gaussian distribution for the typical exit times. The Gaussian assumption is not an
accurate one if only for the fact that there is a lower limit to the possible exit time (the
result of the upper limit for carrier transfer rate in the Miller-Abrahams expression).
As is further explained in 11.2 one cannot straightforward apply the central limit
theorem to approximate the exit time distribution as a Gaussian as successive carrier
hops are statistically dependent. This statistical dependence can be easily explained
intuitively if we consider, for example, that a relatively large downhill hop taking
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place may be indicative of a trapping event whereby the carrier was caught in a deep
energy site. Thus, the following hop is likely to take a relatively long time, as it is
most likely that the energy levels of the surrounding sites are much higher in energy
than the trapping site. In 11.2 we suggest a simplified physical model and an analytic
approach to produce the statistics of the typical transfer times.
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Figure 85: (a) plot of typical exit times as calculated from the simulations of the different
randomized environments. (b) histogram of the data presented in (a). Field strength is 5x104
V/cm, sample thickness is 12nm, STD of DOS is 3kT.
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Figure 86: The mobility distribution function that would result for a Gaussian distribution of the
typical exit times. The plot is based on equation (134) where the average and standard deviation
of the typical times of exit was taken from the same data as presented in Figure 85.
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Figure 87: (a) plot of typical mobilites for the same data as presented in Figure 85. (b) histogram
of the data presented in (a) along with a plot of the analytic expression as shown in Figure 86.
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In Figure 88 we show exit time statistics for the high field data (106V/cm) for
a sample that is 14nm thick and with a DOS standard deviation of 1kT. Since for a
1kT DOS standard deviation with field strength of 106V/cm the voltage drop between
two adjacent layers competes in value with the energetic disorder (as shown in 10.3),
there are some noticeable saturation effects. For example, a finite cutoff value for the
short transfer times is noticeable in Figure 88. This lower cutoff in time domain turns
into an upper cutoff when translating the data to the mobility domain as can be
observed in Figure 89. The shape of the histogram shown is Figure 89b is now quite
different from the distribution functions we have extracted experimentally due to this
saturation.
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Figure 88: (a) plot of the high field typical exit times as calculated from the simulations of the
different randomized environments. (b) histogram of the data presented in (a) with more
simulations included. Field strength is 106V/cm, sample thickness is 14nm, STD of DOS is 1kT.
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Figure 89: (a) shows the translation of the average exit time ensemble of Figure 88a into a
mobility ensemble. (b) is the histogram of the ensemble shown in (a) (augmented with more data).
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Chapter 11: Summary and Outlook
11.1 Summary
The impetus for this work has been to better the understanding of polymer
and, more generally, organic photocell and light detector devices. Several groups in
the world are working on turning the promise of polymer and organic devices into a
technological reality, which requires device-engineering capabilities. This translates
into good understanding of photoexcitation, transport, recombination and other
physical phenomena. It is not surprising that the modelling of electrical and
photoelectrical organic devices has been generally based on the familiar concepts and
expressions borrowed from their inorganic crystalline cousins. Adaptations had to be
made to account for disorder effects, trapping effects, charge concentration effects,
electric field strength effects and more. All of these adaptations are basically
embodied into the physical expressions by increasing generalizations of the functional
dependence of physical parameters and characteristics such as the mobility
coefficient, the diffusion coefficient and more. We feel that our work has made a
contribution in advancing the understanding of physical phenomena in thin film
organic devices while maintaining mathematical simplicity in a manner that makes its
results compatible with common and familiar expressions. The concepts and
expressions we have arrived at in our work can thus be readily implemented in device
engineering.
In Chapter 8 we adhere to the commonly used device equations and analyse
the quantum efficiency performance of the device against increasing optical
excitation. We show numerically and analytically that due to the large discrepancy
between the mobilities of holes and electrons in the organic material there is a build
up of space charge in the device. We then show analytically based on a space charge
limited approach that the photocurrent should reach saturation at around the current
value compatible with the space charge limited current that the given device can
support under the given working conditions. We then go on to showing that a
different perspective whereby an analytic model based on Langevin recombination
was developed to describe device performance also yields a saturation value for the
photocurrent at around the same space charge limited current for the device. This
seemingly coincidental result is mathematically and intuitively elucidated. Based on
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these analytic models we propose a scheme for extracting the mobility value of the
slow charge carrier based on the excitation dependence of the quantum efficiency and
specifically based on observing the point at which the quantum efficiency begins its
decline. We back the theoretical analysis with experimental results and show good
curve fittings between theory and practice.
The work presented in Chapter 9 was initiated as an attempt to complement
the results of Chapter 8 by performing photocurrent transient measurements. The
surprising turn-on transient curves that resulted led us to develop the mobility spatial
distribution function approach whereby the current in thin films along the narrow
dimension is described as being the sum of microscopic channels characterized by
different mobility values. We give simple mathematical expressions to analytically
incorporate this new approach into device modeling. We also show how the mobility
distribution function can be easily calculated from the photocurrent transient
measurements. We then implement this new approach in analyzing experimentally
obtained transient curves at different excitation intensities. Comparisons are made
between the mobility values extracted using the scheme of Chapter 8 and that of
Chapter 9.
In Chapter 9 we used two independent reasonings to justify the mobility
distribution function approach. The first reasoning was based on the possible spatial
inhomogeneity of the layer on the microscopic level. The second reasoning was based
on assuming a completely glassy material with a homogeneous energy state
distribution yet lacking statistical convergence in the narrow direction. In Chapter 10
we show, using repeatative numerical solutions of the transport master equation for
glassy materials, how the lack of statistical convergence is manifested in thin films to
create what we call the ‗thin film effect‘. We thus give further theoretical backing to
our mobility spatial distribution function approach for thin films.
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11.2 Outlook
We hereby list in a brief manner some suggestions for continuing the work
done in this research.

Analytical Expressions for the Thin Film Effect and the Mobility
Distribution Function
What we call the ‗thin film effect‘ has been demonstrated by numerical
simulations in Chapter 10. In those simulations we used direct solutions of the master
equation of the form - f  t   e f0 , as described in Chapter 5. We believe analytical
Wt

expressions relating to this phenomenon can also be formulated. It would be of high
value and elegance if instead of numerically solving the master equation many times
for different environments one could formulate analytic expressions for the moments
of the probability space when the matrix W is random. The elements of W were
derived in our simulations from the probability space characterized by the given DOS.
Perhaps by expanding the exponent in f  t   e f0 into its Taylor series up to a
Wt

desireable approximation and then treating W as a random matrix one could
approximate or even calculate accurately analytic expressions for such moments as
the average of the typical times of arrival (see Chapter 10), the standard deviation for
the typical times of arrival etc. Such expressions would link directly given density of
states, to which such expressions were realizable, to relevant physical phenomena
such as the thin film effect.
Perhaps a better way to start working out analytical expressions is through the
use of physical approximations and simplifications. For example, given that we are
interested in very thin films, a simplified model for analytically calculating the
distribution of the typical transit times may be one where we assume that every
randomly selected environment can be modeled for transport purposes as a onedimensional chain of sites through which the carrier hops in the forward direction
only. We can then assume that each site along the chain has an energy level taken
randomly from the given DOS plus the potential drop due to the existing voltage. The
time it takes each hopping step to occur can then be taken to be the inverse of the
Miller-Abrahams expression given by equation (71). Randomizing the environments
is equivalent under the assumptions of this model to randomizing the energy levels
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along the chain. For a given layer thickness we can further assume for simplicity that
the chain is fixed in the number of links (sites). It is reasonable to assume that a given
environment would have a preferred path (a filament) along which carriers travel,
however, it is not accurate to assume, as we do here, that the energy levels of the sites
along that path are statistically uncorrelated (even though the energy levels of the sites
in the environment are statistically independent). Nevertheless, for simplicity and as a
first approximation, let us assume that these levels are indeed statistically
uncorrelated. As a next step, correlations may be taken into account.
To find out the statistics of the typical times of exit for samples that may be
modeled by filaments made of N sites and using our proposed model, we need to
calculate the probability given by (135)

 1

1
1
1
P



t
 W12 W23 W34

W N 1 N



where Wij are the rates given by the Miller-Abrahams expression (71) (or any other
expression). The random variable elements that make up the sum in equation (135)
are not statistically independent, therefore we cannot blindly apply the simple form of
the central limit theorem to asymptotically approximate the above probability as a
Gaussian. In order to reach analytic conclusions about the above sum we need to
calculate this probability based on its own physical manifestations. To do so it is best
to start with calculating the joint probability of these random variables (136)
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The Miller-Abrahams expression was of the form –
(137)
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Wij  A 
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 j   i
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We thus get immediately that the probability in equation (136) is 0 if any of the ti
variables is less than 1 A . For all other cases ( ti  1 A ) we can use the MillerAbrahams expression to transform equation (136) into –
(138)
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This probability can be calculated from the following expression –
F  t1 , t2 , , t N 1  
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, where V is the voltage drop between two successive

lattice planes in the direction of the electric field and q is the electron charge. q V
should be negative for a forward progress of electrons.
Once we have F t1 , t2 ,, tN 1  we can calculate the joint density function by
taking the partial derivatives according to -
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Once we have the joint density function we can calculate the desired
probability of equation (135) by using suitable integration as shown in chapter 7 of
[120].
For a single hop (two sites) the probability density function in equation (140)
takes the form –
(141)
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Figure 90: Transit time distribution for a two-site system. The relevant parameter values are
listed below.

Graphically, equation (141) is presented in Figure 90. The parameters used for
this figure are – room temperature, Gaussian DOS with standard deviation of 1kT,
electric field of 106V/cm, distance between sites of 1nm and A is 4.54x107 Hz.
One may assume that the constituent hopping steps are independent and thus
be able to get further simplification of the calculation by directly using the central
limit theorem while basing the entire calculation on the two-site expression of
equation (141). However, this simplification may be only partly applicable under very
specific circumstances of high fields and low DOS standard deviations since in this
limit most sites in the forward direction are of less energy than their preceding site
and there will be little correlation between the hops, albeit with less interesting
features.

Thickness Dependent Transients Using Thin Molecular Films
Evaporation of molecular materials such as C60, CuPc and Alq3 is an elegant
way by which one can form thin semiconducting molecular layer with excellent
control over the thickness of the film and high repeatability. By constructing devices
from such films one can experimentally examine the thickness dependence of the
photocurrent transients and perhaps further verify experimentally the statistical
convergence effect as the films get thicker. Further, if there are analytic expressions
for the moments for different density of states then having an analytic relation
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connecting film thickness to the density of states may be used in reverse for revealing
information about the density of states from thickness dependent measurements.
It is important to note however that molecular materials used for the
evaporation of films are many times contaminated with other molecules that act as
dopants. This may change the photocurrent regime from being mainly of the drift
current type to being mainly a diffusion type current. Such an effect would
compromise the methodologies presented in this thesis and is thus undesirable.
Molecular materials need to be thoroughly purified prior to device fabrication. The
zone purification technique whereby repeated evaporation and condensation of the
molecular material is used to extract a more pure form of the material may be helpful.

The Consequences of Spatial Mobility Inhomogeneity on the Operation of
organic LEDs and Solar cells
The spatial mobility distribution concept introduced in this thesis must be
incorporated in the understanding of organic device operation and device design
considerations. The operation of electronic devices is very much dependent on and
largely limited by the transport of carriers within the material. Since we have
established in this thesis that transport in the narrow direction of thin disordered
layers bears unique transport characteristics, this directly impacts how one should
understand the operation of LEDs and solar cells and how to optimize the design of
such devices.
For example, as we have shown in Chapter 8, mobility is a limiting factor in
solar cell operation. Given the existence of spatial mobility inhomogeneity, different
pathways would saturate at different excitation intensities. As for LEDs, space charge
effects, for example, would influence the lower mobility pathways at lower applied
voltages than the faster pathways. We thus expect interaction between neighboring
channels to play a role in device characteristics. Further, charge concentration effects
should now be analyzed on the channel level as well, as pathways with different
transport characteristics would contain different charge concentrations. The
understanding of degradation effects in LED and solar cell devices may also benefit
from the new physical insight provided by the mobility distribution concept.
We therefore suggest for further work that the mobility distribution approach
be incorporated into the modeling of organic devices. In some cases we expect this
incorporation to be a simple extension of existing models to include an integral over
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the parallel channels and in other circumstances this incorporation may necessitate a
more nanoscale examination of the physics.

Intensity and Field Dependence of the Transient Measurements
In continuation to the suggestions presented in the previous section, a good
place to continue examining device performance under the mobility distribution
approach would be to try and model the intensity dependence of the shape of the
transient measurements presented in 9.3. Perhaps the mobility dependence on carrier
concentration as presented in [102] should be combined with the mobility distribution
approach to produce an appropriate model. This should perhaps be complemented
with recombination and space charge effects treated within the framework of mobility
distribution pathways.
It would be interesting to conduct transient measurements under different
applied voltages as well. Perhaps saturation effects such as those shown by simulation
(see Figure 88 and Figure 89 for example) will be noticeable. This can be furher
linked to carrier hopping rate expressions. Performing such measurements is a bit
tricky as dark noise is usually much more significant when applying an external
voltage. More care will therefore be needed in device and contact design.

Bulk Heterojunction Interface Probing Using Transient Measurements
We suggest using turn-on transient measurements for revealing information
about the morphology of interpenetrating networks in bulk heterojunction devices. In
such devices a mixture of two materials is used to create the active layer in the
organic solar cell device such that one material acts as a donor and the other acts as an
acceptor. As discussed in Chapter 6, such bulk heterojunction devices increase the
efficiency of organic solar cells considerably by facilitating exciton charge separation
at the interface between the two materials. The resulting interpenetrating networks
take the general form shown schematically in Figure 91. We suggest the following
outline for describing the transport mechanism that takes place in such configurations:
Upon illumination most charge carriers would be created at the interface due to the
charge separation of excitons within a diffusion distance from the interface. After
separation each charge carrier drifts towards its respective contact. Thus, each carrier
has a different distance to travel depending on its place of generation at the interface.
If we assume that the transport is a homogeneous process throughout each of the
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constituent materials (although it is reasonable to expect that traveling along an
interface bears different characteristics than traveling within the bulk due to the
somewhat different environments) then we expect the photocurrent transient to be a
weighted superposition of transients relating to different traveling distances. If we
rearrange the interface topography to reflect what we may call the ―density of
effective distances‖ from the electrodes then we get the schematic depiction shown in
Figure 92. Now the idea is that if we can map the transient dependence on layer
thickness relating to one of the materials (typically the one with the slower carrier
mobility) then the interface morphology as characterized by the density of effective
distances can be revealed.
For this method to be effective there should be a large enough discrepancy
between the carrier mobilities in the different materials as the distance to one
electrode is exactly complemented by the distance to the other electrode. What might
work against such a method is the fact that when producing blends of two different
materials, there might result regions where the different molecules are not strictly
separated into different phases but are mixed into one another to some degree. Under
such circumstances treating the material as being made of two distinct constituents
would be inaccurate [121].
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Figure 91: Depiction of the interface morphology in a bulk heterojunction
device.
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Figure 92: Rearrangement of the interface to reflect the density of effective
distances.
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Chapter 12: Appendix - Ellipsometry – Reflection,
Transmission and Sample Preparation
In the following we shall limit the examples to the simplest of material
structures and show only some mathematical expressions and definitions referring
only to isotropic materials. More explanations may be found in the attached CD in the
file project_book.pdf (in Hebrew). Sample preparation and its implications on
measurement and analysis is also an important issue and it is discussed as well. The
newly created software has been shown to work using data generated by the SOPRA
WINELLI analysis software package and the data presented in [87]. The newly
created optical apparatus has been tested to work as well, however, a full end to end
measurement and analysis of the optical system and the software is still in the
workings while these lines are being written. Therefore, end to end results will not be
discussed in this work.

12.1 Reflection Ellipsometry
After reflection from a sample surface, a linearly polarized incident light is
generally elliptically polarized. The parallel electric field component, with respect to
the plane of incidence, P and the perpendicular one S (as illustrated in Figure 93)
undergo phase shifts when reflected, which are generally different for the two
components. The amplitudes of the components are also reflected differently. The
complex ratio  is defined in equation (142) as:
(142)



rp
rs

 tan   ei

where tan() and  are the amplitude ratio and the relative phase shift of the P and S
components respectively. The quantities  and , often given as tan() and cos(),
are called the ellipsometric parameters and they are the parameters extracted by the
ellipsometric measurement. The relation between a multi-layer structure of a sample
and the values of  and  at different wavelengths involves some tedious algebra and
can be reviewed in [122]. However, the relation is quite simple when only a bulk
material is considered and is given by the Fresnel relations in equations (143):
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(143)

rp 

N cos i   cos t 
N cos i   cos t 

rs 

cos i   N cos t 
cos i   N cos t 

where N is the complex index of refraction of the bulk material, i is the incidence
angle and t is the refraction angle (see Figure 93) obtained from Snell‘s law:
(144)

sin i   N sin t 

Figure 93: Incident and reflected field from a surface

Thus for bulk materials, the real and imaginary parts of the index of refraction
at each wavelength can be directly deduced from the measured tan() and cos() at
those wavelengths by solving (143) and (144). In the more general multi-layer
structure, numerical techniques and model fittings must be employed for extracting
the complex index of refraction and/or layer thickness.
There

are

several

popular

methods

for

conducting

ellipsometric

measurements. They all share the same underlying theory but differ somewhat in the
way the ellipsometric parameters are obtained resulting in some methods being
simpler to implement and others being more sensitive. We shall focus on the method
employed by the SOPRA GESP5 instrument at our disposal. The measuring technique
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implemented by the SOPRA GESP5 instrument is termed the rotating polarizer
configuration. As illustrated in Figure 94, in this technique light from a randomly
polarized source passes through a polarizer to become linearly polarized. The light
beam is modulated by the constantly rotating polarizer and is reflected with elliptical
polarization from the sample towards an analyzer fixed at a certain angle. After
passing through the analyzer the light is again linearly polarized and it then continues
towards a spectrometer and a detector for measurement. We installed a Fresnel
Rhomb phase shifting element in the optical path for purposes explained in 12.3.

Rotating Polarizer
Fixed Analyser
Source

FR Phase Shifter
Elliptic

Random

Fiber

Spectrometer
& detector

Linear

Sample

Figure 94: Schematic diagram of the SOPRA GESP5 ellipsometer

It can be shown [123] that for every wavelength incident on the detector, the
measured light intensity is expressed by:
(145)

I  I 0  cos  2 PAng    sin  2 PAng   1

where –
PAng - polarizer angle
tan 2    tan 2  A 

tan 2    tan 2  A 
A - analyzer angle
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I0 
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cos 2  A 
tan 2    tan 2  A 

Normally  and  are extracted by means of Fourier transform and then the
ellipsometric parameters are calculated from:
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tan   

(146)
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1 2

It should be pointed out that there are optimal angles for performing the
measurement so as to increase its sensitivity. The incidence angle should be near the
Brewster angle (75 for Si) for maximizing the difference between the reflected P and
S intensities. The analyzer angle should be  itself, which is unknown a priori but the
analyzer can be set to the  angle measured in the previous wavelength.

12.2 Transmission Ellipsometry
As mentioned in 7.4, transmission ellipsometry measurements are needed in
order to stabilize the solution of the ellipsometric equations for obtaining the optical
parameters of the layers. As shown in Figure 95, the ellipsometer had to be adapted
and reconfigured in order to facilitate transmission measurements. The ellipsometer‘s
stage was fitted with a rotation stage on which a vertical sample holder was attached.
This allowed conducting multi-angle transmission measurements. During a
measurement the ellipsometer is set to a 90 angle (straight line) and the rotation stage
is set to create the required angle of incidence.
Rotating Polarizer
Elliptic

Fixed Analyser
FR Phase Shifter

Fiber
Source

Random

Linear

Sample on a
Rotation Stage

Spectrometer
& detector

Figure 95: Ellipsometer configured for transmission measurements

Additionally, when conducting transmission measurements it is essential to
have transparent substrates. Thus our samples constitute of glass substrates on which
the polymer is spin coated. As there may be discrepancies between different samples,
our goal was to be able to conduct both reflection and transmission measurements on
the same sample as opposed to having one sample with a reflective substrate for the
reflection measurement and another sample with a transparent substrate for the
transmission measurement. The way this was managed is explained in 12.3.
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12.3 Sample Preparation and Phase Shifting for a Rotating Polarizer
Ellipsometer
To facilitate reflection and transmission measurements on the same sample we
had to use a glass substrate on which to spin coat the polymer layer. We therefore
used 1mm thick glass microscope slides which are optically polished on both sides.
This is suitable for transmission measurements, however, since the substrate is
transparent we can no longer assume a semi-infinite substrate for reflection
measurements. Since the light source is not a laser, the light traversing the 1mm
thickness of the slide loses its coherence with the preceding interfacial reflections.
This means that in order to account for this effect we need to sum over an infinite
series of incoherent reflections from the back side (and the result of each back
reflection passing again through the film). However, given that much of the light is
transmitted through the slide, summing over a limited number of backside reflections
may prove sufficient. The transmission measurement need also be accounted for such
backside reflections, but here too considering only the Fresnel coefficients while
passing through the backside interface may prove sufficient.
Although the incoherent backside reflections may be accounted for, they
obscure the interference patterns of the measurement and may reduce its sensitivity.
Thus getting rid of these reflections may be beneficial. The solution that we used was
to abrade half of the glass slide using a Dremel instrument with a diamond head so as
to disperse the beam hitting the backside in that half of the sample, as shown in Figure
96a. This half was used for the reflection measurements whereas the polished half was
used for transmission measurements. An even more elaborate scheme that may be put
into use in case there is still backside reflection is to attach with optical grease a stack
of several glass slides onto the side intended for reflection with or without abrading
the backside of the last slide in the stack. As shown in Figure 96b, this removes any
backside reflections by shifting the reflected beam out of the detector. These
techniques provide a solution for the reflection measurements where the backside
reflection may compete with the main reflection signal. In transmission measurements
the direct light is the main signal that is being monitored, we therefore assume that
any higher order backside reflection signals may be neglected.
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(a)

abraded backside

detector

(b)

optical grease

Figure 96: (a) eliminating backside reflection by abration (b) shifted backside reflection

The main drawback of the rotating polarizer method is that, as was shown by
[124], the  measurement noise is proportional to - 1 sin    . This means that when
measuring thin and low refraction index layers on top of low refraction index
substrates we should expect a small phase shift between the polarization components
and thus a low value  and a large measurement noise. Given that both the polymer
layers and the glass substrates have low indices of refraction and given the other
issues mentioned in 7.4, we expect relatively poor measurement qualities. To tackle
the problem we introduce a calibrated phase shift over the spectrum of measurement
of about 90 so that the measurements are done around the optimal  of least noise.
One way of introducing such a phase shift is by using a quarter wavelength
plate, however this will introduce the desired phase shift only over a limited spectral
range. We use a double Fresnel Rhomb phase shifter to achieve the desired phase shift
over the entire spectral range of interest. The Fresnel Rhomb was purchased from
Halbo Optics and the reason we use a double rhomb is that the beam maintains this
way its optical axis. An optical system was designed and fitted to the ellipsometer to
facilitate both reflection and transmission phase shifted measurements. More details
on how Fresnel rhombs work may be found in [125]. More details on how to perform
the measurements may be found in the attached CD.
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תקציר
בשנת  1977גילו  Heeger ,Shirakawaו McDiarmid -כי הפולימר פוליאצטילן הוא בעל
תכונות של הולכה למחצה .תגלית זו סללה את הדרך להתפתחותם של התקנים אלקטרוניים
ואופטו-אלקטרוניים העשויים מחומרים שבמהותם הינם פלסטיים .תחום המחקר ,החדש יחסית,
שנוצר בעקבות תגלית זו מראה עתה סימנים של בגרות טכנולוגית עם הצגתם של אבי טיפוס של
מסכים שטוחים על ידי חברות אלקטרוניקה מובילות וכן עם העלייה המתמדת ביעילותם של
תאים סולריים המבוססים על חומרים אורגניים .ההישגים האדירים של הכימיה האורגנית החל
מתחילת המאה ה 20 -עומדים עתה לרשותם של מדענים ומהנדסים המחפשים לנצל יכולות
והישגים מגוונים אלו לשם קידום התחום ההולך ומתפתח של התקנים אלקטרוניים ואלקטרו-
אופטיים המבוססים על חומרים אורגניים ובכללם פולימרים.
למרות שישנם הרבה קווים מקבילים בין התקנים המבוססים על גבישים אנאורגניים
מסודרים ובין התקנים המבוססים על חומרים אורגניים אמורפיים ,קיימים גם הבדלים
משמעותיים בין שתי משפחות אלו .לכן ,שימוש ישיר במשוואות הולכה קונוונציונאליות,
ובתפיסות הנהוגות לאפיון רכיבים המבוססים על חומרים אנאורגניים מסודרים לא תמיד
מתאים לתיאור תופעות המאפיינות רכיבים המבוססים על חומרים אורגניים אמורפיים .מהות
העבודה שאנו מציגים היא בכך שהיא מציגה תפיסות חדשניות לתיאור ולהבנה של מנגנוני הולכה
בחומרים לא מסודרים ,ובפרט בחומרים אורגניים לא מסודרים ,בד בבד עם שימוש בתפיסות אלו
לשם תיאור והבנת תפקודם של התקנים המבוססים על מערכות חומרים אלו.
תוך שימוש בתכונות החשמליות הייחודיו ת לחומרים ולהתקנים אורגניים ,הצלחנו
בחלקה הראשון של עבודתנו להראות כי תלותה של הנצילות הקוונטית של הפוטו-זרם בעוצמת
העירור האופטי בתאים פוטו-וולטאיים וגלאים אורגניים קשורה למוביליות של נושא המטען
האיטי בחומר .חקרנו תלות זו הן באופן תיאורטי והן באופן ניסיוני ואנו מציגים טכניקה פשוטה
לחילוץ ערכה של המוביליות של נושא המטען האיטי מתוך מדידות של הנצילות הקוונטית של
הפוטו-זרם בתלות בעוצמת העירו ר האופטי.
במדידות אלו הוצמדו התקנים אורגניים פוטו-וולטאיים לפתח יציאה של כדור
אינטגרציה שלכניסתו הוצמדה דיודה פולטת אור בעלת הספק גבוה ואורך גל המתאים לבליעה
חזקה בחומר האורגני .בפתח יציאה נוסף של כדור האינטגרציה מוקם גלאי אור מכויל לצורך
ניטור עוצמת ההארה .כדור האינטגרציה שימש הן לצורך יצירת הארה אחידה של ההתקן הנמדד
והן לצורך פישוט תהליך ניטור עוצמת האור כך שיבוצע באופן יציב והדיר .במדידה עצמה מוחזק
ההתקן במתח ידוע ונמדד הפוטו-זרם בתלות בעוצמת ההארה המוגברת באופן מבוקר .ביצוע
חישוב מתאים מתרגם מדידה זו לעקום המראה את הנצילות הקוונטית של הפוטו-זרם בתלות
בעוצמת העירו ר האופטי .עקום אופייני שכזה מראה נצילות קוונטית קבועה בעוצמות הארה
נמוכות עד להגעה לתחום עוצמות קריטי שבו מתחילה הנצילות לרדת עם הגדלת עוצמת ההארה.
על ידי פיתוח שני מודלים פיסיקליים ,שהם לכאורה בלתי תלויים ,אנו מראים כי תחום עוצמת
ההארה הקריטי תואם מצד אחד את הגעת ההתקן למצב בו הוא נכנס למשטר זרם מוגבל מטען
מרחבי ומצד שני תואם את המצב בו רקומבינציית  Langevinנהיית משמעותית .אנו מראים כי
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שימוש בכל אחת משתי תובנות אלו מאפשר חילוץ ערך המוביליות של נושא המטען האיטי בחומר
וכן אנו מראים כי שני המנגנונים שלכאורה אינם תלויים למעשה קשורים באופן הדוק.
חלקה השני של העבודה קשור בכך שבזמן שביצענו מדידות תלויות זמן של פוטו-זרם
בהתקנים פוטו-וולטאיים העשויים משכבות אורגניות דקות ,גילינו תופעות ייחודיות ומסקרנות
במאפייני זרם המעבר .תופעות אלו הובילו אותנו לפיתוח תיאור חדשני ולא קונוונציונאלי של
מנגנון ההולכה בשכבות דקות של חומרים אורגניים ואמורפיים .תיאור חדשני זה נושא בחובו הן
משמעויות פיסיקליות והן משמעויות הנדסיות .הרעיון שבבסיסו של תיאור חדש זה הינו שלא
ניתן לשייך ערך חד ערכי ומוגדר היטב למוביליות של נושאי המטען בשכבות דקות של חומרים
אמורפיים ,אלא יש צורך לתאר שכבות אלו לצרכי הולכה כעשויות מאוסף של מסלולים
מקביליים בעלי ערכי מוביליות שונים .לטענתנו ,הסיבה לקיום צורך זה בשכבות דקות הינה העדר
התכנסות סטטיסטית מספקת של מאפייני הסביבה אותה דוגם נושא המטען בעוברו מצד אחד של
ההתקן לצידו השני וזאת עקב אורכו הצר של המימד שלאורכו הוא מתקדם .אי לכך ,אנו טוענים
ומראים ניסיונית כי הדרך הנכונה לתאר הולכה בשכבות אמורפיות דקות הינה על ידי אפיונם
באמצעות פונקצית פילוג של ערכי המוביליות .כמו כן ,אנו מציגים את הכלים המתמטיים
הנחוצים לחילוץ פונקצית הפילוג של המוביליות מתוך מדידות של זרמי המעבר של הפוטו-זרם.
ניתוח תיאורטי וסימולציות של תנועת המטען בתווכים אמורפיים צרים בהתבסס על פיתרון ישיר
של ה master equation -מספק חיזוק נוסף לטענותינו.
המדידות תלויות הזמן בוצעו באותו מערך מדידה ששימש אותנו למדידות תלויות
העוצמה אלא שבמקרה זה הדיודה פולטת האור הופעלה על ידי מדרגת זרם ובוצע ניטור של עליית
הפוטו-זרם בהתקן הנמדד כתגובה להפעלה החדה של מקור ההארה .עקומי המעבר המתקבלים
אינם בעלי אופיין לינארי כפי שהיינו מצפים מהתקנים העשויים מחומרים גבישיים מסודרים
בעלי מוביליות מוגדרת היטב אלא בעלי שיפוע שהולך ויורד באופן רציף .התיאור החדשני אותו
פיתחנו מסביר התנהגות זו על ידי כך שמסלולים בחומר בעלי מאפייני הולכה שונים יתאפיינו
בזמני מעבר שונים של נושאי המטען בהם .אי לכך מסלולים בעלי זמני מעבר אופייניים שונים
יגיעו למצב יציב של זרם בזמנים שונים .לכן ,במדידה הכוללת ,שהיא למעשה סיכום מקבילי של
זרמי המעבר של המסלולים השונים ,אנו רואים שיפוע המשתנה באופן רציף לכל משך תופעת
המעבר .כאמור ,הטכניקות המוצגות בעבודה מאפשרות את חילוץ פונקצית הפילוג של מאפייני
ההולכה של המסלולים השונים מתוך מדידת זרם המעבר.
הניתוחים התיאורטיים והסימולציות אותן ביצענו מראים את קיום תופעת הפיזור בזמני
ההגעה האופייניים של נושאי מטען כאשר הם נעים באזורים שונים בשכבה .כמו כן הם גם מראים
שככל שהשכבה היא יותר עבה כך קטן הפיזור באופן יחסי .תופעה זו נובעת מכך שככל שהשכבה
יותר עבה כך דוגם כל נושא מטען נפח יותר משמעותי מהחומר ,דבר המוביל להתכנסות
סטטיסטית יותר טובה שמובילה ליותר הומוגניות במאפייני ההולכה.

II

תודות
המחקר נעשה בהנחיית פרופסור ניר טסלר בפקולטה להנדסת חשמל.
ראשית כל ,תודתי העמוקה נתונה למנחה שלי ,ניר טסלר ,על שסיפק לי את הניצוץ
לעבודה זו כמו גם את התנאים הפיסיים והאקדמיים ,דחף וכיוון נחוצים ,השקעה נדיבה מזמנו,
סבלנותו ומשאביו וכן את החופש האקדמי לבחור בשבילים הלא נכונים והנכונים .בזכות ניר
המסע נעם לי מאוד ,גם ברמה המקצועית וגם ברמה האישית.
ברצוני להביע את הערכתי העמוקה לצוות המעבדה לחומרים ולרכיבים אורגנים – וולאד
מדבדב ,אלכסי רזין ,אולגה סולומשץ' ויאיר גנות .יכולותיהם הטכניות הגבוהות בשילוב עם
מיומנויות ברמה יוצאת דופן גובלים בקוסמות .אופיים החברי והנעים מהווה השלמה ברוכה
ליכולותיהם המקצועיות.
תודה חמה נתונה גם לעמיתי ,תלמידי מחקר בעבר ובהווה – יבגני פריזנט ,על כך שסיפק
לי את תוכנות הסימולציה ,שנכתבו באלגנטיות רבה והיוו את המנוע לביצוע הניתוחים
התיאורטיים של הולכה המובאים בעבודה זו; יוחאי רויכמן ,עבור שיחות פוריות בתחילת דרכי;
טאלב מוקארי מהאוניברסיטה העברית ,על עזרתו בניסיונות יי המוקדמים לחקור תערובות של
פולימרים עם נקודות קוונטיות וכן תודה לעודד כץ על חברותו ועל יצירת סביבת עבודה ולימוד
תוך כדי הנאה מהכל במשרדנו המשותף.
ליונתן סביר ושלומי לויפר אני מודה על העזרה יוצאת הדופן ועל הנסיון המלבב שהיה לי
איתם בהעמקת ההבנה והיכולות בתחום האליפסומטריה.
אני מודה לדני ריטר על עזרתו בהבהרת סוגיות בתחום הפיסיקה של מוליכים למחצה ועל
ידידותו הנעימה.
– דניאל
הוקרת תודתי נתונה לאנשי מרכז מחקר מיקרואלקטרוניקה על שם וולפסון
לובזנס ,יעקוב שניידר ,יוסי זלצמן ,גד בהיר ,דני שיינמן כמו גם מרק ,רון ,אוטיליה ,פנינה ,יבגני,
בוריס ,גיורא ואלחנן .הם אחראים לתשתית החיונית שבלעדיה לא ניתן לבצע דבר מבחינה טכנית.
כמו כן הם אחראים להיות מרכז המחקר 'בית שני' חם.
–

בעבור חברותם אני מבקש להודות לתלמידי מחקר בעבר ובהווה מקבוצת האורגנים
מיכל ,יהורם ,ניר ,עודד ,ערן ואריאל .כמו כן ,בעבור חברות רבת שנים ,ייעוץ פיסיקלי והומור
בריא ,אני מודה לידידי ארי גרו.
– זוגתי
בגלל שהם הם ובעבור מה שהם ,אהבתי ותודתי המיוחדת נתונות למשפחתי
הילה ,בני כרמל ,הורי ואחי.
אני מודה לטכניון ולוות"ת על התמיכה הכספית הנדיבה בהשתלמותי לאורך השנים.
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